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Abstract 

My Ph.D. thesis is generally devoted to syntheses of bioconjugates, which can serve as 

tools for chemical biology. The synthetic approaches are mainly focused on solid-phase 

organic synthesis, with proper pre-modification of intermediates in solution, if required. 

The general aspects of solid-phase synthesis were shortly described in the Introduction 

part, as well as biological background and brief overview of the two studied groups of 

therapeutically interested compounds – protein kinase inhibitors and triterpenes. 

First project of the Results and discussion is dealing with synthesis of purine 

CDK inhibitors conjugated with folic acid. Purine CDK inhibitors are well-known 

compounds, mainly because of their potency to inhibit proliferation of cancer cells. 

However, one of the most serious problems of traditional chemotherapy nowadays is 

very little specificity for cancer cells over the healthy ones, which leads to systemic 

toxicity. Tumor targeted delivery system can serve as solution to increasing specificity, 

thus decreasing toxicity in healthy cells. It is based on overexpression of cell specific 

receptors, for example the folate receptor, in cancer cells. The folate receptors bind 

and transport folic acid into cells and are overexpressed in a wide range of human 

cancers. Thus, the aim of the project is synthesis of conjugates of purine CDK 

inhibitors with folic acid, followed by biological evaluation of their behavior in cells.  

Second project is focused on preparation of thalidomide preloaded resin for rapid 

preparation of PROTAC conjugates. The proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTAC) 

concept has gained wide attention over the past years. This small-molecule-induced 

protein degradation strategy represents a novel approach to specifically target proteins 

that are not currently therapeutically tractable and promote their proteasomal 

degradation via ubiquitylation. One such PROTAC family uses the phthalimides 

(thalidomide, pomalidomide, lenalidomide), potent immunomodulatory drugs capable 

of binding to the E3 ubiquitin ligase cereblon. Thus, the phthalimide family is often 

employed as a part of PROTACs to hijack cereblon to target proteins. Pharmacological 

targeting of protein kinases has been validated as an effective therapeutic strategy, and 

over 37 kinase inhibitor drugs have received approval for clinical use in certain cancers. 

However, specific resistance often reduces the sensitivity of targeted kinases to drugs 

during therapy, and therefore novel molecules or approaches are intensively sought. 

Kinase degradation induced by PROTACs thus provides an interesting alternative. 

The aim of the project is therefore synthesis of commercially available and yet 

pharmacologically proven protein kinases inhibitors with thalidomide preloaded linker 

and their subsequent biological evaluation in cell. 

The last project is dealing with synthesis of conjugates of cytotoxic triterpenes 

with fluorescent dye. Triterpenes are naturally occurring compounds, which can be 
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found in almost all living organisms. They are possessed with promising biological 

activities; however, their mechanism of action remains uncovered. For a better 

understanding, how some very promising triterpenic molecules selectively kill cancer 

cells, we decided to study their behavior in cells. The aim of the project is, therefore, 

synthesis of conjugates of triterpenes with BODIPY, as a chromophore, subsequent 

study with fluorescent microscopy and study of conjugates potential interaction with 

proteins inside the cells. 
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Abstrakt 

Moje doktorská práce se obecně věnuje syntéze biokonjugátů, které mohou sloužit jako 

nástroje v chemické biologii. Syntetické přístupy byly zaměřené hlavně na syntézu na 

pevné fázi, s případnou modifikací reagentů v roztoku. 

Základní charakteristika syntézy na pevné fázi je stručně popsána v části Úvod, rovněž 

i s biologickým pozadím a krátkým souhrnem dvou studovaných oblastí – inhibitorů 

proteinových kináz a triterpenů. 

První projekt v části Výsledky a diskuze se zabývá syntézou purinových CDK 

inhibitorů konjugovaných s kyselinou listovou. Purinové CDK inhibitory jsou známou 

skupinou terapeuticky významných látek, díky jejich schopnosti inhibovat proliferaci 

nádorových buněk. Nicméně jedním z nejvážnějších problémů současné chemoterapie 

je velmi malá specificita pro nádorové buňky v porovnaní se zdravými, což vede 

k celkové systémové toxicitě. Cílený transport k nádorovým buňkám může proto 

sloužit jako řešení pro zajištění vyšší specificity a tím pádem snížení toxicity u zdravých 

buněk. Je založen na principu zvýšené exprese specifických buněčných receptorů, ku 

příkladu folátových, v nádorových buňkách. Folátové receptory vážou a přenášejí 

kyselinu listovou do buněk a mají zvýšenou expresi právě v celé řadě nádorových 

buněk. Cílem tohoto projektu je tedy syntéza konjugátů purinových CDK inhibitorů a 

kyseliny listové, s následnou biologickou evaluací a studiem jejich chování uvnitř 

buněk. 

Druhý projekt je zaměřen na přípravu thalidomidem modifikované pryskyřice pro 

rychlou přípravu PROTAC konjugátů. Proteolýzu-zaměřující chiméry (z angl. 

PROTAC) představují koncept, který si získal značnou pozornost v posledních letech. 

Tyto malé molekuly, které jsou schopny degradovat proteiny, reprezentují nový přístup 

k specifickému cílení proteinů, které momentálně nejsou terapeuticky dosažitelné a 

mohou tak způsobit jejich degradaci díky procesu ubiquitinace. Jednu z PROTAC 

skupin představují ftalidomidové deriváty (thalidomid, pomalidomid, lenalidomid), 

které se váží na E3 ligázu cereblon. Jsou tedy často použity jako části PROTAC 

konjugátů, které jsou schopny dostat cereblon k cíleným proteinům. Farmakologické 

cílení proteinových kináz se ukázalo jako efektivní terapeutická strategie a přes 37 

inhibitorů bylo schváleno pro klinické aplikace u určitých typů rakoviny. Nicméně 

specifická rezistence snižuje citlivost cílených kináz na léčiva během terapie, proto nové 

molekuly a přístupy jsou velmi žádoucí. Degradace kináz pomocí PROTAC molekul 

může v tomto případě představovat zajímavou alternativu. Cílem projektu je syntéza 

konjugátů komerčně dostupných a zároveň klinicky prověřených inhibitorů 

proteinových kináz s linkerem modifikovaným thalidomidem a jejich následná 

biologická evaluace uvnitř buněk. 
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Poslední projekt je zaměřen na syntézu konjugátů cytotoxických triterpenů 

s fluorescenční značkou. Triterpeny jsou přírodní látky, které můžeme najít téměř ve 

všech živých organismech. Jsou známé svojí biologickou účinností, ale přesný 

mechanismus jejich účinku není zcela prozkoumán. Pro lepší pochopení, jak některé 

velmi zajímavé triterpenoidní molekuly selektivně zabíjejí nádorové buňky, jsme se 

rozhodli studovat jejich chování uvnitř buněk. Cílem projektu je tedy syntéza 

konjugátů s BODIPY, jakožto chromoforem, pro následné studium uvnitř buněk 

pomocí fluorescenční mikroskopie a studium jejich cytotoxicity. 
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Aims of the Thesis 

1) Tumor targeting delivery for purine CDK inhibitors  

Stepwise synthesis of drug-delivery system, bearing four main components (CDK 

inhibitor, self-immolative linker, hydrophilic spacer and folic acid) on solid-support and 

study of their impact inside the cells overexpressing folate receptor. 

 

2) Proteolysis-targeting chimera (PROTAC) for protein kinases 

targeted degradation 

Development of thalidomide-preloaded resin for easy and rapid preparation of desired 

conjugates possessed with suitable functional groups – demonstrated on selected 

protein kinases inhibitors. Test applicability of the thalidomide conjugates on selected 

protein kinases. 
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3) BODIPY labeled triterpenes for visualization within cells 

Development of BODIPY labeled resin, as another application of preloaded resins, for 

easy and rapid preparation of desired conjugates possessed with suitable functional 

groups – demonstrated on selected triterpenes. Following study of BODIPY-triterpene 

conjugates distribution within cells with fluorescent microscopy and examination of 

their cytotoxic activity against selected cancer cell lines. 
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Foreword 

This thesis is written as a compilation of the projects, which have been published during 

my PhD studies. Since the title “High-throughput conjugation of drug-like molecules for 

chemical biology” covers a wide spectrum of synthetic and medicinal chemistry topics, it is 

above the scope of this thesis to deeply examine all of them. Thus, the general introductory 

part should not serve as an exhaustive review, but moreover as a guide for the reader to 

introduce our motivation for working on the selected research projects.  

The next part, Results and discussion, is divided into chapters, which content 

correspond to the published papers. Each chapter should serve as an extended version of the 

publication, including short introduction to studied compounds and actual discussion about 

unsuccessful results during synthesis and pathways towards the final compounds. 

Summarization of authors’ contributions on the individual work is also included. The discussed 

manuscripts are attached as Appendices at the end of the thesis. 

The Supporting information contain all relevant experimental data and is attached as 

an electronic file on CD. They can also be found on the web pages of the corresponding 

publisher. 
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1.1. General aspects of solid-phase organic synthesis  

Since the famous pioneering work of Bruce Merrifield[1] in the 1960’s dealing with 

peptide synthesis, the concept of solid-phase synthesis has expanded into all fields of 

synthetic organic chemistry, along with preparation of oligonucleotides,[2,3] peptide 

nucleic acids,[4,5] oligosaccharides[6–8] and to solid-phase synthesis of small organic 

molecules,[9–11]  including total synthesis of biologically relevant compounds.[12–14]    

The general idea of solid-phase synthesis is covalent binding of reactants on insoluble 

solid support, most commonly polystyrene resin cross-linked with divinylbenzene (PS-

DVB), while keeping all other reactants in solution. By contrast to solution-phase 

synthesis, the high concentration of reagents is often used to force the reactions to as 

high conversion as possible. The resin is then thoroughly washed with proper solvents 

after each reaction step, to simply remove excess reagents and soluble byproducts. The 

examination of intermediates is performed by cleavage from the resin and with further 

use of common analytical techniques, such as HPLC, mass spectrometry or NMR 

spectrometry (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. General concept of solid-phase synthesis. 

To successfully apply solid-phase method in preparation of desired compounds, careful 

choice of suitable solid support should be made. This include choice of linker as well 

as insoluble resin beads, on which are linkers permanently attached (Figure 2.a). 

Linkers represent a key fragment of efficiency in anchoring and removing organic 

molecule from solid support, so the correct choice of the linker group is crucial. A 

general consensus seems to be made with polystyrene with 1-2% DVB cross-linking, 

possessing ideal swelling properties in polar aprotic solvents (Figure 2.b).[15] 
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Figure 2. Attachment of the target compound to a solid-support. 

Several requirements on linker choice should be met. Importantly, attachment of 

the first compound should be straightforward and provide good to high yields. The 

linker must be stable to all chemical transformations during synthesis, which means, 

that not all reaction conditions could be suitable for every kind of linker (e.g. acid 

labile linkers will not survive strong acidic conditions during synthesis). Moreover, it 

is also required to obtain compounds pure and clean after cleavage, without unwanted 

side reactions.[16] 

The suitable type of the linker also depends on immobilization strategy of the first 

component. In this regard, immobilization via carboxylic or amino group is 

distinguished (Figure 3).[15,16] Since deep examination of all resin types and cleavage 

conditions is beyond the scope of this thesis, I would like to focus mostly on the acid 

labile linkers, with attachment via carboxylic or amine group immobilization. 

 

Figure 3. General immobilization strategies.  
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1.1.1. Acid labile linkers immobilized via carboxylic acid 

Immobilization of the first compound on solid support as a carboxylate belongs to 

the most frequently used method. The selection of the linker depends also on desired 

derivatization of carboxylic function, as it could come as an acid or an amide after 

cleavage from the resin.[15,16] Thus, carboxylic group could be attached to the solid-

support as an ester, amide, hydrazide or O-substituted oxime (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. The most common linkers used for carboxylic acid attachment. 

 

The commonly used acids for cleavage from the resin were hydrofluoric (HF) or 

hydrobromic (HBr) acids. However, such strong acidic conditions have been used for 

resins such as Merrifield, PAM or benzhydryl, which did not possess any stabilization 
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group, so compounds are strongly bonded to the solid support.[15] In case of HF, low 

temperatures (0°C) and short reaction times (30 – 60 min) were advised in order to 

avoid side reactions and special glassware was required because of its ability to etching 

the glass. Hence, these strong acidolytic cleavage procedures were extremely hazardous 

and were not generally applicable to multiple parallel synthesis.[15] Luckily, 

development of more acid labile linkers, possessing electrons-enriched benzyl function, 

enabled use of less harsh acidic conditions.[17–19] One of the advantages of such 

immobilization are conveniently tunable release reaction conditions, which are dictated 

mostly by number of electron-donating groups (very often alkoxy) on benzyl core of 

the linker. Generally speaking, the more alkoxy groups are presented, the more labile 

is linker and the lower concentration of an acid is required for the cleavage, due to the 

better resonance stabilization of carbocation (Scheme 1). Frequently used acidic 

conditions for benzyl-type linkers are trifluoracetic acid (TFA) or 

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMSA) on various concentrations. 

 

Scheme 1. Mechanism of compound releasement from the resin. 

1.1.2. Acid labile linkers immobilized via amino group 

The use of benzaldehyde-based linkers is routine strategy for general preparation of 

immobilized secondary and tertiary amines. The most commonly used linkers of this 

type are 1, AMEBA or BAL (Figure 5), on which amines are attached after reductive 

amination. The BAL linker was found to be also useful for the synthesis of peptides 

with carboxy terminal amino acid prone to racemization, as no activation of the 

carboxylic acid was needed.[16] Moreover, the linker is also convenient for C-terminal 

dipeptides, that are liable to diketopiperazine formation, since no benzyl ester of a 

dipeptide is present during synthesis.[16] Willingness to acidic cleavage of benzaldehyde-

based linker from the resin is analogous to the electron-rich benzyl linkers mentioned 

above. 
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Figure 5. Benzaldehyde-based linker. 

1.1.3. Swelling properties of the resins 

The smooth contact between the solvent and the reagents during every reaction in 

solid-phase synthesis is crucial for successful outcome. Even though the PS-DVB resins 

are insoluble, in some solvents they swell strongly than in others. They can form a 

thick polymer gel, in which the polymer bound starting material act as in a solvent-

like environment. Such behavior is highly dependent on various aspects, e.g. resin type, 

linkers, particle size, functional groups or on the attached reagents. Hence, in suitable 

solvents could be the swelling properties much higher, than in a polymer-shrinking, 

thus unsuitable solvents.[20] 

Commonly used solvents for polystyrene resins are DMF, NMP or dichloromethane, 

that swell the resin effectively. Other solvents, such as THF, 1,4-dioxane, chloroform 

or toluene are also generally used. Polar protic solvents (water, alcohols) and 

hydrocarbons (hexane, cyclohexane) or ethers (diethylether) are incompatible with 

polystyrene resins, due to the low solvating properties. However, they could be very 

beneficial in washing sequences, especially with polar by-products formed during the 

reactions. They allow the polymer network to be closed and reopened from various 

sites and therefore helped to remove the impurities. 

1.1.4. Benefits and drawbacks of solid-phase method 

Numerous organic reactions have been converted to solid-phase (including 

stereoselective synthetic transformations[21–23] and air/moisture-sensitive reactions 

such as palladium catalyzed cross-couplings[24,25] or metathesis[26,27]) and very 

sophisticated automated parallel methods have been developed for the efficient 

production of compound libraries. Besides, nowadays are many suggestions for linkers, 

resins or cleavage techniques suitable for vast major of substrates, making solid-phase 

synthesis broadly applicable not only for peptide chemistry. In fact, solid-phase 

chemistry is often a choice for pharmaceutical companies for synthesis of large libraries 

of compounds for high-throughput screening. 

One of the beauties of this concept is its simplicity. Compare to the traditional 

chemistry in solution, the reaction work-up is very effortless and often accomplished 
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in order of minutes. Since the separation from excess of reagents and soluble 

byproducts is done by filtering and washing, purification of intermediates with e.g. 

extraction or column chromatography is not necessary to obtain compounds with high 

crude purities. Also, high boiling solvents, such as DMF or DMSO could be use with 

apparent impunity due to the simple filtering off after the reaction. Moreover, handling 

of toxic, volatile, flammable or explosive compounds can be proceeded safely after 

immobilization on resins. Therefore, resins serve dual purposes: not only they bound 

increasingly elongated synthetic chain during the construction of the molecule but are 

also frequently used as protecting groups of otherwise reactive moieties.  

However, despite the indisputable advantages mentioned above, the concept of solid-

phase synthesis sometimes generates strong resistance among the scientific community. 

The traditional synthetic organic chemists often need full analytical characterization 

of all reaction intermediates, as a strong evidence to support the proposed chemical 

structure of the product, nonetheless that is often at the expense of time spent on each 

reaction step (so called “hands-on-time”). The optimization of reaction conditions also 

could be time-consumable, since monitoring of reaction progress is sluggish (requires 

cleavage from the resin, or methods such as solid-state NMR or FTIR) and excess of 

the reagents used could be, surely, quite expensive. Solid-phase synthesis is also usually 

limited to milligram quantities of final products, thus not very convenient for multi-

gram industry purposes (except of automated peptide synthesis).  

Anyhow, the previous advantages are still strong enough for considerable group of 

synthetic chemists to benefit from solid-phase concept. In fact, proper combination of 

both solution and solid-phase chemistry could be desirable to pursue satisfying results 

of chemical syntheses. 

Since syntheses of conjugates of both protein kinase inhibitors or triterpenes were 

playing essential roles within my dissertation thesis, I consider appropriate to 

introduce reader to the world of these biologically important molecules. 

1.2. The short overview of protein kinase enzymes family 

Protein kinases represent the largest families of genes in eukaryotes[28,29] and play a 

crucial roles in nearly every aspect of cellular function.[30] A number of diseases, 

including diabetes, inflammation but mostly cancer, are linked to protein kinase-

mediated cell signaling pathways.[31] They control metabolism, cell division and 

movement, transcription, cytoskeletal rearrangement or programmed cell death and 

they participate  in the immune response and nervous system function.[30,32] For these 

reasons they made an attractive target for an initial in-depth analysis of the gene 

distribution in the draft of human genome.[32] 
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The human genome encodes some 518 protein kinases that share catalytic domain 

conserved in sequence and structure. However, they are remarkably different  in the 

mechanism of the catalysis regulation.[31]  In 2002, Manning et al.[32] published  a study 

describing the protein kinase complement of the human genome – the kinome. They 

divided the eukaryotic protein kinase component into 9 groups, according to their 

catalytic domain,[32–34] as such: 

o The AGC group consists of 63 members and contains PKA (protein kinase 

A), PKG (protein kinase G), PKC (protein kinase C). They are important in 

cellular growth and proliferation and are frequently dysregulated in various 

cancers.[30,32] 

o The CMGC group consists of 61 members and 4 families, including CDK 

(cyclin-dependent protein kinases, CDK1-11), MAPK (mitogen-activated 

protein kinases), CLK (CDK-like kinases) and GSK (glycogen synthase 

kinases). Their role  is mostly in cell cycle progression and transcription 

regulation (CDKs), controlling intracellular signaling pathways (MAPKs) or in 

many other cellular processes, such as regulation of glycogen synthesis 

(GSKs).[30] 

o The CAMK group consists of 74 members and contains calcium/calmodulin-

dependent protein kinases. The members of this group include CaMK1/2/4, 

MAPKAPK2/3/5 (mitogen-activated protein kinase activating protein kinases), 

Nek1-11 (never in mitosis kinases) or MLCK (myosin light chain kinases).[30,32]  

o The RCG group (receptor guanylyl cyclase) contains of 5 members and is 

similar in domain sequences to protein-tyrosine kinases. 

o The CK1 group (also known as Casein Kinase 1) consists of 12 members and 

contains family of CK1, TTBK1/2 (tau tubulin kinase) and the VRK1/2/3 

(vaccinia-related kinase).[30] The essential role of this group of kinases is 

regulation of the circadian rhythm.[35]  

o The TKL group (tyrosine-kinase like) is a diverse family that mirrored both 

protein-tyrosine and protein-serine/threonine kinases. The group resides 43 

members and consists of e.g. MLK1-4 (mixed-lineage kinases), LISK, IRAK or 

RIPK (receptor-interacting protein kinase).  

o The TK group (tyrosyl kinase) group consists of 90 members and is one of the 

most widely described and crucial kinase family in the field of cancer biology. 

It covers 58 receptor and 32 non-receptor TKs and catalyzes phosphorylation 

of tyrosine residues. Dysregulation in receptor TKs is a frequent issue of tumor 

initiation process. Non-receptor TKs are closely linked to signaling processes.[34] 

o The STE group consists of about 47 members and contains human homologs 

of the yeast STE20, STE11 and STE7 kinases. MEK1/2/5/7 of the STE7 family 
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are dual specificity protein kinases that catalyze phosphorylation of tyrosine 

and threonine residues of the target ERK/MAP kinases.[30,32] 

The last group is named as OTHERS and includes 83 members. 

The graphical representation is depicted on Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. The main groups of protein kinases. Picture available from 

www.kinase.com/human/kinome. 

The mechanism of how protein kinases participate in cell regulation processes is 

called phosphorylation, which is common posttranslational modification with 500 000 

potential phosphorylation sites in the human proteome.[36–38] Hence, protein kinases 

are considered as ATP-dependent phosphotransferases, which catalyzed transfer of 

single phosphoryl group from the gamma position of ATP (adenosine triphosphate) to 

http://www.kinase.com/human/kinome
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the hydroxyl group of amino acid residues in protein substrates, particularly to serine 

(Ser), threonine (Thr) and tyrosine (Tyr), respectively (Scheme 2).[37] These 

phosphorylated residues are asymmetrically distributed – 85% for serine, 11.8% for 

threonine and 1.8% for tyrosine residues.[39] This specificity is dependent on many 

factors, e.g. the residue itself, the conformation of the phosphorylated motif or on the 

surrounding primary sequence. Protein phosphorylation could occur in both, ordered 

and disordered regions. Ordered regions are usually encoded for catalytic, structural or 

conformational interactions and are enriched in tyrosine residues, whereas disordered 

regions are enriched in serine or threonine residues and often mediated protein-protein 

interactions.[38] Thus, the process of phosphorylation serves two primary roles: as a 

“connector”, which binds proteins to each other and as a molecular on-off switch to 

trigger a cascade of a cellular events.[40] 

 

Scheme 2. Mechanism of phosphorylation of protein residues.[38] 

The phosphate group has special properties that are utilized to regulate critical 

biological functions. Phosphates are salts of phosphoric acid, with three possible 

ionization states with pKa 2.15, 7.2 and 12.3, respectively.[38] The protein 

phosphorylation modification is stable at physiological pH, at which phosphate groups 

are predominantly dianionic. Notably, a divalent cation, such as Mg2+ is required for 

the reaction, so that the predominant physiological substrate is MgATP1-.[30,38] 

When the phosphate group is incorporated into protein, it is immediately capable 

of making strong hydrogen bonds, thus affect other intra- as well as intermolecular 

interactions. It is well-suited for interaction with e.g. guanidine group of arginine 

residues.[38]  

Interestingly, the N-phosphorylation of residues, containing amine group in their 

side-chains (histidine, lysine or arginine) appears as an edge of protein phosphorylation 
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research. Its role in humans is poorly understood, due to particular instability of the 

phosphoramidate bond. However, there have been reports of phosphorylated histidine 

residues on human proteins, whereas the nucleoside diphosphate kinase 

phosphorylation of potassium channel histidine residue is the best studied case.[41]  

1.2.1. Structure of the catalytic domain 

The structure of the catalytic domain of protein kinases is very important for the 

deeper understanding of their activation, regulation and inhibition on molecular 

level.[38] One of the first defined crystal structures of this kind was reported in 1991, 

when the structure of PKA was determined.[42] Since this revelation, around 200 unique 

kinases have been described in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).[43] The crystal structures 

stored in this database include typical examples of all major protein kinase families.[44] 

The catalytic domain has two major subdomains: a smaller N-terminal “lobe” 

consists of five β-strands with one critical α-helix (αC-helix) and a larger C-terminal 

“lobe” that is primarily α-helical.[38] The two subdomains are joined by a peptide strand 

(the hinge) with the cleft formed between the subdomains constituting the active site 

(Figure 7). This cleft has a back hydrophobic pocket that supports regulatory functions 

and a front pocket containing the residues directly involved in catalysis or ATP 

binding.[38,45] The so called “gatekeeper” residue, located in the hinge region between 

the N and C lobes, separates the adenine binding site from adjacent hydrophobic 

pocket and controls access to the hydrophobic pocket. Its mutations may convert the 

threonine gatekeeper residue to a larger hydrophobic residue have been related to drug 

resistance.[46] 
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Figure 7. The catalytically active conformation of the protein kinase domain.[38] 

Close to the γ-phosphate of ATP is bonded the peptide substrate as an extended 

conformation across the front end of the nucleotide binding pocket. A centrally located 

loop known as the “activation loop,” typically 20–30 residues in length, provides a 

platform for the peptide substrate.[45] In most kinases is this loop phosphorylated, when 

the kinase is active. Phosphorylation of the activation loop stabilizes it in an open and 

extended conformation that is lenient for substrate binding.[45]  

1.2.2. The basis of protein kinase inhibitors 

Protein kinases could play an important role in the initiate stage of tumor growth, 

as they may contribute to the uncontrolled proliferation of cancer cells and the 

development of the metastatic disease. It is known, that cancer cells depend almost 

completely on signaling by protein kinases for their continued proliferation, whereas 

normal cells rarely invoke these pathways.[40] 

There are several examples in which specific kinases have become mutated in cancer 

cells. For instance, the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase BCR-ABL is present in 15 – 30% 

of adult cases of acute lymphoblastic leukemia and virtually all cases of chronic myeloid 

leukemia. This mutation led to design and development of imatinib, which was 

approved as Gleevec™, and showed that the plasticity of kinase structure can enable 

the development of selective kinase inhibitors, despite the high sequence conservation 

in this extensive protein family. As another example could serve EFGR mutations with 

enhanced kinase activity, that have been detected in several human tumor types, e.g. 

breast cancer.[40] 

Nowadays, the significant research activity is put to the development of small 

molecule inhibitors of the various kinases, which are considered as crucial for the 
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initiation and growth of tumors. Because protein kinases use ATP as a source of 

phosphate, one of the main approaches aimed to design inhibitors that interact with 

the ATP-binding site of the protein. Such interaction makes phosphorylation of protein 

kinases inaccessible, hence blocking the signaling process.[40] 

The C-terminal domain contains a flexible activation loop. It is usually 20 - 30 

amino acids long and marked by a conserved Asp-Phe-Gly (“DFG”) motif at the 

beginning. We can divide kinase inhibitors formally into two groups, according to their 

ability to adopt two main conformations: 

o Those that inhibit the active form of the enzyme (DFG-in) 

o Those that inhibit the inactive form of the enzyme (DFG-out)[46,47] 

In an active state conformation, the Asp group of the DFG motif points into the ATP-

binding site and coordinates two Mg2+ ions,[42,46] with the activation loop open. 

Moreover, the active conformation possesses the orientation of the αC helix, located 

on the N-terminal domain, rotated inward toward the active site. Such orientation also 

able the crucial ion pair interaction, between the conserved Glu of the αC helix and 

the Lys of the β-3 strand of the β-sheet in the N-lobe, responsible for the kinase 

activity.[46] 

The inactive conformation seen in kinases corresponds to a flipped conformation of the 

DFG motif, in which the Asp flips by 180°C relative to the active state. This led to 

Asp and Phe residues swapping their positions. The “DFG-out” state opens a new 

allosteric pocket directly adjacent to the ATP binding pocket (Figure 8).[46]  

 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the classifying conformations as DFG-in and DFG-out.  
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According to the binding mode, we can divide small molecule kinase inhibitors into 

four categories:[48,49] 

Type I – ATP-competitive inhibitors, recognized DFG-in conformation of the 

kinase. This type typically consists of a heterocyclic moiety that occupies the 

purine binding site, whereas the side chain occupied the adjacent hydrophobic 

pockets I and II (Figure 9), for instance ceritinib or tofacitinib.[48,49] 

 

Type II – recognized DFG-out conformation. A twist of the activation loop to 

the DFG-out conformation exposes an additional hydrophobic binding site, 

directly next to the ATP binding site (Figure 9). A well-known example of this 

kind is imatinib, which serendipitous discovery revealed a common 

pharmacophore of all inhibitors of this kind – conserved set of hydrogen 

bonds.[48] 

 
 

Type III – allosteric inhibitors, binds outside the ATP-binding site – the 

allosteric site. Kinases belonging to this group tend to express the highest degree 

of selectivity, because they exploit binding sites and regulatory mechanisms that 

are unique to the particular kinase (Figure 9). The most known example is CI-

1040, which inhibits MEK1 and MEK2 by occupying a pocket adjacent to the 

ATP binding site.[48,49] 
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Type IV – covalent inhibitors, are capable of forming a covalent bond to the 

kinase active site by reaction with nucleophilic cysteine side-chain. These 

inhibitors were designed as Michael acceptors, possessing electrophilic acrolein 

moiety, which may react with nucleophilic sulfur from cysteine residue.[48] One 

example could serve a small molecule inhibitor ibrutinib that targets BTK 

(Figure 9). 

 

Notably, the vast majority of the approved kinase inhibitors are Type I and are 

generally more selective, however, the reasons for such selectivity advantage are not 

known yet.[46,47] 

 

 

ATP competitive inhibitors binding mode 
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Type II inhibitors binding mode 

 

Allosteric inhibitors binding mode 

 

Covalent inhibitors binding mode 

Figure 9. Graphical representation of kinase inhibitors binding modes. 

Discovering the full range of intracellular targets for all kinase inhibitors seems like 

a challenging task. In addition to the 518 kinases encoded in the human genome, there 

exist over 2000 other nucleotide-dependent enzymes, polymerases, reductases or 

methyltransferases, that possess binding sites.[48]  

Despite the fact, that there has been a great deal of recent progress toward 

increasing the selectivity of type-I protein kinase inhibitors, they generally suffer for 

low selectivity, since their scaffolds are often based on adenine-like heterocycle 

moieties.[50,51] Current efforts are usually limited to determining drug distribution to 

various organs and monitoring pharmacodynamics, such as particular phosphorylation 

site. Moreover, the rapid proliferation of cancer cells caused the acquisition of 

mutations conferring drug resistance, mostly at gatekeeper residue.[48] Such lack of 

selectivity can lead to off-target kinase inhibition and undesired side effects. Thus, 

finding kinase inhibitors that will be able to successfully pass the clinical trials and 

become the drugs, is still very demanding. Some techniques, which could be beneficial 
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for improvement of selectivity of kinase inhibitors, will be discussed more deeply in 

Results and discussion part. 

1.3. The short overview of the pentacyclic triterpenes 

As was mentioned already, cancer is still the main cause of death in western 

civilization. Another essential group of compounds, that gained wide interest in 

treatment of cancer, are triterpenes and their semisynthetic derivatives.  

These natural compounds may be found as secondary metabolites in plants,[52] 

fungi[53] or marine invertebrates[54] and played a key role in the growth, development 

and reproduction of the organisms. They are found in bark, cork or in the wax covering 

leaves.[55] Moreover, pentacyclic triterpenes covered an extensive spectrum of biological 

properties, not only as potential anticancer agents,[56,57] but also as antimicrobial,[58] 

antiviral,[57] antibacterial[59] or antimalarial[60] compounds. All these features are 

making them attractive targets for biological screening and in the last decades the 

broad spectrum of biological activities of lupane, oleanane and ursane triterpenes 

(Figure 10) have been evaluated.  

Lupeol, betulin and betulinic acid belong to the lupane type pentacyclic triterpenes, 

consisting of four cyclohexane (A – D) and one cyclopentane (E) rings. Erythrodiol 

with oleanolic acid exhibit an oleanan structure with five cyclohexane rings, which is 

similar structure motif also for ursane group, represented by ursolic acid (Figure 10). 

The oleanane and ursane group differs only in position of methyl group on E-ring.[55] 

They could be extracted from natural plants in a relatively good yields,[61,62] which is 

common strategy how to obtain them in enantiomerically pure form for further 

synthetic derivatization.[63] However, the total syntheses of pentacyclic triterpenes have 

been also published.[64,65] 
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Figure 10. The chemical structure of the main representatives of pentacyclic triterpenes. 

1.3.1. The biological properties of the lupane group 

As was mentioned above, this group shows an interesting spectrum of biological 

properties, such as: 

• Antitumor 

The antitumor properties of lupane type triterpenes were first discover more than 

40 years ago, by extraction from the stem bark of various plants.[66,67] This led to the 

isolation of betulinic acid, which subsequently became the most examined derivative 

from this group.[68] One of the most widely reported sources of betulinic acid is the 

birch tree (Betula), where both betulinic acid and betulin can be obtained in 

substantial quantities.[69] This white crystalline solid exhibits limited solubility in 

organic solvents such as methanol, chloroform, DMF or DMSO, however, it is highly 

soluble in pyridine and acetic acid.[69] The semisynthetic preparation of betulinic acid 

from betulin is done by Jones oxidation to obtain betulonic acid and subsequent 

reduction with sodium borohydride provides mixture of C3α and C3β hydroxyl products 

in ratio 5:95, which upon crystallization in methanol affords desired diastereomer in 

very good overall yields (Scheme 3).[69,70] The modification of positions C3, C28 and 

allylic pattern at C20, C29 and C30 are common approaches towards new betulinic acid 

derivatives.[71] 
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Scheme 3. Semi-synthetic preparation of betulinic acid from betulin. 

The antitumor activity of betulinic acid and its derivatives could be decisive for 

therapeutic application, since these compounds exhibit a high activity against several 

tumors and cancers.[71] First reports showed a melanoma-specificity[72] of betulinic acid, 

however, more recent evidence indicated a broader spectrum of activity against other 

cancer cell lines, such as neuroblastoma, malignant brain-tumor, prostate carcinoma, 

ovarian carcinoma or glioblastoma.[71,73–75] Neuroblastoma cells resistant to CD95- or 

doxorubicin-triggered apoptosis remained sensitive to treatment with betulinic acid. It 

strongly and consistently suppressed the growth and colony forming ability of all 

human melanoma cell lines and in combination with ionizing radiation, the effect of 

betulinic acid on growth inhibition was additive.[62] Moreover, the conjugates of amino 

acids with betulinic acid through C28 carboxylic group showed promising toxicity 

profile against cultured human melanoma and human epidermal carcinoma of the 

mouth.[76] In recent years, the numerous examples of other betulinic acid derivatives 

with strong cytotoxic effects have been evaluated (Figure 11).[68,69,77]  
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Figure 11. Derivates of betulinic acid with strong anticancer activity.[68,69,77]   

The antitumor mechanism of action of betulinic acid is through apoptosis and thus 

differs from other, more “classical” anticancer agents such as doxorubicin.[62,78] It 

triggers apoptosis by a direct effect on mitochondria and induces loss of transmembrane 

potential of a benzyloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp-fluoromethyl ketone inhibitable caspase. 

Mitochondria undergo cleavage of caspase-8 and caspase-3, due to cytochromeC or AIF 

(apoptosis-inducing factor) released from betulinic acid.[62] 

Betulin itself remained inactive against several tested cancer cells (melanoma, 

epidermoid carcinoma, leukemia and neuroblastoma), presumably due to the overall 

poor solubility.[71]  

Lupenone, the oxo-derivative of lupeol, has significant inhibitory effect on PTP1B 

enzyme activity, which is closely related to the occurrence and development of various 

human cancers (e.g. breast cancer, prostate cancer or gastric cancer).[79] 

 

• Anti-HIV 

Anti-HIV triterpenes are classified into five different classes, according to their 

mechanism and their molecular targets as: 

o Entry inhibitors, that block HIV adsorption or membrane fusion 

o Reverse transcriptase inhibitors 
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o Protease inhibitors 

o Virus maturation inhibitors that do not inhibit HIV-1 protease 

o Inhibitors with unknown mechanism of action 

Currently approved anti-HIV drugs are either HIV-1 reverse transcriptase or protease 

inhibitors.[71] The potent anti-HIV compounds were 7 and its diastereomer 8 (Figure 

12), which act as entry inhibitors and block HIV adsorption or membrane fusion.[80] 

The IC50 value for 8 ranging between 40 and 100 nM in various in vitro cell-based 

assays against HIV-1.  

 

Figure 12. The potent anti-HIV triterpenes. 

It was reported that betulin itself was inactive as anti-HIV agent, whereas betulinic 

acid exhibited IC50 value of 1.4 μM inhibiting HIV-1 replication.[69] Nevertheless, 

derivatization at C3-β and C28 was observed to be crucial for increasing anti-HIV 

activity. The derivatives 6, 9 and 10 act as a virus maturation inhibitors (Figure 

12).[71,81,82] Compared to betulinic acid, compound 6 had therapeutic index 2150-fold 

higher and was 4000-fold more active.[81] It acts late in the HIV-1 life cycle and binds 

to the CA-p2 junction of Gag polyprotein by viral protease during HIV-1 particle 

assembly and sterically inhibits cleavage of this site. Incomplete processing of Gag 

polyprotein results in virions, which lack a functional core and hence are non-

infectious.[71] 

• Other antiviral  

The antiviral activity of betulin and betulinic acid and their derivatives have been 

examined against influenza A, HSV-1, influenza FPV/Rostock and ECHO-6 

enterovirus.[71] Introduction of ureides at C28 of betulonic acid increased its antiviral 

activity against HSV-1 virus.[83] Potent anti-HIV compound 6 mentioned above was 

inactive against HSV-1 and influenza virus.[84] Betulinic acid and betulin caused 
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significant reduction of the ECHO-6 virus.[85] Lupenone exhibit strong inhibitory effect 

against African swine fever virus (ASFV), HSV-1 and HSV-2.[86] 

• Anti-inflammatory  

Betulin and betulinic acid showed to be the most effective compounds in skin 

inflammation and ear edema induced by mezerein, DPT, DPP or TPA in mice,[71] 

whereas they seem to be inactive against inflammation induced by resiniferatoxin, 

xylene and arachidonic acid.[87] Both have been found to inhibit activity of 

phospholipase A2, which plays a crucial role in inflammation process, at 5 μM conc. by 

30% (betulin) and 40% (betulinic acid).[88] Lupenone could reduce the nitric oxide and 

reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can be used to prevent inflammatory and 

oxidative stress-related diseases.[79] However, mechanism of lupenone against 

inflammation still needs further elucidation for in vitro and in vivo studies.[79] 

Despite the fact, that mechanism of action of betulinic acid is widely known, there is 

a vast number of its derivatives with potent biological activities, which have their 

mechanisms uncovered. Therefore, it is important to find ways how to determine them, 

in order to find better therapeutic agents. One of the possibilities are conjugation with 

fluorescent dyes and tracking such conjugates in vivo with fluorescence microscopy. 

Another drawback, which limits the use of triterpenes as therapeutic drugs, are their 

low solubility in water. Both approaches, how to increase the potential of triterpenic 

derivatives, will be discussed deeper in the Results and discussion part of the thesis. 
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2.1.   Tumor targeting delivery for purine CDK inhibitors  

The results of this project were published in: Krajčovičová, S.; Gucký, T.; 

Hendrychová, D.; Kryštof, V.; Soural, M. J. Org. Chem. 2017, 82, 13530.[89] The 

manuscript is attached in Appendix A (p. 138 - 149). Supporting information is 

available at: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.joc.7b02650 and is attached 

as an electronic file on CD. 

2.1.1. Introduction 

Cyclin-dependent kinases as targets for cancer treatment  

As was mentioned in the previous chapters, cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDK) 

belong to the ATP-competitive (type I) and serine/threonine kinase family.[32,90] These 

critical regulatory enzymes driven all cell-cycle transitions and their activity is often 

associated with successful cell division.[32,91] Different families of cyclins, which are 

crucial regulatory subunits necessary for the CDK activity, have been identified and 

their expression vary significantly through the phases of the cell cycle. Each CDK is 

selective for a limited number of cyclins and this, on the other hand, determines the 

selectivity towards its substrates during the cell cycle.[90,92] The human genome encodes 

21 CDKs, however, only seven (CDK1-4, 6, 10, 11) have been shown to participate 

directly in the cell cycle progression. The rest play an indirect role, such as activation 

of other CDKs (CDK3), regulation of transcription (CDK7-9) or neuronal function 

(CDK5).[92] Thus, selective inhibition of CDKs may limit the progression of a tumor 

cell through the cell cycle and facilitate the induction of apoptotic pathways.[91,93] 

During the cell cycle progression through the first gap (G1) phase and initiation of 

the DNA synthesis (S) phase, the regulation is handled by several cyclins and their 

associated CDKs. At the beginning, after the cell enters the initial G0 phase, CDK4 

and CDK6 form active complexes with D-type cyclins (D1-3) followed by 

phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein (RB1). In late G1, active CDK2-cyclin 

E heterodimers reinforce RB1 phosphorylation on additional sites to irreversibly 

initiate the gene expression of the S phase.[93] At this stage, which is known as 

restriction point and is decisive in cancer as alternations in the key regulatory players 

in the G1 and S phase transition, the cells are able to proliferate independently of 

mitogenic stimuli. Beyond this restriction point, RB1 is maintained in a 

hyperphosphorylated state by the sequential activities of CDK2-cyclin A, CDK1-cyclin 

A and CDK1-cyclin B complexes. In a complex with cyclin A, CDK1 is suddenly 

activated at the transition from the second gap (G2) phase to the mitosis (M) phase 

to facilitate the beginning of mitosis through regulation of chromosome condensation 

and microtubule dynamics (Figure 13). An anaphase signal is activated when (even a 

single) chromosome is not properly attached to the mitotic spindle. The stop is 
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mediated by the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), which is a circuit of signaling 

proteins. Cell cycle checkpoints are series of surveillance pathways which ensure that 

cells pass accurate copies of their genome on to the next generations. Defects in the 

SAC can lead to premature separation of sister chromatids and could accelerate 

chromosomal instability, which is a typical feature of cancer cell lines.[93] Complete 

inhibition of the SAC causes death in human tumor cells, suggesting that inactivation 

of the mitotic checkpoint kinases could be a reasonable strategy for cancer cells 

suppression.[93,94] 

 

Figure 13. The cell cycle control by CDKs.[93]  

Mitogenic stimuli induce release of the CDK4 and CDK6 from the INK4 and initiate 

phosphorylation of RB. They also bind stoichiometrically to the CDK2 inhibitor of Cip-Kip 

enzyme family. Partially phosphorylated RB proteins release E2F transcription factors, 

enabling the expression of genes required for G1 to S phase transition of DNA synthesis. This 

includes the cyclin E gene, which allosterically regulates CDK2 activity in late G1, thus 

creating a stimulus that antagonizes Cip-Kip inhibitors and reinforces RB inactivation, 

leading to an irreversible switch to S phase. Cyclin A and B-dependent CDKs are activated 

at later phases of the cell cycle to maintain RB in a hyperphosphorylated form until the cell 

exits mitosis. (RB = retinoblastoma; E2F = family of transcription factors; INK4 = 

inhibitory proteins; P = phosphorylation).[93]  

 

Development of CDK inhibitors 

Over the last two decades, several CDK inhibitors have been developed as potential 

anticancer drugs and tested in numerous trials and several tumor types.[91] This first 
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generation of CDK inhibitors, so called pan-CDK inhibitors, were relatively non-specific 

and did not meet the expectations following preclinical studies, although some 

compounds, such as purine-like analogs Olomoucine[95] and Roscovitine[96] (as R-

enantiomer) (Figure 14) showed relatively low selectivity towards CDK4 and 

CDK6.[91,93,97] Purine scaffold was presented in both inhibitors as “starting point” for 

design of many other inhibitors, very likely due to the structural similarity with the 

ATP itself.[90] 

 As pan-CDK inhibitors may act on many phases of the cell cycle, the drug must 

maintain a reasonable pharmacokinetic profile to be able to survive during sufficient 

exposure of the damaged tissue over the entire duration of the cell cycle.[93] For 

instance, although one of the most extensively studied CDK inhibitors Flavopiridol can 

induce cell cycle arrest in G1 and G2 phases, it simultaneously induces cytotoxic 

response as a result of CDK7 and CDK9 inhibition that leads to transcription 

suppression. Thus, Flavopiridol may have clinical activity in hematological 

malignancies (chronic lymphocytic leukemia or mantle cell lymphoma), in which 

scheduling also seems to influence its efficacy.[91,98,99] It was found out that a relatively 

short infusion time resulted in response rates of 41% in 22 assessable patients with 

chronic lymphocytic leukemia.[91,93,100] Among with Flavopiridol, another well examined 

purine CDK inhibitor Roscovitine was evaluated in the clinics (also known as Seliciclib; 

developed by Cyclacel). Roscovitine made it to the randomized Phase II trial, in which 

it was administrated to patients with advanced non-small lung cancer, however, this 

study was terminated as Roscovitine did not seem to improve progression-free survival 

in this patient population.[91] The third described inhibitor Olomoucine has never been 

evaluated in the clinics, although it was one of the first occurred CDK inhibitors.[95] 

 

Figure 14. The most examined pan-CDK inhibitors. 

The second generation, followed Flavopiridol and Roscovitine-like structures, was 

developed with the aim of increasing selectivity toward CDK1 and CDK2 and/or 

increasing overall potency. Numerous CDK inhibitors seemed to be promising in 

preclinical studies, however, only a few progressed Phase I clinical trials.[91] Dinaciclib 

(Figure 15), the second-generation CDK inhibitors, was evaluated as highly potent 
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inhibitor of CDK1, CDK2, CDK5 and CDK9 (IC50 values in single-digit nanomolar 

range), whereas activity towards CDK4, CDK6 and CDK7 was almost over an order 

higher.[91] Despite the fact, that initial results from Phase I studies were promising 

(Dinaciclib induced stable disease in a range of malignancies and displayed tolerable 

toxicity), the following randomized Phase II trials were arrested because interim 

analysis showed that the time to disease progression was inferior with Dinaciclib 

treatment.[91,101]  

 

Figure 15. 

The later studies revealed potency of 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine analogs (the next 

generations of Roscovitine) as highly potent CDK inhibitors.[102,103] Their synthesis is 

rather straightforward and started usually from the 2,6-dihalogenated purine,[102,104,105] 

2-amino-6-chloropurine[106] or by building the purine ring from the dichloropyrimidine 

precursor.[107] Along with the solution-phase synthesis, the solid-phase approach is also 

applicable and widely used, as we described in the review in 2016.[108] 

Folate targeting  

To minimize the exposition of healthy cells towards toxicities linked with application 

of potent, but not specific cytotoxic agents, the strategy for the selective delivery has 

been developed and a rapidly growing class of anticancer drugs use a targeting drug-

delivery approach to malignant cells.[109] In addition to antibodies, other tumor-

selective ligands have been discovered to prepare novel drug conjugates. For instance, 

the vitamin folic acid (FA) showed high affinity for the folate receptor (FR), which 

represents a potentially useful biological target for the management of many human 

cancers, e.g. ovarian, endometrial or kidneys.[110,111] This glycosylphosphatidylinositol-

linked membrane protein binds extracellular folates with very high affinity and, 

through the nondestructive, recycling endosomal pathway, physically delivers inside 

the cell (Figure 16).[110] Therefore, attachment of FA to potent chemotherapeutic 

compounds to form so called small molecule drug conjugates (SMDCs) is remarkably 

useful approach towards potent and simultaneously less toxic agents[109] and several 

conjugates of this type have been evaluated or even entered the clinical trials, including 

taxol,[112] vinca alkaloid vinblastine[113] or thymidylate synthase inhibitor FdUMP.[114] 
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Figure 16. Schematic representation of the function of FA conjugates.[109] (CURL = 

compartments for uncoupling of receptor and ligand) 

The design of FA conjugates 

In the early studies, the focus has been mostly payed on the actual ability of the 

FA-SMDCs to be delivered inside the tumor cells, hence ignoring the structure-activity 

relationships and importance of the fine-tuning the release properties of prepared 

conjugates, which inevitably led to results of limited success.[110,115] Based on these 

ineffective attempts, some crucial properties of ideal FA conjugates ought to meet. 

The development of releasable, self-immolative, disulfide-containing linkers, 

arranged between the FA ligand and a cytotoxic agent, yielded conjugates having 

superior activity against FR-positive cells, compare to the non-reducible 

counterparts.[116] As examples should serve disulfide-containing SMDCs like 

maytansine,[117] tubulysins[118] or previously mentioned vinblastine.[119] The novel 

thiophilic heterobifunctional linker I-1 (Figure 17) was incorporated to the proposed 

SMDCs, as it was able to react with many N- and O-nucleophiles under mild 

conditions.[110]  

The second, somehow less popular approaches, conjugated via a releasable, pH-

sensitive acyl hydrazine linkers I-2 or p-alkoxybenzylidene acetal linkers I-3 (Figure 

17), were based on release of the active parent drug from its FA conjugate as the result 

of lowering pH in the endosome environment.[120] The electron-donating effect of the p-

alkoxy substituent in the aromatic ring increases acetal’s sensitivity towards hydrolysis 

under mild acidic conditions, due to the resonance stabilization of carbocation.[110] 

Herein, the maleimide moiety was designed for Michael addition with nucleophilic 

residues, instead of hydroxybenzotriazole.  
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Figure 17. Design of the linkers.[110] 

Next issue that came upon evaluation of prepared conjugates was solubility, since 

vast majority of small-molecule chemotherapeutic compounds allows for their passive 

diffusion through cell membrane. FA-SMDCs with enhanced hydrophilicity (containing 

polar, charged amino acids residue spacer) will force these nonpolar molecules to enter 

FR-positive cells rather than indiscriminately into nontarget cells.[110] The self-

immolative cleavage of disulfide-based linker is depicted on Scheme 4. 
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Scheme 4. The self-immolative cleavage of disulfide-based linker and subsequent release of 

the drug in the endosomal environment. A thiol group of a reducing agent can attack either 

of the two sulfur atoms in the linker system, resulting in two distinguished pathways. (GSH 

= glutathione) 

Bearing this concept in mind, we proposed a design of our final purine CDK 

inhibitors for conjugation with FA (Figure 18). The study of Roscovitine and 

Dinaciclib-like inhibitors, namely trisubstituted pyrazolo[1,5-a][1,3,5]triazines,[121,122] 

pyrazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidines[123] and pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidines,[124–126] revealed ideal 

substitution patterns on each position of purine moiety for single-digit-nanomolar 

activities.[102,127] Moreover, the combination of 2-cyclohexanediamine, 9-cycloalkyl and 

6-heterobiarylmethylamino substituents has been found out to significantly increase 

CDK activity and cytotoxic effects in cancer cell lines, compared to previously 

published compounds of this class, e.g. well known derivative CR8.[102,128] Hence, these 

observations motivated us for preparation of selected purine CDK inhibitors I-4a-g for 

conjugation with FA via C2 position (Figure 18), which should not interfere in terms 

of interaction of inhibitors within the CDK catalytical domain. Letters a-g represent 

substitutions on purine core and will be followed during the whole synthetic 

explanations below. 
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Figure 18. Potent CR8 purine CDK inhibitor and our selected substitution patterns based 

on previously reported molecules. 

2.1.2. Synthesis 

The preparation of target FA conjugates is generally[129] applied in convergent 

synthetic fashion (for our purposes named as conventional approach). It relies on 

synthesis of hydrophilic, peptidic spacer with folic acid on solid support, whereas self-

immolative linker with drug candidate are synthesized in solution. These two parts are 

then connected via thiol-disulfide exchange reaction to yield final compounds. However, 

this approach required tedious several step purifications during synthesis, which is 

inconvenient for high-throughput synthesis and subsequent biological screening. 

Moreover, according to our experience, handling with folic acid derivatives is rather 

problematic, due to its zwitterionic character, high polarity and poor solubility in 

organic solvents (except for DMSO).[129]  

Hence, we envisioned a linear strategy (for our purposes named as stepwise 

approach), in which the drug candidate is built step-by-step on the solid-support 

started from a BAL linker, followed by the addition of pre-modified linker in solution, 

thiol-disulfide exchange to form disulfide bond directly on the resin and ending with 

the cleavage from the resin with only one final purification of the whole conjugate I-5 

(Scheme 5). The synthetic approach towards final conjugates is fully described in our 

published paper,[89] however, I consider appropriate to summarize the optimization 

steps. 
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Scheme 5. Retrosynthetic analysis of the final FA conjugates I-5.  
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2.1.2.1. Synthesis of 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine intermediates 

 

The synthesis started with immobilization of 4-(4-formyl-3-

methoxyphenoxy)butanamide linker (BAL linker) to commercially available 

aminomethyl polystyrene resin. The following reductive amination with various 

benzylamines and anilines afforded intermediates I-9. Subsequent aromatic 

nucleophilic substitution (SNAr) proceeded with excellent regioselectivity at C6 position 

and produced compounds I-10 (Scheme 6).  

 

Scheme 6. Preparation of immobilized purine intermediates. 

However, it was necessary to optimize the reaction conditions for the aromatic 

nucleophilic substitution in case of 4-morpholinoaniline derivatives I-9a. In the 

published procedure[130] authors used THF as a solvent with heating at 50°C. Under 

this condition the conversion was not complete and required repetition of this step, 

which subsequently led to formation of dimeric purine side-product I-11a (Scheme 7) 

due to the possible arylation on N9 in presence of base (DIPEA). It is worth mentioning 
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that observation of by-product I-11a was based on mass calculation from UHPLC-MS 

traces and was not isolated. 

 

Scheme 7. Formation of dimeric purine by-product I-11a. 

Due to this fact we tried to change a solvent as well as reaction temperature to force 

nucleophilic substitution towards full conversion, without necessity to repeat reaction. 

Unluckily, we had not been able to proceed this reaction quantitatively, without the 

presence of purine dimer and/or starting material on UHPLC-MS analysis.  

 

The reaction sequence for benzylic amines I-10d-g continued with alkylation at the 

N9 position. The best results were obtained after reaction with tert-butylimino-

tri(pyrrolidino)phosphorene (BTTP) in DMSO (Scheme 8), however, the crude purities 

were lowered. 
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Scheme 8. Alkylation on N9 position. 

Thus, an alternative pathway with pre-modified N9 substituted purine via 

Mitsunobu reaction, was proposed. Prepared N9-alkylated 2,6-dichloropurines I-13 and 

I-14 in solution were reacted with the all immobilized amines I-9 (benzylic as well as 

anilinic) to afford desired intermediates I-12 in excellent crude purities (Scheme 9).  

 

Scheme 9. Alternative pathway with N9 pre-modified purines. 

The first challenging part of the synthesis seemed to be modification of position C2 

on purine scaffold (optimized on compound I-12g), since it generally suffers from lower 

reactivity than C6 position and much harsher conditions are needed.[90] We put quite 

effort to optimizations and tested several conditions, including various high boiling 

solvents, temperatures, reaction times and/or even a microwave heating (Table 1). 

Unfortunately, according to the UHPLC-MS traces we detected presence of the starting 

material I-12g in most attempts, indicating incomplete conversion (cond. a, b, d, f – 

i, k), or the resin-bound compounds did not survive microwave irradiation under such 

harsh conditions and decomposed (cond. c, e, j). We observed that in the presence of 

a stronger base, the crude purity was somehow better, but still not satisfying enough 

(cond. i). Fortunately, we were able to push the reaction to the full conversion, 

although the conditions were still very harsh (cond. l; 48 hours heating at 160 °C in 
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diethylene glycol diethylether, with ruthless excess of trans-1,4-diaminocyclohexane), 

required extended reaction time and addition of the base and the amine to the reaction 

mixture after 24 hours of stirring. Moreover, time-to-time troubles with reproducibility 

were also observed. Therefore, another synthetic approach seemed to be requisite. 

 
Scheme 10. 

#  Base Conc. 

[M ] 

Amine 

conc.[M ] 

Solvent Temp. 

[°C] 

Reaction 

time 

Observation 

a. - - 4 DMSO 100 16 h Incomplete 

conversion 

b. - - 4 DEGDE 130 24 h Incomplete 

conversion 

c. - - 4 DMSO 120MW 2 h Resin decompose 

d. - - 4 NMP 150MW 2 h Incomplete 

conversion 

e. - - 4 NMP 
180MW 

4 h Resin decompose 

f. DIPEA 4 4 NMP 150 16 h Incomplete 

conversion 

g. DIPEA 4 4 DEGDE 160 16 h Incomplete 

conversion 

h. 
DIPEA 

5 4 DEGDE 160 24 h Incomplete 

conversion 

i. BTTP 5 4 DEGDE 160 24 h Incomplete 

conversion 

j. DABCO 4  4 DEGDE 150MW 2 h Resin decompose 

k. DABCO 4  4 DEGDE 160 16 h Incomplete 

conversion 

l. DIPEA 5 5 DEGDE 160 48 h* Full conversion 

 

Table 1. Summarized procedures for aromatic nucleophilic substitution. * - reagents were 

added twice, after 24h. (DEGDE = diethylene glycol diethylether; Amine = trans-1,4-

diaminocyclohexane; MW = microwave irradiation; decomp = decompose). 
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One of the common ways how to obtain C - N bonds is the Buchwald-Hartwig cross-

coupling reaction. Under the reaction conditions depicted in the Scheme 11, we 

successfully obtained the intermediates I-4 in excellent crude purity, regardless of the 

substitution at C6 (reaction works very well for both, benzylic amines as well as 4-

morpholinoaniline) and with good reproducibility. Compared with the previous 

methodology (nucleophilic substitution) was Buchwald coupling much feasible and thus 

used as a standard protocol for all derivatives I-4a-g (Scheme 11). 

 

Scheme 11. Buchwald-Hartwig coupling in order to attach alkyldiamine moiety on position 

C2. 
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2.1.2.2. Synthesis of the disulfide-containing linker  

 

As was mentioned above, introduction of the disulfide moiety between the drug 

candidate (in our case the 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine derivatives) and the folic acid 

with oligopeptide chain seemed to be crucial for the overall activity of the compounds. 

The synthesis of the disulfide linker was accomplished by slightly optimized literature 

procedure[131] after 2 steps (Scheme 12). Alkoxycarbonyl sulfenyl chlorides are highly 

reactive electrophilic species and sources of RS+[132] that in first step reacted with 

nucleophilic 2-mercaptoethanol to form disulfide intermediate I-15 in situ, which upon 

subsequent treatment with 2-mercaptopyridine yielded asymmetric disulfide I-16 in 

excellent yields. It is worth mentioning, that the choice of leaving group in thiol-

disulfide exchange is determined mostly by pKa of the thiol and by pH of the 

solution.[133]  

The formation of carbonate I-17 required presence of triphosgene as a milder, better-

to-handle and less toxic reagent than phosgene. A very reactive diphosgene ester is 

formed in situ and upon treatment with hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) yielded desired 

carbonate I-17 (Scheme 12). According to our experience, the carbonate is air and 

bench stable for 3< years.  
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Scheme 12. 

The installation of the carbonate linker to the polymer bounded intermediates 

proceeded smoothly and we obtained desired carbamates in quantitative conversion 

under mimicked conditions from literature[131] (Scheme 13).  

 

Scheme 13. 

The following thiol-disulfide exchange of intermediate I-7 on solid-phase (Scheme 

14.b) was successfully accomplished with use of Fmoc-Cys-OH (which is not 

commercially available and has to be S-deprotected prior to use; Scheme 14.a). 

However, the further Fmoc-cleavage and acylation with Fmoc-amino acid (i.e. first step 

of a peptidic spacer synthesis) under standard DIC/HOBt protocol failed (Scheme 
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14.b). We believed that it could be caused by the presence of unprotected carboxylate. 

For this reason, alternative pathways were suggested. 

 

Scheme 14. a) Preparation of Fmoc-Cys-OH; b) Thiol-disulfide exchange with Fmoc-Cys-

OH and unsuccessful acylation with another Fmoc-amino acid.  
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Generally, there could be 3 synthetic pathways how to synthesize the desired 

intermediate I-20 with protected carboxylic function (Scheme 15).  

 

Scheme 15. General pathways for preparation of intermediate I-20. 

Pathway A: Thiol-disulfide exchange with protected cysteine  

The first possible pathway is reduction of commercially available Fmoc protected L-

cystine to Fmoc-Cys-OtBu (Scheme 16). Addition of just traces of water was crucial 

to process reaction successfully.[134] 

 

Scheme 16. 

Following thiol-disulfide exchange seemed to be a challenging task, because several 

attempts were applied but with limited results (Table 2). The reaction in either THF 

or CH2Cl2 led to the symmetric disulfides I-21 (cond. b, c, f; calculated from UHPLC-

MS traces according to mass) or other by-products which were not identified (cond. 

e). The non-reactivity of the Fmoc-Cys-OtBu was presumably caused by change in pH 

of solution and/or pKa of the thiol functional group, which could dramatically influence 

the reaction outcome,[133] or simply due to the steric reasons. Moreover, the thiol itself 

is less nucleophilic than thiolate and base is necessary for reactivity (cond. a, only 

starting material I-7 was presented). The formation of the symmetric disulfides I-21 
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suggested cleavage of the asymmetrical disulfide bond in basic environment. The best 

results were observed with use of DIPEA in dichloromethane (cond. d), however, the 

crude purity was rather low, and we decided to try another synthetic pathway. 

 

Scheme 17. 

# Base Conc. [M] Conc. of X [M] Solvent Observation 

a. - - 0.8 THF I-7 

b. DIPEA 0.5 1 THF I-21 

c. DIPEA 0.5 1 CH2Cl2 I-21 

d. DIPEA 0.3 0.3 CH2Cl2 I-20; low 

purity 

e. DIPEA 0.5 1 DMSO Unknown 

product 

f. BTTP 1 0.6 THF I-21 

Table 2. Summarized attempts to afford intermediate I-20.  
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Pathway B: Direct preparation of linker with COOtBu  

The first step was preparation of disulfide containing alcohol I-22, with 2-

mercaptoethanol under previously mentioned conditions. Addition of base (2,6-

lutidine) in huge excess maintained neutral pH during reaction, thus prevented 

cleavage of acid labile tert-butyl protecting group on carboxylic moiety. Although 

elevated temperatures were omitted due to the partial Fmoc deprotection in presence 

of base, the reaction proceeded smoothly and with excellent yields. Following formation 

of carbonate in presence of triphosgene provided desired intermediate I-23 (Scheme 

18). Again, addition of base during reaction was crucial to maintain protection on 

carboxylic moiety, however, the huge excess payed its price during the work-up. The 

purification of linker I-23 seemed to be quite tricky, since it decomposed during column 

chromatography on silica gel and we had to avoid strong basic as well as acidic 

conditions for work-up, due to the presence of both acid (tert-butyl) and base (Fmoc) 

labile protecting groups. Moreover, the common extraction with copper sulfate (to get 

rid of amines) only led to decomposition of I-23, presumably due to the presence of 

other coordinating groups. Hence, we were forced to use semipreparative HPLC for 

purification to obtain I-23 in sufficiently good yields (60 – 70%). Finally, the following 

nucleophilic substitution with intermediates I-4 (Scheme 18) provided compounds I-

20 in excellent crude purities (up to 90 %). 

 

Scheme 18. 
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Pathway C: Protection of COOH on resin 

This pathway was finally not tested, due to the successful optimization of the pathway 

B. 

2.1.2.3. Synthesis of the hydrophilic spacer and attachment of folic acid 

 

According to the published results, the spacer modification has a rather small impact 

on the targeted activities of folates and it basically consists of amino acids with side- 

chain hydrophilic groups.[135] For our purposes we decided to use aspartic acid side 

chains to fulfill this requirement.  

Synthesis of the peptidic spacer started with deprotection of Fmoc protecting group. 

Unfortunately, the standard cleavage conditions (DMF/piperidine 4:1) commonly used 

in peptide chemistry, yielded only a symmetric disulfide I-21 (Scheme 19; structure 

suggested from UHPLC-MS traces). Its formation is probably caused by the 

nucleophilic nature of piperidine, which in higher concentration can cleave Fmoc 

protecting group and simultaneously participates in cleavage of disulfide bond, which 

subsequently formed the non-desired product.  

Hence, a lower concentration to cleave Fmoc group had to be applied and the best 

results were obtained with use of DMF/piperidine 99:1 after 2 hours (Scheme 19), 

when the formation of a symmetric disulfide I-21 was completely suppressed, indicating 

that pH during the reaction plays crucial role.[133]  
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Scheme 19. 

The reaction sequence continued from I-20 with repeated steps of Fmoc cleavage and 

DIC promoted peptide couplings with use of commercially available Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-

OH to afford peptidic spacer-linker-purine intermediates I-25 (Scheme 20). 

 

Scheme 20. 

The following 2 steps acylation with Fmoc-Glu-OtBu and pteroic acid yielded the final 

intermediates that upon cleavage from the polymer support and purification on 

semipreparative HPLC afforded final compounds I-5 (Scheme 21).  
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Scheme 21. Final compounds preparation. 

The reaction sequence was successfully tested using different building blocks, which 

were suggested from SAR studies (Table 3). Furthermore, Figure 19 displays the 

HPLC-UV traces of representative reaction intermediates after cleavage from the 

polymer support. This figure demonstrates that the optimized procedure furnished the 

corresponding compounds in excellent crude purities and good yields after 15 reaction 

steps and final reverse-phase purification. 

Cmpd R1 R2 R3 Yielda [%] 

I-5a 

   

27 

I-5b 

   

22 

I-5c 

  
 

25 

I-5d 

   

23 

I-5e 

   

19 
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I-5f 

   

20 

I-5g 

   

21 

a - overall yield calculated from the loading of resin 2 after the entire reaction sequence and 

preparative HPLC purification 

Table 3. Substitution on purine core. 

 

 

Figure 19. Final crude purities of intermediates. The substitution on purine ring did not 

influence the purity. 
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2.1.3. Biology 

To test the applicability of our prepared compounds, we decided to mimic drug 

release in vitro on representative derivative I-5d. The mechanism of self-immolative 

cleavage of the linker is based on 1,2-elimination, as was suggested above (Scheme 4). 

The release of the compound I-4d was successfully accomplished by treating a 0.04 

mM solution of conjugate I-5d (Figure 20.C) with 4 mM of the general reducing agent 

dithiothreitol (DTT) at 37 °C. The release was monitored by UHPLC-UV (λ = 289 

nm) at pH 7 and 7.4. The disulfide bond was cleaved within 5 min and yielded the 

drug−spacer intermediate (Figure 20.B), followed by self-immolative cleavage and 

quantitative release the purine inhibitor I-4d after 20 h (Figure 20.A). It is important 

to mention that use of glutathione (GSH) instead of DTT led to cleavage of the 

conjugate I-5d after the same time. 

 

Figure 20. Mimicked disulfide bond reduction with subsequent self-immolative cleavage of 

the conjugate I-5d. (FA = folic acid; DTT = dithiothreitol) 

As another proof of concept, conjugate I-5d was further tested for its binding to the 

HeLa cell line overexpressing FOLR1 by flow cytometry using the folate-receptor-

targeted fluorescence probe FolateRSense 680 (PerkinElmer) as a competing agent 
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(Figure 21.A). This experiment was provided by V. Kryštof group. The HeLa cell line 

was used due to its overexpression of FOLR1 and significantly greater probe uptake 

over other cell lines.  

The cells were stained with 1 μM FolateRSense 680 in the absence or presence of 

conjugate I-5d (Figure 21.B,C). The probe was combined with either the 

unconjugated inhibitor or free folic acid (Figure 21.D,E) in control incubations. 

Quantification of cell-associated fluorescence was provided after 1 hour of incubation 

by flow cytometry. The presence of I-5d remarkably decreased the percentage of cells 

with bound FolateRSense 680 from 75.6% to 11.4% (Figure 21.C), as was suggested 

from the experiments. Free folate also reduced the percentage of positive cells and 

therefore confirmed the function of the probe (Figure 21.D). The specificity of cellular 

binding of conjugate was demonstrated in a control experiment in which an excess of 

unconjugated CDK inhibitor I-4d did not compete with the probe (Figure 21.E).[89] 

Importantly, very similar results were obtain for all other tested conjugates, varying 

between 10.3 – 15.7% of probe positive cells in case of the competition between probe 

and the conjugates. 

 

Figure 21. In vitro binding to folate receptor.[89] 

Finally, final compound I-5d was measured for its kinase inhibitory potency toward 

recombinant human CDK2/cyclin E according with the IC50 value of 77 nM, which is 

comparable to the inhibition activities of related purine inhibitors.[102,136–138] The high 

potency of I-5d could be considered as unexpected; nevertheless, it can be beneficial, 

since the inhibition of cellular CDKs is not necessarily limited by the speed of release 

of the free purine inhibitor from conjugate.  

I-5d 
probe + I-5d 
(competition) 

 

probe + folate 
(competition) 

 

probe 
 

probe +I-4d 
(no competition) 

 

I-4d 
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2.1.4. Conclusion 

We successfully optimized and synthesized the route towards the final compounds, 

purified them by semipreparative HPLC and obtained in good to excellent overall 

yields (see Table 3), considering the number of steps leading to such results. Our 

prepared conjugates were then tested for their kinase inhibitory activity, provided by 

V. Kryštof group. The most potent conjugate was subjected to the in vitro simulation 

of disulfide reduction, to prove applicability of our system, which was provided and 

evaluated by me.  

Eventhough we had not been able to perform all steps on solid-support, due to the 

problematic thiol-disulfide exchange, our stepwise hybrid concept still enables the rapid 

production of the desired compounds with minimum hands-on-time. Moreover, we also 

successfully overcame problem with folic acid solubility and high polarity, which 

represents potential drawback in the conventional approach, since it will definitely 

influence pH of the solution during thiol-disulfide exchange. The diversification of 

individual parts of the target conjugates can be easily accomplished by changing the 

building blocks in the reaction sequence (Figure 22). Thus, the method represents a 

general approach for the modification and study of folate conjugates of diverse drug-

like heterocycles using parallel or combinatorial solid-phase synthesis. 

 

Figure 22. Possible diversification sides of the FA molecules. 

Flow cytometric measurements demonstrated the ability of an example conjugate to 

bind to cancer cells overexpressing the folate receptor. Moreover, in vitro simulation of 

intracellular reducing of disulfide bond with subsequent self-immolative cleavage 

demonstrated the applicability of our conjugates to release the inhibitor. To conclude, 

we confirmed binding of CDK inhibitors-FA conjugates to FOLR1-overexpressing cells, 

suggesting that this concept is a possible route to the development of more selective 

anticancer drugs. And last, but not least, the proposed so-called hybrid approach is not 
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limited exclusively to purines but can furnish conjugates of any immobilized compound 

containing reactive nucleophilic moieties. 

2.1.5. Authors‘ contributions 

As main author of publication, I developed and optimized the synthetic route 

towards the final compounds, both in solution and on solid-phase, synthesized all 

compounds and intermediates, provided their full characterization (NMR, HRMS, 

UHPLC-MS, IR) and performed in vitro simulation of disulfide reduction. I wrote 

major part of the manuscript, except for the biological evaluation (provided by D.H. 

and written by V.K.) and purine CDK inhibitors introduction (written by T.G.). 
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2.2. Proteolysis-targeting chimera (PROTAC) for protein 

kinases targeted degradation  

The results of this project were published in: Krajčovičová, S.; Jorda, R.; Hendrychová, 

D.; Kryštof, V.; Soural, M. Chem. Commun. 2019, 55, 929.[139] 

The manuscript is attached in Appendix B (p. 150 - 153). The Supporting information 

is available at: http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/c8/cc/c8cc08716d/c8cc08716d1.pdf and 

is attached as an electronic file on CD. 

2.2.1. Introduction 

The fundamental concept of PROTAC 

The control of intracellular processes has long been a target for manipulation by 

small molecules in the chemical biology. However, not every protein has an enzymatic 

activity that can be inhibited and is therefore considered as “undruggable”, because 

many of these potential targets do not have suitable binding pockets that directly 

modulate protein function. Moreover, high systemic drug exposure may be needed to 

maintain sufficient target inhibition in vivo, which increases potential risk of undesired 

side effects.[140,141]  

One method of modulating intracellular protein concentrations is through nuclei 

acid-based agents. Even though these tools have been proven to be useful in research, 

their development as drug candidates has faced its limits, mostly for their high 

instability in serum[142] or accumulation in kidneys,[140,143,144] which failed to 

demonstrate a broader therapeutic applicability.[145] 

Targeted protein degradation with use of bifunctional small molecules to remove 

specific proteins from within cells offers a new strategy with therapeutic interventions, 

not achievable with existing approaches. Using small molecules emerged a high 

potential due to their ability to access a wide range of organs and sites of action and 

modulate multiple targets simultaneously.[146] Inhibition of certain cellular pathways 

promotes feedback-mediated increased expression of the target protein, which leads to 

pharmacological insufficiency. Induced protein degradation not only reduces the 

number of active proteins that need to be inhibited but also counteracts compensatory 

protein overexpression.[140]  

PROTAC technology, pioneered recently by Crews et al.,[147] combines the 

modularity of nucleic acid-based strategies with the in vivo pharmacology of small 

molecule therapeutics. It is based on event-driven, rather than occupancy-driven 

pharmacology model, and can potentially exploit binding anywhere on the protein of 

interest (POI) in order to achieve degradation.[140]  
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Bifunctional PROTAC molecules bind noncovalently to the POI with one part 

whereas simultaneously binds to an E3 ligase to form a ternary complex.  The recruited 

E3 ligase then mediates the transfer of ubiquitin from an E2 enzyme to the POI, the 

ternary complex dissociates and the ubiquitylated POI is removed by the proteasome 

and the PROTAC can bind to another POI (Figure 23). A variety of E3 ligases are 

utilized in this technology. Cereblon (CRBN), von Hippel-Lindau (VHL), MDM2, cIAP 

or βTRCP act as substrate recognition subunits in multiunit cullin-ring (CRL) E3 

ligase complexes.[148,149] 

 

Figure 23. Mechanism of PROTACs. (POI = protein of interest; Ub = ubiquitin) 

The ubiquitin-proteasome system is the primary mechanism for removing misfolded 

proteins from the cytosol and nucleus.[140] Ubiquitin is a small protein consisting of 76 

amino acids and is implicated in many cellular functions. Its attachment to lysine side 

chains is a common post-translational modification and can control cellular 

localization.[141] Since ubiquitin possesses seven lysines, the chains linked through 

Lys448 have been associated with proteasomal degradation,[150,151] whereas others 

(Lys63, Lys11) have been associated with subcellular localization, endocytosis and 

transcriptional regulation.[152,153] 

The ubiquitin degradation cascade begins with an E1 ubiquitin-activating enzyme 

which creates a thioester on ubiquitin in an ATP dependent manner, whereas E3 

specifically binds to the target protein and catalyzes the proximity-induced transfer of 

the activated ubiquitin to the target protein.[140] Thus, ubiquitination results in the 

degradation of the protein via the proteasome.[141] This approach has proven to be 

therapeutically useful as cancer cells are often more reliant than healthy cells on the 

proteasome to clear misfolded proteins.[141,154] 
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PROTAC molecules 

One of the first published PROTACs (Figure 24) was based on peptide motifs and 

hence composed of a phosphopeptide portion of NF-κB inhibitor-α to recruit βTRCP 

and the angiogenesis inhibitor ovalicin to covalently bind to the target protein MetAP2. 

The potential of the proposed system was further tested in a cellular environment. 

Although it was showed the degradation of the androgen receptor (AR) in living 

mammalian cells by injecting of βTRCP-based PROTAC into HEK293 cells, the 

potency of these PROTACs were in the micromolar range and cellular permeability 

was rather low.[155] 

 

Figure 24. First published PROTAC.[155] 

The first improvement was a switch to a smaller E3 ligase recruiting peptide 

fragment, namely hydroxylated proline, which was recognized by the E3 ligase 

VHL.[156,157] An AR-targeting PROTAC was developed using DHT conjugated to the 

HIF1α peptide fragment with a poly-D-arginine tag, derived from an arginine-

containing peptide fragment based on the HIV Tat peptide that facilitates cellular 

uptake of proteins suitable for cell penetration.[158] Analogous PROTACs using 

estradiol demonstrated ER degradation, which led to reduced proliferation of ER-

dependent breast cancer cell lines.[159–161] Unfortunately, the potencies of these peptide 

PROTACs remained in micromolar range, presumably due to the poor cell penetration 

associated with peptide-based therapeutics and thus finding an alternative approach, 

bearing small-molecule PROTACs was desired.[140] 

Further efforts were put to identification of an appropriate small-molecule 

replacement for the HIF1α peptide fragment to provide an alternative E3 ligase for all-

small-molecule PROTACs.[140] It was successfully accomplished with the discovery of 

small molecule ligands for E3 ubiquitin ligases (Figure 25), in which nonpeptidic ligand 

creates more druglike small-molecule degraders that possess physicochemical properties 

improving their therapeutic potential.[145] 
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Figure 25. Small molecule ligands for E3 ubiquitin ligases. 

Development of nutlin as an inhibitor of the p-53 Mouse Double Minute 2 (MDM2) 

E3 ubiquitin ligase yielded the first all-small molecule PROTAC (Figure 26).[162,163] It 

was designed to degrade AR and consisted of a nonsteroidal AR ligand fused via a 

PEG linker to nutlin and the potency of this conjugate was demonstrated in HeLa cells 

at low micromolar concentrations, however, very similar that of peptide PROTACs.[163] 

Utilizing the first VHL-based small-molecule PROTAC (Figure 26) was described 

with nanomolar potency for nearly complete degradation of oestrogen-related receptor-

α (ERRα) and receptor-interacting serine/threonine protein kinase 2 (RIPK2). In vivo 

degradation of ERRα-targeted PROTAC was achieved with 40% knockdown of the 

protein in heart, kidney and tumor xenografts.[140,164] 
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Figure 26. Small molecule PROTACs.[163,164] 

Lately, the E3 ligase cereblon (CRBN) was identified as a primary target for 

thalidomide, followed by a discovery of phthalimides-induced degradation of the 

lymphoid transcription factors IKZF1 and IKZF3 by binding to CRBN, thus able the 

E3 ligase to ubiquitylate them.[165,166] However, further study revealed that not all of 

the phthalimides have the same substrate degradation spectrum and therefore are 

utilized in different clinical situations – lenalidomide induced the degradation of CKIα, 

whereas thalidomide and pomalidomide did not.[167–169]  

Conjugation of a small-molecule OTX015 to pomalidomide led to a PROTAC 

conjugate ARV-825 (Figure 27) capable of degrading the epigenetic regulator BRD4 

at picomolar concentrations,[170] suggested a superstoichiometric degradation of BRD4 

due to the catalytic activity of this PROTAC.[164] Compare to other BRD4 inhibitors 

(JQ1 or OTX015), the PROTAC conjugate provided a more sustained suppression of 

MYC levels.[171] Further study, in which was JQ1 conjugated to thalidomide resulted 

to PROTAC dBET1 (Figure 27),  induced BRD4 degradation at low nanomolar 

concentrations.[172] BRD4 was also successfully targeted for degradation using 

PROTAC that hijack VHL. The PROTAC conjugate MZ1 (Figure 27), based on JQ1 

inhibitor, with complete degradation of BRD4 after 3 h and sustained knockdown out 

to 24 h, appeared to be more stable than thalidomide-based dBET1.[173]  

Finally, the PROTAC generation capable of degradation oncogenic fusion protein 

BCR-ABL was reported and employed tyrosine kinase inhibitors (imatinib, bosutinib 

and dasatinib) to couple with either VHL or pomalidomide ligand.[174] However, no 
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degradation by imatinib-based PROTACs was detected, despite observed kinase 

inhibition effects. 

 

Figure 27. BRD4 targeted PROTAC conjugates. 

A systematic survey towards the most suitable linker length was also studied.[175] 

According to a study focusing on TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1), the flexible alkyl 

ether chemistry was applied between inhibitor of TBK1 and hydroxyproline derivative 

capable of binding VHL. The measured degradation potency (DC50) suggested that 

PROTACs with 12 – 29 atoms linker lengths were identified to degrade TBK1 with 

submicromolar potency, despite the higher polar surface area and presumed lower cell 

penetrance.[175] These observations were consistent with the idea of PROTAC, where 

is required to allow proteins to come together without incurring steric conflicts.[175] 
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Synthetic strategies to obtain PROTAC conjugates 

The synthetic strategies towards new PROTAC conjugates exclusively involved 

synthesis in solution, until our published work, dealing with the synthesis on 

polystyrene resin. 

The most common approach by far, is either acylation of activated carboxylic acid or 

nucleophilic substitution of halogen alkane of one, pre-modified part of the conjugate 

with primary amine-containing part.[170,172,176–178] Other possible approach is simple 

click reaction between azide-containing part with alkyne-containing part of the 

conjugate[179] (Scheme 22). 

 

Scheme 22. General synthetic approach towards PROTAC derivatives. (POI = protein of interest) 

The preparation of thalidomide precursors II-1-3 is demonstrated on Scheme 23 from 

the 3-substituted starting materials which were in 2-5 steps converted to desired 

compounds.[170,172,176] Variable synthesis of linker lengths was subsequently 

demonstrated with pre-modified intermediates suitable for further coupling with the 

POI ligand, containing reactive functional group, e.g. carboxylic acid, halogen alkane 

or aldehyde.[176–178] Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of these pathways relies in 

unavoidable purification after each synthetic transformation which requires assistance 

of skilled synthetic chemist. 

Scheme 23. 
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Robb et al. demonstrated their synthetic approach in synthesis of selective CDK9 

targeted PROTAC conjugates, where the pre-modified part of the POI ligand 

contained electrophilic alkyliodide (Scheme 24).[177] Subsequent nucleophilic 

substitution with 3-hydroxythalidomide yielded final conjugates. The disadvantage of 

this approach relies in individual synthesis of the other POI ligands with defined linker 

lengths, which does not allow easy modification of their size. 

 

Scheme 24.  

The “click” chemistry approach was demonstrated with preparation of PROTAC 

with alkyne-containing thalidomide and VHL-targeted ligands, respectively, and azide 

modification of the POI ligand, specifically JQ-1 (Scheme 25).[179] Five representative 

conjugates for each E3 ligase ligand were prepared with modified linker lengths, 

however, it can be quite tricky to get rid of copper salts from final compounds and 

tedious purification is required. 
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Scheme 25. 

From all of the abovementioned examples is obvious that although it is possible to 

prepare PROTAC conjugates in acceptable yields and purities, the concept of easy 

approachable and rapid synthesis of other potentially useful derivatives is still missing. 

In this regard, use of solid-phase synthesis should be highly advantageous, due to the 

possibility of application of high-throughput synthesis with simple laboratory 

equipment and no need of purification within the reaction sequence.  

2.2.2. Synthesis 

The synthetic approach towards final conjugates is described in our published 

paper,[139] however, I consider appropriate to briefly summarize the optimization steps.  

In general, the preparation of our thalidomide preloaded resins (TPRs) started from 

the commercially available aminomethyl polystyrene resin, which was in 5 steps 

converted to the key intermediate II-4. Following elongation of the spacer yielded three 

different TPRs II-5-7 (Scheme 26), which were subjected to the reaction with selected 

protein kinases inhibitors (palbociclib, crizotinib, AZD4547, despropenoylibrutinib and 

PRT062607) to afford final compounds II-8-10 (Scheme 27). These kinase inhibitors, 

which potently target CDK4, ALK, FGFR, BTK and SYK kinases, respectively, were 

selected due to presence of reactive amine functions oriented outside the kinases’ active 

sites, hence available for conjugation without loss of inhibitory activity. 
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Scheme 26. General retrosynthetic analysis for TPRs II-5-7.[139] 

Scheme 27. Retrosynthetic scheme towards final compounds.[139] 
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The synthesis started with reductive amination of BAL resin with 

aminoethoxyethanol, followed by chemoselective protection with FmocOsu and 

Mitsunobu alkylation to obtain intermediate II-12 (Scheme 28).  

 

Scheme 28. 

Following ring closure reaction to form thalidomide moiety seemed to be solvent and 

base dependent reaction that required careful optimization. Table 4 summarizes tested 

reaction conditions for the thalidomide scaffold formation. According to UV-LCMS 

analysis, the crude purity was lowered significantly with use of THF and DBU (cond. 

f and g) and we observed side-products related to phthalimide ring opening and 

phthalamide derivative II-13 formation (cond. a – h, l, m ; structure of II-13 was 

proposed from MS traces). Additionally, the reaction conditions led to cleavage of 

intermediate from the resin and resulted in a dramatic drop of the loading after the 

reaction (cond. a – m, o), which was highly undesirable. The best results were obtained 

with use of dry toluene and DCE as solvents and TEA as a base, however, only with 

use of basically catalytic amount of a base and an amine (cond. n) was the loading of 

resin II-4 approximately the same as for II-12. Notably, Fmoc protecting group was 

cleaved in presence of base at elevated temperature and reaction with FmocOsu prior 

to analysis was necessary (to make the compound II-4 cleavable from the resin). We 

also tested the direct Mitsunobu reaction of N-Fmoc protected intermediate II-11 with 

3-hydroxy thalidomide, unfortunately, we observed only mixture of products, very 

likely due to the presence of another acidic proton. 
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Scheme 29. 

#  Base Conc. 

[M ] 

Amine 

conc.[M ] 

Solvent Temp. Reaction 

time 

Observation 

a. DIPEA 0.8 0.2 THF reflux 2 h II-13  

b. DIPEA 0.8 0.2 THF reflux 4 h II-13  

c. DIPEA 0.8 0.2 (dry) THF reflux 2 h II-13  

d. DIPEA 0.8 0.2 (dry) THF reflux 4 h II-13  

e. DIPEA 2 0.4 THF reflux 4 h II-13  

f. DBU 0.8 0.2 THF reflux 2 h II-13  

g. DBU 2 0.4 THF reflux 4 h II-13  

h. DIPEA 0.4 0.2 (dry) THF reflux 14 h II-13  

i. DIPEA 0.4 0.2 (dry) toluene reflux 14 h Low loading 

j. DIPEA 0.4 0.2 (dry) DCE reflux 14 h II-4; Low loading 

k. TEA 0.4 0.2 (dry) toluene reflux 14 h Low loading 

l. TEA 0.4 0.2 (dry) THF reflux 14 h II-13  

m. TEA 0.2 0.2 (dry) THF reflux 14 h II-13  

n. TEA 0.036 0.036 (dry) toluene reflux 14 h II-4 
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o. - - 0.2 (dry) DMF r.t. 14 h Low loading 

Table 4. Optimization conditions for thalidomide ring formation. (Amine = 3-

aminopiperidine-2,6-dione hydrochloride). 

The following deprotection of Fmoc under standard cleavage conditions 

(DMF/piperidine 4:1) led to partial-thalidomide-ring-opening and formation of side-

product II-15 (Scheme 30), due to the nucleophilic character of piperidine. The 

retention time (reverse-phase HPLC) of both compounds (II-4 and II-15) overlapped, 

thus, finding suitable conditions for deprotection was required to allow the purification 

of final compounds. We observed either no conversion with use of inorganic base (Table 

5, cond. a) or just partial conversion (cond. c) in case of weaker non-nucleophilic 

organic base. Luckily, the use of stronger non-nucleophilic base (DBU; cond b) had 

positive impact on reactivity, since we have been able to obtain pure product II-14 in 

10 minutes with no indication of side-product II-15. These conditions for deprotection 

were then used during the whole synthetic sequence. 

 

Scheme 30. 
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# Base Conc. [M] Solvent Temp. Reaction 

time 

Observation 

a. Cs2CO3 0.3 DMF r.t. 20 min II-4 only 

b. DBU 3.4 CH2Cl2 r.t. 10 min II-14; full conversion 

c. TEA 1.4 THF 50 °C 1 h Partial conversion 

Table 5. Selective Fmoc deprotection. 

Following steps, involving acylation with FAEEAA and iodoacetic acid to afford 

thalidomide-preloaded resins (TPRs) II-5-7, proceeded smoothly in excellent crude 

purities (above 90%). The iodoacetic functionality was installed on TPRs for reaction 

with primary/secondary amines of abovementioned kinase inhibitors, but the resin II-

14 (or its elongated version, after deprotection of Fmoc) could be used directly to 

couple various molecules bearing suitable reactive functional groups capable of reaction 

with amines, such as aldehyde, carboxylic acid or aryl/alkyl/arylhalogens, which make 

the strategy broadly applicable (Scheme 31). Table 6 summarized final derivatives 

with specification of inhibitors for each PROTAC conjugate II-8-10, again in 

exceptionally great crude purities in high overall yields. The applicability of the method 

to produce preloaded resins with variable linker lengths was demonstrated by extremely 

simple preparation of compounds II-9 and II-10, respectively, as was suggested. 

Notably, the cleavage from the resin was provided at room temperature in the standard 

cleavage cocktail (TFA/CH2Cl2 1:1), except for compound II-9 which demanded 

boiling trifluoroacetic acid to quantitative release. The lower overall yield of II-8e was 

probably caused by the steric hindrance of two methyl groups next to the amine moiety.  
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Scheme 31. Synthetic approach towards final conjugates II-8-10.  
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Cmpd R1 (Protein kinase inhibitor) Commercial 

name  

Targeted 

protein kinase 

Yield 

[%] 

 

II-8a 

 

 

Palbociclib 

 

CDK4 

 

50 

 

II-8b 

 

 

Crizotinib 

 

ALK 

 

85 

 

 

II-8c; 

II-9; 

II-10  

 

Despropenoyl 

ibrutinib 

 

BTK 

 

83; 76; 

70 

 

II-8d 

 

 

PRT062607 

 

SYK 

 

49 

 

II-8e 

 

 

AZD4547 

 

FGFR 

 

24 

Table 6. Summarization of our prepared PROTAC conjugates.  

2.2.3. Biology  

The representative conjugates II-8c, II-9 and II-10 were then selected to verify the 

functionality of prepared PROTACs. They possessed despropenoyl ibrutinib, a 

derivative of a recently FDA-approved drug specifically inhibiting BTK kinase.[180] In 

our initial characterization experiments, we compared the potencies of ibrutinib and 

despropenoylibrutinib (Figure 28) with that of PROTAC II-8c in a biochemical kinase 

assay. These experiments were provided by V. Kryštof group.  

It was found out that our conjugate II-8c inhibited purified recombinant BTK with 

IC50 like that of parental despropenoylibrutinib, which confirmed its biological 

functionality. Two other PROTACs II-9 and II-10 with shorter and longer linkers, 

respectively, were similarly potent on the kinase (Table 7). 
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Figure 28. 

Compound BTK IC 50 [μ M ] 

Ibrutinib <0.001 

Despropenoylibrutinib 0.065 ± 0.012 

PROTAC II-8c 0.159 ± 0.037 

PROTAC II-9 0.106 ± 0.014 

PROTAC II-10 0.109 ± 0.004 

Table 7. BTK kinase inhibitory activity. 

The induced BTK degradation in cells was also demonstrated. In the preliminary 

experiments with II-8c, we observed that the decrease in BTK is time-dependent with 

a considerable effect between 10 – 24 h, which is in agreement with recently published 

data.[181] Ramos cells were treated with various doses of II-8c for 16 h and activated 

BTK by adding immunoglobulin M to culture media. Western blot analysis of lysed 

cells revealed that BTK degradation was dose-dependent, with a maximal knockdown 

achieved at a 2 mM concentration (Figure 29.A). Moreover, in control experiments 
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neither ibrutinib nor despropenoylibrutinib were able to induce the degradation of BTK 

and only inhibited BTK activity, which agreed with general mechanism of action of 

PROTAC conjugates where E3 ligase recruited moiety is necessary for degradation of 

the protein of interest. SYK and SRC kinases were used in parallel to confirm the 

specificity of protein degradation induced by II-8c.  

The effect of linker length on the resulting conjugate applicability is demonstrated 

on Figure 29.B which contains results of shorter and longer version II-9 and II-10, 

respectively. The degradation activity strongly depended on linker length, with the 

best results achieved for original version of the linker (PROTAC II-8c). Conjugate 

with the extended version of linker (PROTAC II-10) also degraded the BTK, however, 

with lower potency than II-8c. Conjugate with the shorter version (PROTAC II-9) 

degraded the BTK on higher concentration than 2 mM. This indicates that linker with 

less than 12 linear atom sequence between the POI ligand (despropenoylibrutinib) and 

the E3 ligase ligand (thalidomide) is not capable to degrade the BTK efficiently, which 

acknowledged previous studies implied by Crews.[175] Overall, the distance between POI 

ligand and E3 ligase ligand clearly has dramatic influence on the resulting degradation 

activity. 

 
Figure 29. BTK degradation results of prepared conjugates II-8c,9,10.[139] 

 

 

II-8c 

II-8c II-9 II-10 
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2.2.4. Conclusion 

We successfully optimized and synthesized en route towards thalidomide-preloaded 

resins II-5-7, which were subsequently conjugated with 6 protein kinases inhibitors 

with selective kinase targeting. The final compounds were purified by semipreparative 

HPLC and obtained in good yields. The kinase inhibitory activity and degradation 

study was provided on representative conjugates II-8c,9,10 (provided by V. Kryštof 

group).  

The developed TPRs can be used to easily and rapidly synthesize desired conjugates 

in excellent crude purities and to modify their individual parts for preliminary screening 

experiments focused on molecule optimization. With respect to obtained biological 

data, one of the most important features of the method is undoubtedly simple 

enlargement of the spacer and comfortable production of the corresponding TPRs that 

differ exactly in this parameter. The general simplicity of TPRs utilization consists in 

shake-wash-cleave procedure that can be performed by a person without synthetic 

experience or special laboratory equipment. In the best case, TPR could be used as a 

simple kit for routine preparation of PROTACs. Importantly, the synthetic approach 

is versatile and can also be applied to other proteins for which ligands suitable for 

conjugation are available (with reactive functional groups, such as carboxylic acid, 

aldehyde, primary/secondary amine etc.). Compared to the solution-phase methods 

described in Chapter 2.2.1., only single final purification is required, and modularity of 

the synthesis allows preparation of library of designed compounds using parallel 

synthesis. 

 

2.2.5. Authors‘ contributions 

As main author of the publication,[139] I developed and optimized the synthetic route 

towards the final compounds, synthesized all compounds, provided their full 

characterization (NMR, HRMS, UHPLC-MS) and wrote major part of the manuscript 

(except for the biological evaluation, which was provided and written by R.J. and 

V.K.).  
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2.3. BODIPY labeled triterpenes for visualization within cells  

The results of this project were published in: Krajčovičová, S.; Staňková, J.; Džubák, 

P.; Hajdúch, M.; Soural, M.; Urban, M. Chem. Eur. J. 2018, 24, 4957.[182] 

The manuscript is attached in Appendix C (p. 154 - 163). The Supporting information 

is attached as an electronic file on CD. 

2.3.1. Introduction 

The fluorescence process begins when a molecule in a singlet electronic ground state 

(S0) absorbs a photon of a suitable energy, followed by excitation to higher energy 

orbitals (S2), which relax quickly to the first singlet excited state (S1). The decay of 

the excited state can occur with photon emission (fluorescence) or in a nonradiative 

fashion. The excited state can also undergo forbidden intersystem crossing (ITC) to 

the triplet excited state (T1) with subsequent relaxation by proton emission called 

phosphorescence. These processes are summarized in Jablonski diagram (Figure 30).[183] 

 

 

Figure 30. Jablonski diagram. (vr = vibrational relaxation; ic = internal conversion; isc = 

intersystem crossing) 

In general, the maximal absorption (λmax) is related to the energy between the S0 

and the higher energy levels, whereas the absorptivity of a molecule at λmax is given by 

the extinction coefficient (ε), defined by the Lamber-Beer law. The maximal emission 

wavelength (λem) is lower in energy (and, therefore, longer) than λmax due to the energy 

losses by solvent reorganization or other processes.[183,184] The difference between λmax 

and λem is termed as Stokes shift. Fluorophores with small Stokes shifts are prone to 

self-quenching via energy transfer and thus limiting the number of labels that can be 
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attached to a biomolecule.[183] This phenomenon can be utilized to create useful 

protease substrates, because proteolysis of densely labeled proteins leads to an increase 

in fluorescence intensity. Another important feature of a fluorophore is its quantum 

yield or quantum efficiency which is simply the ratio of photons emitted to those 

absorbed.[183] 

Small molecules capable of fluorescence are incredible tools for chemical biology, 

serving as enzyme substrates, biomolecular labels, environmental indicators or cellular 

stains.[183,185–189] Finding a suitable fluorophore to visualize biochemical processes can 

be dauting, since many molecules are available either commercially or through de novo 

design and synthesis. Probe selection and design can be simplified by understanding 

the properties of these fluorescent compounds. 

The most representative and widely used fluorophores in biological assays are 

coumarin, fluorescein, boron difluoride dipyrromethene (BODIPY), rhodamine and 

cyanine dyes (Figure 31).[183,190,191]  

 

Figure 31. Commonly used dyes in chemical biology.[190] 

However, some of these fluorophores do not completely satisfy the required needs of 

probes, e.g. the negatively charged fluorescein often suffers for lack of cellular 

permeability but, on the other hand, showed non-specific binding to cellular 

compartments.[190] In contrast, rhodamine as a cationic dye is often prone to localize 

in the mitochondria or adsorb nonspecifically to proteins or lipids, however, it is at the 

same time sufficiently hydrophobic, photostable and easily penetrate the cellular 

membrane.[192] Among these, BODIPY dye is considered a potential scaffold for 

functional fluorescent probe development, since it shows high photostability, high 

fluorescence quantum yield, small Stokes shift and/or negative total charge.[193–196] 

Moreover, BODIPY derivatives are readily soluble in most organic solvents and are 

characterized by a strong absorption and fluorescence spectral bands in the visible, 

green-yellow part of the spectrum.[197]  
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There are many publications stated that BODIPY dyes can be used as fluorescence 

sensors, switches or probes,[198–200] in light harvesting arrays,[201–203] in photovoltaic 

devices,[204–206] in biomedicine as fluorescence markers for bioimaging[196,207–210] and as 

singlet-oxygen generators in photodynamic therapy.[211,212] The key success lies in a 

fact, that the core (Figure 32) is reasonably versatile and can be modified on selected 

positions (α, β and/or meso) by electrophilic reactions (sulfonation, nitration, 

halogenation), nucleophilic reactions, Pd-mediated cross-coupling reactions, such as 

Suzuki and Sonogashira couplings, or with Knoevenagel reaction (Scheme 32).[193,194,213]  

 

Figure 32. General numbering of positions on BODIPY core.[193] 

In general, the synthesis of BODIPY core can be distinguished in three distinct 

pathways, depending on what kind of dyes (symmetrical or unsymmetrical) are 

required.  

For the syntheses of symmetrical dyes, the condensation reaction of excess of pyrrole 

with activated carboxylic acid (mostly acyl chlorides,[214,215] but anhydrides are also 

acceptable[216]) yields unstable, symmetrical dipyrrin intermediate (Scheme 32, 

pathway B) which is subsequently converted to BODIPY core after complexation with 

boron trifluoride in basic environment. Another option is the condensation reaction 

with aromatic aldehydes and pyrroles (in excess) that also leads to formation of 

symmetrical products, however, oxidation step is necessary to form required dipyrrin 

core (Scheme 32, pathway A).[193] The oxidants used for this transformation are often 

p-chloranil or DDQ, which can introduce potential experimental complications, in case 

of oxidation-labile moieties on pyrrole scaffold. 

The synthetic approach towards unsymmetrical BODIPY dyes is achieved via 

preparation of ketopyrrole (or pyrrole aldehyde) intermediates followed by a Lewis acid 

mediated condensation with another pyrrole fragment (Scheme 32, pathway C) that 

yields unsymmetrical dipyrrin core, which is subsequently complexed with boron to 

form BODIPY.[193] Notably, this method is particularly valuable for preparation of 

unsymmetrical BODIPY dyes, although the preparation of symmetric scaffolds is also 

possible.[217] Further modification of resulting BODIPY dyes, particularly on meso 
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position, tend to be relatively easy and could be extraordinarily valuable, e.g. for study 

of photoinduced electron transfer (PeT) mechanisms.[218–220]  

 

Scheme 32.[193] 

 

Therefore, BODIPY with spectral bands tunable along the whole visible spectrum 

(even in the near-infrared region)[193,195,210] can be synthesized or the intersystem 
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crossing probability can be enhanced and promote single-oxygen generation by so called 

heavy atom effect.[211,212]  

Since it is above the scope of this thesis to sufficiently cover the whole spectrum of 

BODIPY’s applications, I will focus mainly on the most significant one for us – its use 

in chemical biology. 

BODIPY dyes as a tool for chemical biology 

To the most common applications of BODIPY dyes in field of chemical biology belong: 

• Targeted intracellular distribution 

Due to the high lipophilicity of BODIPY dyes, they prone to penetrate cells easily 

and have tendency to accumulate in subcellular membranes,[190] if they not possess 

with any hydrophilic functionality (such as ethylene glycol or carboxylate). 

Noteworthy, BODIPYs containing a targeting group for the particular organelle will 

probably not target other cellular compartments.[190] As examples of BODIPYs with 

localization in the ER, lysosomes or Golgi apparatus could serve compounds III-1-9 

(Figure 34).[190,221] 
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Figure 33. 

Moreover, BODIPYs with selective targeting to the cytosol can also be prepared 

(Figure 34). The monoalkoxy containing BODIPYs III-10,11 were developed to 

overcome the problems with water solubility without loss of cell permeability.[222] 

 

Figure 34. 

Since mitochondria is negatively charged, localization of positively charged molecules 

is often observed. For such reason, the commercially available MitoTrackers usually 

include intrinsically cationic rhodamine dyes,[192] as was mentioned above. In case of 

neutral BODIPY dye, the mitochondria localization can also be achieved by 
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introducing a cationic moiety, such as ammonium or phosphonium group (Figure 35) 

by straightforward conversion from their corresponding amine or phosphine.[190,223,224]  

 

Figure 35. 

• Imaging probes for target proteins 

The visualization of target proteins seemed to be a difficult task for many research 

groups. The possible approaches could be labeling a target protein which is fused with 

a peptide or protein tag,[225–227] conjugating an inhibitor for target receptor with a 

fluorophore or high-throughput screening of various fluorescent molecules.[228] 

For visualization of carbonic anhydrases (CAs), the tumor-associated enzymes, 

BODIPYs were conjugated with aromatic sulfonamides (III-15, III-16; Figure 36) 

and exhibited comparable inhibitory activities with known CA inhibitor acetazolamide 

as with several CA isozymes.[229] The tyrosine kinase Src was labeled with Desatinib-

BODIPY conjugate III-17 (Figure 36) and although the IC50 for this conjugate was 

approximately 10-fold higher than was for Desatinib itself, it still possessed with 

sufficiently high affinity to bind Src.[190,230]  

Other examples were BODIPY conjugates III-18 (with human serotonine receptor 

antagonist Granisteron)[231] and III-19 (with human progesterone receptor antagonist 

Mifepristone),[232] respectively, exhibited comparably high affinity for their targeted 

receptors. 
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Figure 36. 

To specifically label target proteins, various peptide tags with small-ligand molecules 

that can form covalent bonds or tight non-covalent complexes have been developed.[225–

227] For visualization of Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase (eDHFR), the 

trimethoprim (TMP) ligand, fused with BODIPY, has been used (III-20; Figure 

37.a)[233] and showed specific labeling of expressed fusion proteins on the plasma 

membrane or in the nucleus.  

For covalent bonding to the small peptide tag, containing two pairs of Arg-Cys (RC) 

residues, the BODIPY III-21 with α,β-unsaturated ester moiety was used. After 

coupling reaction, where peptide tag bound strongly to III-21 via Michael addition, 

the emission color of III-22 changed from orange to green due to the shortening of the 

Π-conjugated system (Figure 37.b).[234] 
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Figure 37. 

• pH sensors 

Since a decreased pH values are often observed in some types of tumour tissues or 

organelles (e.g. endosomes are around 5.5 – 6.3, whereas lysosomes 4.7), pH-sensitive 

fluorescent probes could be helpful.[235] The photo-induced-electron transfer mechanism 

of such probes rely on fluorescence OFF-ON system, which depends on protonation of 

an amino group (Figure 38). As examples could serve trastuzumab, the monoclonal 

antibody for the human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER-2), conjugated with pH 

sensitive BODIPY III-23 with pKa 6.0 suitable for selective imaging in lysosomes.[236] 

Another pH sensitive probe III-24 (Figure 38) was developed to image bone-resorbing 

osteoclasts in live mice and showed almost identical pH as III-23, suggesting that 

bisphosphonate group had no harmful effect on this value. Intense fluorescence was 

observed due to acidic compartment during bone resorption.[237,238] 
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Figure 38. 

• Gaseous signaling probes 

Endogenous production of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), nitric oxide (NO) and carbon 

monoxide (CO) can be visualized in cells if reactive moiety for their detection is 

presented.[239–241] Compound III-25 was able to selectively react with H2S via double 

Michael addition and exhibit turn-ON fluorescence presumably due to the inhibition 

of PeT (Scheme 33).[220] For visualization of NO, the o-phenylenediamine moiety is 

frequently used, not only because it selectively reacts with NO but also as electron 

donor in PeT quenching.[218] In this manner, BODIPY probes III-27 and III-28 

(Scheme 33) were prepared and showed over 400-fold fluorescence enhancement in 

response to reaction with NO.[219] Interestingly, both NO-probes were membrane 

permeable and showed response to NO inside of cells without cytotoxicity. Lastly, to 

selective detection of CO in living cells the BODIPY-palladium complex III-31 was 

developed (Scheme 33).[242] The fluorescence in this complex was quenched by the 

heavy atom effect of palladium, which was subsequently released after reaction with 

CO, followed by fluorescence recovery. 
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Scheme 33.[218–220] 

Although it seems like the BODIPY core has many advantages (and it is certainly 

truth), some undesirable features are also presented. For instance, the stability towards 

strong acidic or basic environment is limited, which questioned its use for solid-phase 

synthesis.[183,243] Consequently, only one example of actual BODIPY synthesis using 

SPS was published to date,[244] and moreover, in this particular case, authors used the 

solid support rather as a protecting group for amine functionality  than a general tool 

for rapid preparation of fluorescently labelled compounds.  In this regard, our aim was 

the preparation of preloaded resin containing BODIPY for further conjugation with 

molecules of interests. 
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2.3.2. Synthesis and photochemical properties 

The synthetic approach towards the preloaded resin and final conjugates is described 

in our published paper,[182] however, I consider appropriate to summarize the 

optimization steps.  

The synthesis of BODIPY preloaded resin III-34 started from the commercially 

available amino methyl polystyrene resin (Scheme 34). This BODIPY dye was selected 

due to its known spectroscopic properties, overall neutral charge and suitable functional 

group for conjugation.  However, since its commercial price was above 80 000 CZK per 

gram, we decided to prepare it by ourselves in 4 steps from pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde. 

We modified and optimized the previously reported synthetic approaches[245,246] and 

managed to synthesize this dye in an excellent overall yield of 40% and multigram scale 

quantities (up to 4 grams, calculated price 5000 CZK per gram). Following elongation 

of the spacer yielded two BODIPY preloaded resins III-35 and III-36 (Scheme 34).  

 

Scheme 34. Retrosynthetic analysis towards final compounds. 

The selection of parental triterpene derivatives III-39-43, was based on their low 

micromolar cytotoxic profile towards various cancer cell lines and/or unknown 
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mechanism of action.[68,247,248] Betulinic acid III-39 was used as a standard, since it is 

the widely studied cytotoxic triterpene with already reported mode of action.[249,250]  

For the conjugation with the preloaded resins was necessary to equip parental 

triterpenes with the suitable functional group. The modification of the scaffold was 

performed at 3 different parts (C3, C28, C30) and yielded the corresponding 

hemisuccinates, glycolates or α,β-unsaturated carboxylic acid, respectively. These 

carboxylic acids were used to acylate the preloaded resins III-35, III-36 (after cleavage 

of Fmoc protecting group) and the following acid-mediated cleavage from the resin 

provided final conjugates III-37, III-38 (Scheme 35). 
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Scheme 35. 

2.3.2.1. Synthesis of BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 

The synthetic pathway started from the commercially available pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde 

and triphenylphosphonium ylide acetate, which were converted to pyrrole α,β-

unsaturated ester III-44 via Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction with excellent E-

regioselectivity due to the formation of stabilized ylide. Following reduction of double 
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bond was achieved with palladium assisted hydrogenation to produce compound III-

45 (Scheme 36). It is worth mentioning, that prolongation of reaction time or higher 

loadings of palladium catalyst led to complete reduction of pyrrole to pyrrolidine 

scaffold III-46 (elucidated from UHPLC/MS traces). 

 

Scheme 36. 

POCl3 mediated condensation of III-45 with 3,5-dimethylpyrrole-2-carbaldehyde 

III-47 yielded unsymmetrical dipyrrin core III-49. POCl3 reacted with pyrrole 

aldehyde to form unstable Vilsmeier reagent III-48 in situ, which was attacked by a 

second pyrrole III-45 to form dipyrrin. Notably, the formation of non-desired 

symmetrical dipyrrin III-50 was observed in less than 5% formation (according to 

UHPLC/MS traces) and was not isolated or characterized. Dipyrrin III-49 was then 

subjected without further isolation to complexation with BF3.OEt2 to provide BODIPY 

FL propanoic ester III-51. The isolation of this intermediate needed a quite tedious 

purification from inorganic by-products, especially after scale-up (more than 2 g), in 

order to obtain better yields. Finally, acidic hydrolysis of ester provided BODIPY FL 

propanoic acid III-52 (Scheme 37) in high yield. Interestingly, BODIPY core was 

stable in aqueous hydrochloric acid for 48 hours, which indicated unusually long kinetic 

stability of BODIPY in acidic media.[251]  
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Scheme 37. 

2.3.2.2. Synthesis of pre-modified triterpenes 

Modification of semisynthetic triterpenes III-39-41, III-43 as hemisuccinates and 

glycolates, respectively, was inspired by our previous work on biotinylated 

conjugates.[252]  

Briefly, betulinic acid III-39, betulinic acid aldehyde III-40 (prepared from III-39 via 

SeO2 mediated allylic oxidation) and monoketone III-41 were treated with succinic 

anhydride in presence of DMAP (Scheme 38) to provide triterpenes III-53-55 with 

carboxylic function ready for conjugation. Hemisuccinic diketone III-42 was purchased 

commercially and used without modification. 
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Scheme 38. 

For modification of C28 position was necessary to extend the neopentyl-type carboxylic 

function as it generally suffers from lower reactivity due to the steric hindrance. As 

such, we reacted betulinic acid III-39 and pyridine triterpene derivative III-43 with 

benzyl bromoacetate to yield compounds III-56 and III-57, respectively. Following 

deprotection of benzyl moiety was achieved with palladium assisted catalytic 

hydrogenation and yielded pre-modified triterpenes III-58, III-59 (Scheme 39). 
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Scheme 39. 

For conjugation of betulinic acid III-39 on C30 position, a different approach was used 

as was previously published.[252] The betulinic acid aldehyde III-40 was subjected to 

chemoselective Pinnick oxidation (Scheme 40) in order to produce carboxylic acid III-

60 for acylation with preloaded resins. This reaction represents a convenient way how 

to convert aldehydes to the corresponding carboxylic acids in a presence of unprotected 
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hydroxyl functions and double bonds.[253] 2-methyl-2-butene is used as a scavenger of 

hypochlorous acid that is formed during the transformation. 

 

Scheme 40. 

2.3.2.3. Synthesis of preloaded resins 

The synthesis started similarly to previous project (thalidomide preloaded resin), from 

the commercially available amino methyl polystyrene resin, which was acylated with 

BAL linker. Following reductive amination with amino ethoxyethanol provided the 

same intermediate II-11 (Scheme 41).  

 

Scheme 41. 

Generally, the preparation of preloaded resin, containing amino ethoxyethanol moiety, 

can be achieved in three distinct pathways, depicted on Scheme 42. Since we found 

out that BODIPY core is unstable under conditions commonly used in SPS, we 

envisioned at first pathways A and B  where dye is installed at late stage of synthesis, 

to minimize contact with potentially harmful reagents. 
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Scheme 42. 

Pathway A 

Since both functionalities can react under acylation conditions, we needed to protect 

them and for further independent manipulations the orthogonal protecting groups must 

have been chosen. It is important to mention, that we, at first, tried acylation reaction 

of II-11 with BODIPY III-52, believed in chemoselective output III-61 without 

protection of primary hydroxyl group, unfortunately, we observed no conversion to the 

desired product III-61 (Scheme 43). 

Thus, we decided to protect secondary amine functionality with FmocOsu and primary 

alcohol with silyl protecting group (tert-butyldiphenylsilyl, in our case), which can be 

orthogonally deprotected with source of fluoride anions, e.g. TBAF. The reaction was 

carried out in presence of DBU (instead of usually used imidazole or sodium hydride, 

which did not produce desired product) and provided III-63. 
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Scheme 43. 

Following with FAEEAA for elongation of the linker yielded intermediate III-64, 

which upon treatment with TBAF led to deprotection of silyl protecting group (Scheme 

44). 

 

Scheme 44. 

Acylation of primary hydroxyl moiety with prepared BODIPY III-52 needed to be 

optimized, because it suffers from lower reactivity in general and we wanted to avoid 

elevated temperatures due to possible instability of BODIPY core.  

The suitable reaction conditions were optimized on intermediate III-62 (Scheme 

45). First, we tried DIC technique for acylation, however, only with limited success. 
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Another possible option seemed to be Mitsunobu reaction, but again, our substrate did 

not react and only starting material was recovered. Thus, we decided to convert 

BODIPY FL propanoic acid III-52 to its corresponding acyl chloride III-66, in 

presence of oxalyl chloride and catalytic amount of DMF (Scheme 45), and without 

isolation subjected it to reaction with immobilized Fmoc amino ethoxyethanol III-62. 

Unluckily, no desired product was detected at all, although we convinced ourselves 

about the full conversion of acid to acyl chloride via UHPLC-MS analysis in methanol 

that yielded BODIPY ester III-51. 

Fortunately, we have been able to obtain desired product III-34 after reaction under 

DIC/HOBt conditions. Importantly, cleavage from the resin, prior to analysis of 

samples containing BODIPY, was carried out in less acidic cleavage cocktail, than is 

typically used for BAL linker (CH2Cl2/TFA 10:1), since we observed a total 

decomposition of BODIPY core under standard cleavage conditions (CH2Cl2/TFA 1:1). 

 

Scheme 45. 

Accordingly, BODIPY III-52 successfully reacted with intermediate III-65 as well. 

However, following deprotection of Fmoc under standard cleavage conditions used in 

SPS (DMF/piperidine 4:1, 30 minutes) led to total decomposition of the BODIPY core 
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with consequent diminish of fluorescence. Luckily, use of lower concentration of 

piperidine (DMF/piperidine 20:1, 30 minutes) was much more suitable and we observed 

full conversion to product III-67, with negligible loss of fluorescent activity. 

Subsequent acylation with pre-modified betulinic acid III-53 yielded first final 

conjugate III-37d (Scheme 46).  

Scheme 46. 

Interestingly, omitted HOBt during this final step greatly improved the resulting 

crude purity. Further, 28-oxyallobetulin derivative III-68 (Figure 39) arised as a 

consequence of Meerwein-Wagner carbocation 1,2-rearrangement[254] during acidic 

cleavage of conjugate III-37d from the resin. Nevertheless, this compound was not 

subjected for further fluorescent microscopy study, since it showed no biological 

activity. 
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Figure 39. 

Pathway B 

Along with simultaneous optimization of pathway A, we have been also developing 

other possible synthetic approaches. Despite the fact, that we were able to attach 

triterpene moiety on Fmoc intermediate III-62 (Scheme 47), the reaction was never 

quantitative (presumably due to the steric reasons) and it needed repetition. Moreover, 

after deprotection of Fmoc, the acylation reaction with FAEEAA also needed to be 

repeated to reach full conversion of III-70. For this reason, we chose to leave this 

approach and focus to more efficient alternatives. 

 

Scheme 47. 

Pathway C 

As we were able to optimize Fmoc deprotection conditions as well as attachment of 

BODIPY III-52 during synthesis of final compound III-37d without loss of fluorescent 

activity or rapid decomposition of the BODIPY scaffold, we decided to shorten the 

reaction sequence. The modification consisted in elimination of the protection step with 

TBDPS and direct attachment of BODIPY dye in the beginning of the reaction 
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sequence. The greatest advantage of this pathway lied on fact that the synthesis was 

shorter by two steps. 

Therefore, after acylation with BODIPY and deprotection of Fmoc under optimized 

conditions, we successfully attached FAEEAA linker to obtain preloaded resin III-35 

(Scheme 48). The following deprotection of Fmoc and DIC promoted coupling with 

premodified triterpenes III-53-55, III-58-60 yielded final products III-37 (Scheme 

48), upon cleavage from the polymer support. 

Final product III-71 was prepared from III-35 (Scheme 48) using acetic anhydride 

in presence of DMAP, as a negative control for biological tests. The purpose of this 

compound was to demonstrate that the cell penetration and targeting the organelles 

depended on the triterpene scaffold and not on the BODIPY core (for more information 

see Chapter 2.3.3.). 

Compounds were prepared in good crude purities and overall yields (after 

semipreparative HPLC-purification), which were sufficiently enough for further 

biological evaluation. 
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Scheme 48. Scheme of final conjugates.  
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To determine the impact of linker’s length on cell targeting, elongation of the spacer 

to III-36 and subsequent acylation with pyrazine III-59 (Scheme 49) to obtain final 

compound III-38 was performed.  

 

Scheme 49. 

Different strategies to obtain the target conjugates 

Because we wished to examine also other possibilities of linker preparation,[255] we 

simultaneously investigated alternative route towards final compounds. Accordingly, 

the commercially available propane-1,3-diamine was reacted with 2-nitrobenzene 

sulfonyl chloride (nosyl chloride) and the product III-72 was immobilized to BAL resin 

using reductive amination to III-73 (Scheme 50). Nosyl group represents another 

suitable option of amine protection widely used in solid-phase synthesis. Following 

acylation with FAEEAA provided intermediate III-74.  

After chemoselective deprotection of Fmoc, the acylation with triterpene III-53 was 

performed (Scheme 50). The decision to choose this strategy over the acylation reaction 

with BODIPY was based on our experience with instability of the core under nosyl 

deprotection conditions, which require higher concentration of base and nucleophile 

(thiolate). Following deprotection of nosyl group and attachment of BODIPY III-52 

yielded conjugate III-76. We again isolated product of rearrangement III-77 

mentioned above that arised after acid-mediated cleavage from the resin. 
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Scheme 50. 
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However, synthesis of the rest of desired conjugates seemed to be surprisingly 

difficult. When we used another immobilized triterpenes, particularly pyrazine III-78 

and diketone III-80 that were prepared after 4 steps from BAL linker accordingly to 

the procedures above, we have not been able to cleave the nosyl group from.  

In case of pyrazine derivative III-78, we often observed very low conversion to 

product (and majority of starting material; Table 8, cond. a – e, h, i). Luckily, use of 

more concentrated cocktail of thiophenol and DBU at elevated temperature (cond. f, 

g) yielded desired intermediate III-79 (Scheme 51). 

 

Scheme 51. 

 

# Base Conc.[M] Thiol Conc.[M] Solvent Temp. React. 

time 

Observation 

a. DBU 0.3 mercaptoethano

l 

0.6 DMF 50°C 30 min III-78 

b. DBU 0.3 mercaptoethano

l 

0.6 DMF 50°C 90 min III-78 

c. DBU 0.3 mercaptoethano

l 

0.6 DMF 50°C 3 h III-78 

d. DBU 0.3 thiophenol 0.6 DMF r.t. 90 min III-78 

e. DBU 0.6 thiophenol 0.6 DMF 50°C 16 h III-78 

f. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 DMF 75°C 16 h III-79 
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g. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 CH3CN 75°C 16 h III-79 

h. BTTP 1 thiophenol 1 DMF r.t. 16 h III-78 

i. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 CH3CN r.t. 16 h III-78 

Table 8.  

Unfortunately, deprotection of polymer bounded diketone III-80, which was 

prepared with same route as pyrazine before, was not successful whatsoever (Scheme 

52). Various conditions (Table 9) led only to the formation of unknown side-products 

(cond. a, b) or full decomposition of starting material (cond. c, d, e). Further, analysis 

of this intermediate was complicated by missing chromophore in the structure III-81, 

thus we had to reckon its presence only by corresponding mass in UHPLC-MS traces. 

 

Scheme 52. 

# Base Conc.[M] Thiol Conc.[M] Solvent Temp. React. 

time 

Observation 

a. DBU 0.3 mercaptoethano

l 

0.3 DMF 50°C 90 min Side-products 

b. DBU 0.3 thiophenol 0.6 DMF r.t. 90 min Side-products 

c. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 DMF 75°C 16 h decomposition 

d. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 CH3CN r.t. 16 h decomposition 

e. DBU 1 thiophenol 1 CH3CN 75°C 16 h decomposition 

f. BTTP 1 thiophenol 1 DMF r.t. 16 h III-80 
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Table 9.  

Although we have been able to prepare two final compounds III-76 and III-77, the 

problem with smooth and easy deprotection of nosyl functionality was a major 

drawback and we decided to focus rather on the abovementioned pathway with amino 

ethoxyethanol. 

Different choice of dye 

Alternative fluorescent dye to be used as the label was also studied and one 

conjugate bearing triterpene III-53 and Rhodamine B was prepared (Scheme 53). As 

in the previous case, the 28-oxyallobetulin product of rearrangement was observed as 

the by-product. However, due to high non-polarity of the compounds was almost 

impossible to successfully perform purification using both RP-HPLC and silica gel 

chromatography. From this reason, preparation of another conjugates containing 

Rhodamine B was discontinued. 

 

Scheme 53. 
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2.3.2.4. Photochemical measurements 

All the prepared final conjugates III-37, III-38, III-71, with amino ethoxyethanol 

linker, were subjected to measurements of their absorption and emission spectra and 

calculation of their quantum yields of fluorescence (Φ), in order to examine the impact 

of triterpene core on this phenomenon.  

Surprisingly, we observed a quenching of fluorescence intensity by triterpene moiety, 

varying between 0.14 – 0.30 (Table 10), compare to BODIPY FL propanoic acid III-

52 itself (Φ = 0.98). To support this theory, quantum yield of fluorescence of compound 

III-71 was also calculated with value 0.71, indicating that the quenching is caused by 

triterpene scaffold. The graphical representations of conjugates III-37b and III-71 are 

depicted on Figure 40. 

Compound Φ  
Compound Φ 

III-52 0.98 III-37e 0.14 

III-37a 0.17 III-37f 0.25 

III-37b 0.21 III-37g 0.26 

III-37c 0.17 III-38 0.30 

III-37d 0.20 III-71 0.71 

Table 10. 

Such observation could be explained by so called static quenching between BODIPY 

dye and triterpenes, presumably due to the hydrophobic effects, which was recently 

described in literature,[256,257]. Noteworthy, this observation did not interfere with the 

subsequent fluorescent microscopy measurements. 
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Figure 40. 

2.3.3. Biology 

The conjugates III-37, III-38, III-71, which were prepared by the most suitable, 

convenient and general pathway mentioned above, were subjected to measurements of 

their cytotoxic activity and to fluorescence microscopy, to investigate their distribution 

within cells. These measurements were provided by P. Džubák group. 

The cytotoxic activity of the parent compounds III-39-43 and fluorescent 

conjugates was investigated in vitro against eight human cancer cell lines and two non-

tumor fibroblasts. The cancer cell lines were derived from T-lymphoblastic leukemia 

CCRF-CEM, leukemia K562 and their multiresistant counterparts (CEM-DNR, K562-

TAX), solid tumors including lung (A549) and colon (HCT116, HCT116p53-/-) 

carcinomas, osteosarcoma cell line (U2OS), and, for comparison, on two human non-

cancer fibroblast lines (BJ, MRC-5). In general, the CCRF-CEM cell line was the most 

sensitive cancer cell line to the prepared compounds, with only a few exceptions. 

Therefore, SARs assumptions were mostly based on the activities in CCRF-CEM cells.  

Among the parental compounds, aldehyde of betulinic acid III-40 and pyrazine III-

43 were cytotoxic against the CCRF-CEM line in the low micromolar range. The 

therapeutic index is rather low for aldehyde III-40 but surprisingly high in the case of 
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pyrazine (Table 11). The synthesized fluorescent conjugate of aldehyde III-37e 

remained highly but unselectively cytotoxic, probably due to the presence of the 

reactive acrolein moiety.  

Comparing two fluorescent conjugates of pyrazine (III-37b and III-38), with 

normal and elongated version of the spacer, respectively, the slight decrease of activity 

and selectivity in comparison with the parent compound III-43 was observed. 

Therefore, the free carboxyllic group plays an important role as a pharmacophore on 

triterpenic core. Interestingly, the length of the linker also affects the activity of the 

conjugates, where the longer derivative III-38 was more active than the shorter one 

III-37b.  

In case of diketone conjugate III-37g, only the cytotoxicity on CCRF-CEM cell line 

was observed, whereas the monoketone conjugate III-37f completely lost both its 

cytotoxic activity and selectivity. 

The hemisuccinic modification of betulinic acid III-37d at the position C3 remained 

active, although its conjugates at positions C28 and C30 (compounds III-37c and III-

37a, respectively) were almost inactive, which indicated importance of free carboxylic 

group and allylic motive as the pharmacophores. This was proved also when we tested 

28-oxyallobetulin conjugate III-68, which showed no cytotoxic activity whatsoever. 

 

 IC50 (μM/L)a 

Comp. CCRF-

CEM 

CEM-

DNR 

 

HCT 

116 

HCT116p53-/- K562 K562-

TAX 

A549 U2OS BJ MRC-

5 

TIb 

III-39c 8.09 14.04 4.29 14.09 9.43 15.78 15.96 20.75 24.23 28.18 3.24 

III-40c 1.53 7.66 8.83 12.43 9.68 7.73 7.23 7.51 11.99 2.39 4.70 

III-41c 15.16 20.16 27.25 34.67 21.01 24.25 27.12 40.06 44.28 42.67 2.87 

III-42c 35.58 35.98 >50 43.11 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >1.41 

III-43c 0.53 0.63 11.54 11.6 31.84 34.41 47.3 32.43 >50 >50 >94.34 

III-37d 6.62 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 33.75 43.61 43.6 6.59 

III-37e 0.76 6.06 1.65 10.52 1.96 1.6 1.45 1.46 1.87 1.62 2.30 

III-37f >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A. 

III-37g 3.4 >50 45.7 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 45.84 44.26 13.25 

III-37b 18.09 20.28 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >2.76 

III-38 6.13 9.27 18.92 12.07 29.02 35.05 29.14 26.34 39.74 38.23 6.36 

III-37c >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A. 
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III-37a 41.17 40.68 41.96 >50 49.02 40.6 41.43 45.02 48.81 40.75 1.09 

III-68 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A. 

III-71 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A. 

aThe lowest concentration that kills 50 % of the cells. The standard deviation in cytotoxicity assays is typically 

up to 15 % of the average value. bTherapeutic index is calculated for IC50 of CCRF-CEM line vs. an average of 

both fibroblasts (BJ and MRC-5). cParent compounds used as a standard. Compounds with IC50 > 50 μM are 

considered inactive. 

Table 11. Cytotoxic activity of prepared conjugates compared to parental counterparts. (Red color = 

cancer cell lines; Green color = fibroblasts; Blue color = therapeutic index) 

Following fluorescent microscopy experiments revealed that all the tested fluorescent 

conjugates stain living cells and pass through the cellular membrane into the 

cytoplasmic compartment (Figure 41). In addition, we used acetyl BODIPY conjugate 

III-71 as a negative control to prove, that the triterpenoid part is responsible for the 

cellular uptake. This observation is in accordance with high lipophilicity of triterpenes.  

In case of aldehyde conjugate III-37e, the very reactive acrolein moiety resulted in 

a different staining pattern labeling cellular cytoplasm homogenously, which is 

presumably caused by nonspecific covalent interaction with multiple intracellular 

proteins. Staining is distinct when compared to other tested compounds (III-37a-d,f,g 

and III-38), which labeled subtler cytoplasmic and membrane structures, likely 

mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and the nuclear membrane. Co-staining 

experiments are being performed to confirm this unambiguously. Such results are 

consistent with precedent studies on another lupane triterpenes that were found to 

interact with mitochondrion and ER.[258,259] 
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Figure 41. 

2.3.4. Conclusion 

 We successfully optimized the route towards the fluorescently labeled preloaded 

resins III-35 and III-36, followed by the synthesis of final compounds III-37, III-38 

with corresponding parental triterpenes. We also synthesized, yet commercially 

available but rather expensive, BODIPY-FL propanoic acid III-52 with modified 

synthesis to give better yields and suitable also for multigram scale quantities.  
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The synthetic route towards preloaded resins had to be modified significantly. The 

choice of amino ethoxyethanol, as the most suitable linker, was based on its ability to 

orthogonal attachment of silyl based protecting groups, that required mild deprotection 

conditions. The whole sequence could also be approached with direct attachment of 

BODIPY dye. Despite previous reports on the limited applicability of BODIPYs in 

solid-phase synthesis,[183,243,244] due to their low stability under both basic and acidic 

conditions, we developed and optimized synthetic protocols to overcome these 

problems.  

The prepared preloaded resins allow for routine, rapid and simple conjugation of 

various compounds (not necessarily triterpenes) possessing suitable functional groups 

to the BODIPY label through an ethylene-oxy linker of various lengths. The preloaded 

resin can be applied using simple laboratory equipment, common coupling reagents and 

conditions, and minimum hands-on-time, and it can even be commercialized similarly 

to biotin-preloaded resin (Biotin NovaTagQ, Novabiochem).  

Final conjugates of BODIPY and cytotoxic triterpenes, bearing amino 

ethoxyethanol linker, were synthesized and their spectroscopic and biological properties 

were evaluated. To prove that BODIPY with the linker do not interfere with the 

biological study, we prepared a conjugate in which the triterpenic part was replaced 

with acetate (conjugate III-71). Live cell studies focused on fluorescence conjugate 

uptake demonstrated nonspecific labeling in aldehyde III-37e and a more specific 

labeling pattern in the case of conjugates III-37a-d,f,g and III-38.  

Ongoing research is now focused on a more specific determination of which 

organelles, proteins or protein complexes are targeted by our conjugates, and this will 

be the aim of further proteomic and molecular biology studies, for example, co-

localization experiments. 

 

2.3.5. Authors‘ contributions 

As main author of the publication,[182] I developed and optimized the synthetic route 

towards the final compounds, synthesized all compounds both in solution and on solid-

phase, fully characterized (NMR, HRMS, UHPLC-MS, quantum yields of fluorescence) 

all of them, including pre-modified triterpenes and BODIPY dye. I also wrote major 

part of the manuscript (except for the biological evaluation, which was provided and 

written by J.S. and P.D.) and I also participated to the fluorescence microscopy 

measurements (which was provided by J.S.).  
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2.4. Summary  

According to the results summarized in this thesis I can conclude that all aims 

defined at the beginning were satisfactorily fulfilled.  

In the first project, dealing with synthesis of tumor targeted delivery system for 

purine CDK inhibitors, we successfully developed and optimized the high-throughput 

synthetic route towards the final compounds. The most potent conjugate was subjected 

to the in vitro simulation of disulfide reduction, which proved the linkercan undergo 

self-immolative cleavage. This demonstrates the applicability of our conjugates to 

release the inhibitor. Flow cytometric measurements further demonstrated the ability 

of an example conjugate to bind to cancer cells overexpressing the folate receptor. 

Detailed studies of conjugates cellular selectivity are still in progress. 

Second project also resulted in successful optimization of reaction pathway, this time 

towards thalidomide-preloaded resins applicable for general use in PROTACs area. We 

successfully synthesized 6 conjugates of thalidomide and protein kinases inhibitors, 

with selective kinase targeting. Also, two preloaded resins with longer and shorter 

version of the linker were successfully prepared. The kinase inhibitory activity and 

degradation study proved applicability of our proposed system.  

In the last project, we developed BODIPY-preloaded resins applicable for rapid and 

simple preparation of fluorescently labelled conjugates using solid-phase synthesis, 

which required careful optimization since BODIPY core is rather unstable under strong 

acidic and basic conditions. After conjugation with set of representative triterpenes, 

selected according to their low micromolar cytotoxic activity and/or unknown 

mechanism of action, we provided their preliminary study inside cells with use of 

fluorescent microscopy. More detailed co-localization studies are currently underway.  

For me personally, it was an absolute pleasure to work on such research projects. 

Although I had almost no previous experience with solid-phase synthesis when I started 

my PhD study, I adapted to this technique quickly, smoothly and with ease. Moreover, 

I surely improved my synthetic skills in way of solution-phase synthesis during the 

process as well. I also appreciate the opportunity to participate in fluorescent 

microscopy measurements and independently provided measurements of quantum 

yields of fluorescence. Also, my ability to understand biological aspects and 

backgrounds of the prepared compounds enhanced hugely during this past few years 

and I humbly appreciate all the fruitful discussions. 

And last, but not least, I am immensely thankful for the opportunity to serve as an 

NMR operator at our department, which enabled me to understand much more deeply 

the aspects of this beautiful analytical technique.  
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ABSTRACT: Herein, we report an alternative synthetic
approach for selected 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine CDK
inhibitor conjugates with folic acid as a drug-delivery system
targeting folate receptors. In contrast to the previously
reported approaches, the desired conjugates were constructed
stepwise using solid-phase synthesis starting from immobilized
primary amines. The ability of the prepared conjugates to
release the free drug was verified using dithiothreitol (DTT)
and glutathione (GSH) as liberating agents. Finally, binding to
the folate receptor (FOLR1) overexpressed in a cancer cell line
was measured by flow cytometry using a fluorescent imaging
probe.

■ INTRODUCTION

Little or no specificity toward cancer cells is one of the most
serious problems of traditional cancer chemotherapy, as it leads
to systemic toxicity. The systemic toxicity of conventional
chemotherapy causes serious side effects and is also one of the
limiting factors of treatment efficiency.1 The use of small-
molecule delivery systems that can decrease the systemic
toxicity of cytotoxic drugs to normal cells is a promising
approach. Tumor-targeting delivery systems have been studied
intensively in the past three decades and represent a promising
approach for both increasing chemotherapy selectivity and
decreasing systemic toxicity. Selective drug delivery is based on
the frequent overexpression of many receptors in tumor cells,
which can serve as targets to deliver a cytotoxic agent selectively
into a tumor. Relatively selective transport into tumor cells can
be accomplished with the use of conjugates of a cytotoxic agent
and tumor recognition moiety.2

One of the most recent and powerful approaches involves
targeting the folate receptor (FOLR1).3 FOLR1 is a
glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored cell-surface receptor
that binds and transports folic acid into cells with high affinity
(Kd ≈ 0.1−1 nM). It is overexpressed in a wide range of human
cancers.4 Folate-targeting technology has successfully been
applied for the delivery of various chemotherapeutic agents to
FOLR1-positive cancers.5 Because of its selective expression,
FOLR1 is considered a “Trojan horse” that delivers molecules

selectively to folate receptors.6 Specific drug delivery using
FOLR1 has been studied intensively since the late 1980s. The
crucial points for folic acid−drug conjugate design, namely, its
optimal constitution for cell penetration and release of the free
drug, have been reported.7 A suitable folic acid−drug conjugate
consists of four parts: folic acid, a spacer, a cleavable self-
immolative linker, and a cytotoxic agent. Determining a suitable
spacer between folic acid and the cleavable drug-release linker,
which is connected to the cytotoxic agent, has been studied
with the aim of maintaining a high affinity of the final conjugate
to the folate receptors. According to the published results, the
spacer modification has a rather small impact on the targeted
activities of folates, as it consists of hydrophilic groups.11 One
of the working classes of spacers for this purpose are
oligopeptide chains, which have already been utilized in a
number of conjugates with various cytotoxic agents. To date,
four folate-based therapeutics are undergoing clinical test-
ing.8−10

Similarly, the potencies of bioreleaseable self-immolative
linkers have been extensively examined, and the choice of an
appropriate candidate seems to be crucial.11 These studies have
resulted in the design of a disulfide linker that is most
effectively cleaved within the cell, releasing the active drug. For
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Scheme 1. Design and Potential Application of Target Conjugates

Scheme 2. Conventional and Suggested Stepwise Synthetic Approaches to Obtain the Target Conjugates
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this reason, this type of linker has been successfully applied in a
large number of folate−cytotoxic agent conjugates.11 Among all
others, the most successful conjugate, vintafolide, entered phase
II clinical trials and phase III clinical trials for the treatment of
platinum-resistant ovarian cancer. Although the clinical trials
have been stopped, the strategy of FOLR1 targeting with small-
molecule drug conjugates is promising.12

Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are specific serine/
threonine protein kinases that play a key role in cell cycle
regulation, especially in the progression of the cell cycle from
the G1 to S phase and from the G2 to M phase.13 Therefore,
CDKs are promising targets for the inhibition of cancer cell
proliferation, and a large number of small-molecule CDK
inhibitors have been synthesized and studied for their CDK
inhibitory activities.13 To date, more than 20 of the most potent
inhibitors have been registered for clinical trials on cancer
diseases.14,15 The performed structure−activity relationship
studies, together with proper knowledge of the binding sites for
ATP in various CDKs, have enabled the synthesis of 2,6,9-
trisubstituted purines that show potent biochemical, cellular,
and in vivo activities. In particular, 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine
derivatives bearing biarylmethylamino or biarylamino substitu-
ents at the 6 position of the purine skeleton are the most active
known CDK inhibitors.16−18 However, their possible clinical
application is significantly limited by their low selectivity.
Despite this fact, targeting of CDK inhibitors using conjugation
with folic acid has not been reported to date.
We recently reported the syntheses and activities of highly

potent purine CDK inhibitors bearing a 4-aminocyclohexyl
moiety in the C2 position.19 The terminal amino group of these
compounds was found to be a suitable functionality to attach to
the FOLR1-targeting system (Scheme 1). The preparation and
preliminary evaluation of desired conjugates are summarized in
this article.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis. First, we attempted to use the previously
reported conventional synthetic approach.11,20,21 It consisted
of the preparation of a folic-acid-oligopeptide-SH segment
using solid-phase synthesis and its subsequent coupling with a
premodified drug equipped with the self-immolative drug-
release linker (Scheme 2, Conventional approach). However,
despite the successful preparation of the corresponding
intermediates, this strategy failed in the stage of the final
thiol−disulfide exchange because of the low purity of the
resulting products and irreproducibility on a preparative scale.
Moreover, because of the zwitterionic structure and high
polarity, the solubility of folic acid in organic solvents (except
for DMSO) was limited, and the final products required at least
two-step purification using reverse-phase chromatography.22

For these reasons, we designed an alternative synthetic
approach. It consisted of the sequential construction of the
target conjugates in the following direction: purine → drug-
release linker → tetrapeptide → folic acid (Scheme 2, Stepwise
approach). Considering the well-known advantages of solid-
phase synthesis in multistep reaction sequences (especially the
fast and simple isolation of reaction intermediates without the
need for tedious purification) and taking the previous
knowledge in the area of polymer-supported synthesis of
purines into account,23 we designed the entire reaction
sequence on the solid phase using a common aminomethyl
polystyrene resin equipped with an acid-labile benzaldehyde
linker (i.e., backbone amide linker, BAL).

The synthetic pathway was started by the immobilization of
primary amines (resulting in purine C6 substitution) through
the reductive amination of starting resin 1. Intermediates 2
were regioselectively arylated with 2,6-dichloropurine and were
then subjected to alkylation of the N9 position with alkyl
halides to obtain intermediates 4 (Scheme 3, steps iv and v).

Alternatively, we obtained such intermediates after the N9-
alkylation of 2,6-dichloropurine in the solution phase using
Mitsunobu conditions (yielding 3a and 3b), followed by their
immobilization through the arylation of resin 2 (Scheme 3, step
iii). The latter alternative procedure yielded the desired
intermediates with higher crude purities. Subsequently, the C2

position underwent replacement of the chlorine with diamines.
Because of the low reactivities of intermediates 4, the reaction
of these intermediates with 1,4-diaminocyclohexane required
very harsh conditions to yield intermediates 5 quantitatively.
For this reason, we developed a more efficient Pd-catalyzed
substitution using Buchwald−Hartwig C−N coupling con-
ditions that was successfully tested for both 1,4-diaminocyclo-
hexane and putrescine to yield intermediates 5 with excellent
crude purities (for a representative example, see Figure 1).
As in the conventional synthetic approach, the key step of the

stepwise solid-phase sequence was the formation of the
disulfide bridge using thiol−disulfide exchange. First, we
intended to mimic the solution-phase approach, and for this
reason, intermediates 5 were reacted with reagent 7, which had
been presynthesized from mercaptoethanol according to a
published procedure (Scheme 4).24 The desired intermediates
8 were obtained in excellent crude purities, as detected by
ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC)-UV-
MS analysis after trifluoroacetic-acid-mediated cleavage from

Scheme 3. Synthesis of Immobilized CDK Inhibitorsa

aReagents and conditions: (i) R1-amine, NaBH(OAc)3, DMF/AcOH
(10:1), room temperature; (ii) R2-OH, PPh3, diisopropyl azodicarbox-
ylate (DIAD), THF, room temperature (3a, 86%; 3b, 80%); (iii)
N,N′-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), dioxane, 80 °C; (iv) 2,6-
dichloropurine, dioxane, DIPEA, 80 °C; (v) R2-I, (tert-butylimino)-
tris(pyrrolidino)phosphorane (BTPP), DMSO, 65 °C; (vi) H2N-R

3-
NH2, Pd2dba3 (dba = dibenzylideneacetone), 2-dicyclohexylphosphi-
no-2′,4′,6′-triisopropylbiphenyl (XPhos), LiHMDS, THF, 60 °C.
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the resin. However, the subsequent reaction with Fmoc-Cys-
OH or Fmoc-Cys-OtBu provided results similar to those
obtained in the case of the conventional approach: It was not
possible to optimize the thiol−disulfide exchange to obtain the
desired intermediates, even using various conditions (various
pH values25 and concentrations of reagents, solvents, and
bases).
To overcome such problems, we switched to a hybrid

approach consisting of the liquid-phase synthesis of the

problematic segment and its incorporation into the solid-

phase synthesis sequence (Scheme 5). More specifically,

intermediate 12 was prepared in three steps using commercially

available L-cystine derivative 9. Compound 12 was then reacted

with resin 5, and the desired intermediate 13 was obtained in

excellent crude purity, as determined from HPLC-UV traces

after cleavage from the polymer support (see Scheme 6 and

Figure 1).

Figure 1. HPLC-UV traces of selected steps of the reaction sequence leading to compound 17c to demonstrate the crude purity of the
corresponding intermediates after cleavage from the polymer support.

Scheme 4. Attempted Use of Intermediates 8 for Thiol−Disulfide Exchangea

aReagents and conditions: (i) methoxycarbonyl sulfenyl chloride, 2-mercaptopyridine, CH3CN, 0 °C to reflux, (6: 81%); (ii) 1-hydroxybenzotriazole
(HOBt), triphosgene, triethylamine (TEA), CH2Cl2, 0 °C to room temperature (7: 60%); (iii) DMAP, DIPEA, CH2Cl2, room temperature.
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The subsequent task focused on the synthesis of the
hydrophilic oligopeptide scaffold using repetitive coupling
with Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-OH. Contrary to our expectations, this
part of the reaction sequence also required careful optimization.
Although the synthesis of a tetrapeptide from 13 using a
standard Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis proceeded well
and afforded intermediates 15 in high crude purity, cleavage of
its Fmoc protective group using a common cocktail consisting
of 20% piperidine in DMF caused the formation of unexpected
major products. From the LC-MS traces, their structures were
suggested to be the symmetrical disulfides 14 (Scheme 7).
Fortunately, after further optimization, the formation of
undesired byproducts 14 was fully suppressed using only 1%
piperidine in DMF.

Finally, intermediates 16 were subjected to acylation with
Fmoc-Glu(OH)-OtBu, followed by cleavage of Fmoc protective
group and acylation with pteroic acid, which yielded the desired
conjugates (Scheme 8). Products 17a−g were cleaved from the
polymer matrix using 50% TFA in CH2Cl2 and purified using
semipreparative HPLC.
The reaction sequence was successfully tested using different

building blocks, and the list of conjugates synthesized using the
developed method is summarized in Table 1. Furthermore,
Figure 1 displays the HPLC-UV traces of representative
reaction intermediates. This figure demonstrates that the
optimized procedure furnished the corresponding compounds
in excellent crude purities and good yields after 15 reaction
steps and reverse-phase purification.

Scheme 5. General Scheme for the Hybrid Approach to Overcome the Problematic Thiol−Disulfide Exchange

Scheme 6. Synthetic Sequence for the Proposed Hybrid Approacha

aReagents and conditions: (i) P(Bu)3, THF/H2O (40:1), room temperature (10, 91%); (ii) mercaptoethanol, methoxycarbonyl sulfenyl chloride,
lutidine, CH3CN, 0 °C to room temperature (11, 75%); (iii) HOBt, triphosgene, TEA, CH2Cl2, 0 °C to room temperature (12, 62%); (iv) CH2Cl2,
room temperature.
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In Vitro Disulfide Reduction Test. To test the
applicability of our conjugates, we subsequently mimicked
drug release in vitro. The mechanism of self-immolative
cleavage of the linker is based on 1,2-elimination.21

Accordingly, the release of the CDK inhibitor was successfully
accomplished by treating a 0.04 mM solution of representative
conjugate 17d (Figure 2A) with 4 mM of the reducing agent
dithiothreitol (DTT) at 37 °C. The release was monitored by
UHPLC-UV (λ = 289 nm) at pH 7 and 7.4. The disulfide bond
was cleaved within 5 min and yielded the drug−spacer
intermediate (Figure 2B), which subsequently self-immolated
and quantitatively released the purine inhibitor after 20 h
(Figure 2C). Use of glutathione (GSH) instead of DTT led to
cleavage of the conjugate 17d after the same time.
Cellular and Biochemical Assays. For a proof of concept,

conjugate 17d was further tested for its binding to the HeLa

cell line overexpressing FOLR1 by flow cytometry using the
folate-receptor-targeted fluorescence probe FolateRSense 680
(PerkinElmer) as a competing agent (Figure 3A). The HeLa
cell line was used because of its overexpression of FOLR1 and
significantly greater probe uptake over other cell lines; in
addition, HeLa cells were also much more sensitive to the
conjugate than other cell lines (see Supporting Information,
Table S1). The cells were stained with 1 μM FolateRSense 680
in the absence or presence of conjugate 17d (Figure 3B,C). In
control incubations, the probe was combined with either the
unconjugated inhibitor or free folic acid (Figure 3D,E). After 1
hour of incubation, cell-associated fluorescence was quantified
by flow cytometry. Autofluorescence of the unstained cells was
used for gating strategies, in which cells scattered outside the
autofluorescence signal were considered probe-marked cells.
The measurements confirmed that the presence of conjugated

Scheme 7. Undesired, Base-Catalyzed Redox Reaction Leading to Symmetrical Disulfides 14a

aReagents and conditions: (i) DMF/piperidine (4:1), room temperature; (ii) DMF/piperidine (99:1), room temperature; (iii) Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-
OH, N,N′-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC), DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1), room temperature.

Scheme 8. Finishing the Reaction Sequencea

aReagents and conditions: (i) Fmoc-Glu-OtBu, DIC, DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1), room temperature; (ii) pteroic acid, HOBt, 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-
1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), DIPEA, DMF/DMSO/NMP (9:5:1), room temperature, protected from light; (iii)
TFA/CH2Cl2 (1:1), room temperature.
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CDK inhibitor 17d markedly decreased the percentage of cells
with bound FolateRSense 680 from 75.6% to 11.4% (Figure
3C). Free folate also reduced the percentage of positive cells
and thus confirmed the function of the probe (Figure 3D). The
specificity of cellular binding of conjugate 17d was demon-
strated in a control experiment in which an excess of
unconjugated CDK inhibitor (synthesized according to a
previously published procedure)19 did not compete with the
probe (Figure 3E). In a titration experiment, 17d caused clear
dose-dependent competition with the fluorescence probe
(Figure 4), with half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50)
in the micromolar range.
Finally, conjugate 17d was assayed to determine its kinase

inhibitory potency toward recombinant human CDK2/cyclin E
according to a published protocol.19 The IC50 value for 17d was
77 nM, which is comparable to the inhibition activities of
related purine inhibitors.16−19 The high potency of 17d was

rather surprising; however, it can be considered advantageous,
because the inhibition of cellular CDKs is not necessarily
limited by the speed of release of the free purine inhibitor from
conjugate.

■ CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we developed a synthetic method applicable for
the preparation of purine CDK inhibitor conjugates targeted to
the folate receptor. Compared to the conventional approach, a
stepwise construction concept using solid-phase synthesis
enabled the rapid production of the desired compounds.
Furthermore, the diversification of individual parts of the target
conjugates (oligopeptide, R1−R3 substituents) can be easily
accomplished by changing the building blocks in the reaction
sequence. With respect to the numerous kinases as molecular
targets of cytotoxic purines,26 the strategy is not limited to
CDK ligands, but can be used to produce the targeted
conjugates of different inhibitors. The stepwise approach is not
limited exclusively to purines but can furnish conjugates of any
immobilized compound containing reactive nucleophilic
moieties. Thus, the method reported herein represents a
general approach for the modification and study of diverse
drug-like heterocycles yielded by solid-phase synthesis. Flow
cytometric measurements demonstrated the ability of an
example conjugate to bind to cancer cells overexpressing the
folate receptor. In addition, in vitro simulation of the
intracellular liberation of the ligand from the drug-delivery
handle demonstrated the applicability of our conjugates to
release the inhibitor. In summary, we confirmed that CDK
inhibitors conjugated to folate could bind FOLR1-over-
expressing cells, suggesting that this concept is a possible
route to the development of more selective anticancer drugs.
Detailed biological experiments are in progress in our
laboratories and will be reported in subsequent contributions.

Table 1. List of Synthesized Conjugates

aOverall yield calculated from the loading of resin 2 after the entire
reaction sequence and preparative HPLC purification.

Figure 2. UHPLC-UV traces of the mimicked disulfide reduction test: (A) conjugate 17d, (B) complete reduction of the disulfide bond in the
presence of DTT after 5 min, (C) release of purine inhibitor after 20 h.
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■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

General Information. All reagents were of reagent grade and were
used without further purification. Solvents and chemicals were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, IL, www.sigmaaldrich.
com) and Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium, www.acros.cz). Dry solvents
were dried over 4 Å molecular sieves or stored as received from
commercial suppliers. Aminomethyl resin [100−200 mesh, 1%
divinylbenzene (DVB), 0.9 mmol/g] was obtained from AAPPTec
(Louisville, KY, www.aapptec.com). The reactions were carried out in
plastic reaction vessels (syringes, each equipped with a porous disk)
using a manually operated synthesizer (Torviq, Niles, MI, www.torviq.
com) or in dried glassware, unless stated otherwise. The volume of
wash solvent was 10 mL per 1 g of resin. For washing, resin slurry was
shaken with the fresh solvent for at least 1 min before the solvent was
changed. Resin-bound intermediates were dried under a stream of
nitrogen for prolonged storage and/or quantitative analysis. For the
LC-MS analysis, a sample of resin (∼5 mg) was treated with CH2Cl2/
TFA (1:1, 1 mL, v/v), the cleavage cocktail was evaporated under a
stream of nitrogen, and the cleaved compounds were extracted into
CH3CN/H2O (1:1, 1 mL, v/v). The LC-MS analyses were carried out
on a UHPLC-MS system consisting of a UHPLC chromatograph
Acquity with a photodiode array detector and a single-quadrupole
mass spectrometer (Waters), using an X-Select C18 column at 30 °C
and a flow rate of 600 μL/min. Mobile phase consisted of (A) 0.01 M

ammonium acetate in H2O and (B) CH3CN, linearly programmed
from 10% A to 80% B over 2.5 min and held at the latter composition
for 1.5 min. The column was re-equilibrated with 10% of solution B for
1 min. The ESI ion source was operated at a discharge current of 5 μA,
a vaporizer temperature of 350 °C, and a capillary temperature of 200
°C. Purification was carried out on a C18 reverse-phase column (YMC
Pack ODS-A, 20 × 100 mm, 5-μm particles), with a gradient formed
from 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate and CH3CN at flow rate of
15 mL/min. Flash chromatography was carried out on silica gel (230−
400 mesh). TLC plates were visualized under UV and/or with cerium
ammonium molybdate (CAM) stain. For lyophilization of the residual
solvents at −110 °C, a ScanVac Coolsafe 110-4 freeze dryer was used.
NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL ECX500 spectrometer at a
magnetic field strength of 11.75 T (with operating frequencies of
500.16 MHz for 1H and 125.77 MHz for 13C). Chemical shifts (δ) are
reported in parts per million (ppm), and coupling constants (J) are
reported in Hertz (Hz). The 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts (δ in
ppm) were referenced to the residual signals of CDCl3 [7.26 ppm
(1H) and 77.23 ppm (13C)] and DMSO-d6 [2.50 ppm (1H) and 39.51
ppm (13C)]. 19F NMR chemical shifts (δ in ppm) were referenced to
the signal of trifluoroacetic acid (−76.55 ppm). Structural assignment
of resonances was performed with the help of 2D NMR gradient
experiments (COSY, 1H−13C HMQC, ROESY). Acetate salt (residual
agent from the semipreparative HPLC purification) exhibited a singlet
at 1.89−1.90 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum and two resonances at
21.1−21.3 ppm and 172.0−172.1 ppm in the 13C NMR spectrum.
Abbreviations in NMR spectra: app d, apparent doublet; app s,
apparent singlet; app t, apparent triplet; br s, broad singlet; d, doublet;
dd, doublet of doublets; m, multiplet; s, singlet; sp, septet; t, triplet. IR
spectra (4000−400 cm−1) were collected on a Nicolet Avatar 370
FTIR spectrometer. Solid samples were measured neat, and oily
samples were measured as films. Abbreviations in IR spectra: s, strong;
m, medium; w, weak. HRMS analysis was performed using an Orbitrap
Elite LC-MS hybride quadrupole mass spectrometer (Dionex UltiMate
3000, Thermo Exactive Plus, Waltham, MA) operating in positive full-
scan mode (120000 fwhm) in the range of 100−1000 m/z. The
settings for electrospray ionization were as follows: oven temperature,
150 °C; source voltage, 3.6 kV. The acquired data were internally
calibrated with diisoctyl phthalate as a contaminant in CH3OH.
Samples were diluted to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in H2O
and CH3OH (50:50, v/v). Before HPLC separation (Phenomenex
Gemini column, 50 × 2.00 mm, 3-μm particles, C18), the samples
were injected by direct infusion into the mass spectrometer using an
autosampler. The mobile phase was isocratic CH3CN/isopropanol

Figure 3. In vitro binding to the folate receptor: (A) Experimental design is shown for clarity. (B−E) HeLa cells were stained with 1 μM
FolateRSense 680 probe (B) alone or in the presence of (C) conjugated CDK inhibitor 17d, (D) free folic acid, or (E) unconjugated CDK inhibitor
in 50 μM concentrations. Segments mark probe-negative (left segment) and probe-positive (right segment) cells; numbers refer to the percentages
of probe-positive cells.

Figure 4. Dose-dependent competition of conjugate 17d with
FolateRSense 680 probe for binding to the folate receptor in HeLa
cells.
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(IPA)/0.01 M ammonium acetate (40:5:55) at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/
min.
Experimental Procedures. 2,6-Dichloro-9-cyclopentyl-9H-pu-

rine (3a). To a solution of 2,6-dichloropurine (2 g, 10.60 mmol)
and PPh3 (3.6 g, 13.76 mmol) in dry, degassed THF (20 mL) was
added cyclopentanol (1.9 mL, 21.20 mmol), and the solution was
cooled to 0 °C. At this temperature, DIAD (2.7 mL, 13.76 mmol) was
slowly added, and the reaction mixture was stirred at ambient
temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction was
monitored by UHPLC-MS, which indicated its completion after 18
h. The reaction mixture was concentrated, diluted with brine (100
mL), and extracted with EtOAc (5 × 120 mL). The organic extracts
were combined, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under
reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by flash
chromatography (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 1:1, v/v) to afford compound
3a as a bright yellow crystalline solid (2.3 g, 86% yield). 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.15 (s, 1H), 2.37−2.32 (m, 2H), 2.07−1.94 (m,
4H), 1.90−1.80 (m, 2H) ppm. Other data were consistent with
published results.27

2,6-Dichloro-9-isopropyl-9H-purine (3b). To a solution of 2,6-
dichloropurine (500 mg, 2.64 mmol) and PPh3 (838 mg, 3.20 mmol)
in dry, degassed THF (10 mL) was added isopropanol (400 μL, 5.30
mmol), and the solution was cooled to 0 °C. At this temperature,
DIAD (630 μL, 3.20 mmol) was slowly added, and the reaction
mixture was stirred at ambient temperature under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The reaction was monitored by UHPLC-MS, which
indicated its completion after 18 h. The reaction mixture was
concentrated, diluted with brine (50 mL), and extracted with EtOAc
(5 × 70 mL). The organic extracts were combined, dried over MgSO4,
filtered, and evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product
was purified by flash chromatography (CH2Cl2/EtOAc = 1:1, v/v) to
afford compound 3b as a white crystalline solid (490 mg, 80% yield).
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.17 (s, 1H), 4.91 (sp, J = 6.8 Hz,
1H), 1.65 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H) ppm. Other data were consistent with
published results.28

2-(Pyridin-2-yldisulfanyl)ethan-1-ol (6). To a solution of methox-
ycarbonyl sulfenyl chloride (2.3 mL, 25.60 mmol) in CH3CN (10 mL)
at 0 °C was slowly added 2-mercaptoethanol (1.8 mL, 25.60 mmol) in
CH3CN (10 mL), and the solution was stirred for 30 min at 0 °C. To
the clear solution was added 2-mercaptopyridine (2.5 g, 23.04 mmol)
in CH3CN (15 mL), and the yellow mixture was refluxed for 2 h until
a white precipitate formed. The reaction mixture was cooled to
ambient temperature and stirred for an additional 1 h at 0 °C. The
precipitate was filtered and washed with CH3CN (3 × 50 mL). The
crude white solid product 6 was dried and used in the next step
without further purification (3.9 g, 81% yield). Data were consistent
with published results.29

1H-Benzo[D][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl (2-(pyridin-2-yldisulfanyl)ethyl)
Carbonate (7). To a solution of triphosgene (1.84 g, 6.20 mmol) in
dry CH2Cl2 (15 mL) at 0 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere was slowly
added a solution of compound 6 (3.9 g, 20.67 mmol) and TEA (2.9
mL, 20.67 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 (15 mL). The reaction mixture was
stirred at ambient temperature for 1 h. Then, a solution of HOBt (3.16
g, 20.67 mmol) and TEA (2.9 mL, 20.67 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 (15
mL) was slowly added over a duration of 20 min at 0 °C. The reaction
was monitored by UHPLC-MS, which indicated its completion after
12 h. The reaction mixture was concentrated, diluted with brine (50
mL), and extracted with CH2Cl2 (5 × 70 mL). The organic extracts
were combined, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure. Product 7 was obtained as a white crystalline
solid (2.86 g, 40% yield). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.46−8.45
(m, 1H), 8.22−8.20 (m, 1H), 8.04−7.97 (m, 1H), 7.79−7.76 (m, 1H),
7.70−7.62 (m, 2H), 7.57−7.53 (m, 1H), 7.10−7.08 (m, 1H), 4.81 (t, J
= 6.4 Hz, 2H), 3.26 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 159.0, 149.9, 147.1, 137.3, 133.4, 133.0, 126.5, 121.3, 120.4,
115.9, 115.2, 66.4, 36.7 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for
C14H13N4O3S2, 349.0424; found, 349.0425.
tert-Butyl (((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)cysteinate (10).

To a solution of protected cystine 9 (700 mg, 0.87 mmol) in dry,
degassed THF/H2O (40:1, 12.5 mL, v/v) at 0 °C was slowly added

P(Bu)3 (240 μL, 0.96 mmol), and the solution was stirred at ambient
temperature. The reaction was monitored by TLC (hexane/EtOAc =
3:1, v/v), which indicated its completion after 6−12 h. The reaction
mixture was diluted with 10% aqueous AcOH (50 mL) and extracted
with EtOAc (5 × 70 mL). The organic extracts were combined, dried
over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under reduced pressure. The
crude product was purified by flash chromatography (hexane/EtOAc =
3:1, v/v) to afford compound 10 as a pale yellow oil (639 mg, 92%
yield). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.77 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.61
(d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (app t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.33 (app t, J = 7.4
Hz, 2H), 5.70 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 4.57−4.53 (m, 1H), 4.46−4.37 (m,
2H), 4.24 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 3.03−2.96 (m, 2H), 1.51 (s, 9H), 1.34
(t, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3): δ 169.0,
155.7, 143.9, 141.4, 127.8, 125.2, 125.1, 120.1, 83.1, 67.1, 55.4, 47.2,
28.1, 27.4 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M − H]− calcd for C22H24NO4S,
398.1426; found, 398.1423.

tert-Butyl-N-(((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)-S-((2-
hydroxyethyl)thio)cysteinate (11). To a solution of methoxycarbonyl
sulfenyl chloride (200 μL, 2.22 mmol) in CH3CN (2 mL) at 0 °C was
slowly added 2-mercaptoethanol (155 μL, 2.22 mmol) in CH3CN (2
mL), and the solution was stirred for 30 min. Then, a solution of
compound 10 (800 mg, 2.00 mmol) and 2,6-lutidine (1.3 mL, 11.1
mL) in CH3CN (5 mL) was slowly added to the reaction mixture. The
reaction was monitored by UHPLC-MS, which indicated its
completion after 1.5 h. The residual solvent was evaporated, and the
reaction mixture was diluted with NH4Cl (50 mL) and extracted with
EtOAc (5 × 70 mL). The organic extracts were combined, dried over
MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude
product was purified by column chromatography (first, CH2Cl2/
EtOAc = 1:1, v/v; second, hexane/EtOAc = 2:1, v/v) to afford
compound 11 as a pale yellow oil (715 mg, 75% yield). 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.77 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.61 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H),
7.41 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.32 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 5.67 (d, J = 7.3 Hz,
1H), 4.59 (dd, J = 12.5, 5.3 Hz, 1H), 4.46−4.36 (m, 2H), 4.24 (t, J =
7.0 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (app t, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H), 3.27 (dd, J = 14.1, 5.3 Hz,
1H), 3.15 (dd, J = 14.1, 5.3 Hz, 1H), 2.90−2.84 (m, 1H), 1.50 (s, 9H)
ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3): δ 169.4, 155.9, 143.8, 141.4,
127.8, 127.2, 125.2, 120.1, 83.4, 67.3, 60.4, 54.3, 47.2, 42.2, 41.4, 28.1
ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for C24H30NO5S2, 476.1565;
found, 476.1562.

tert-Butyl-S-((2-((((1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)oxy)carbonyl)-
oxy)ethyl)thio)-N-(((9H-fluoren-9-yl)methoxy)carbonyl)cysteinate
(12). To a solution of triphosgene (310 mg, 1.05 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2
(8 mL) at 0 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere was slowly added a
solution of compound 11 (715 mg, 1.50 mmol) and 2,6-lutidine (523
μL, 4.5 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 (8 mL). The reaction mixture was
stirred at ambient temperature for 3 h. Then, a solution of HOBt (230
mg, 1.50 mmol) and 2,6-lutidine (523 μL, 4.5 mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 (8
mL) was slowly added within 10 min at 0 °C, and the reaction mixture
was stirred at ambient temperature. The reaction was monitored by
UHPLC-MS, which indicated its completion after 12 h. The residual
solvent was evaporated to dryness, and the crude reaction mixture was
diluted with EtOAc (100 mL) and extracted with aqueous NH4Cl (6 ×
200 mL). The organic extract was dried over MgSO4, filtered, and
evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product was used
without further purification or was purified by semipreparative HPLC
to afford compound 12 as a pale yellow solid (600 mg, 65% yield). 1H
NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.16 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.99 (d, J = 8.4
Hz, 1H), 7.74−7.72 (m, 3H), 7.59 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.51 (t, J = 7.8
Hz, 1H), 7.42−7.27 (m, 5H), 5.66 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 4.75 (t, J = 6.7
Hz, 2H), 4.59 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 4.42 (dd, J = 10.2, 7.6 Hz, 1H),
4.37−4.31 (m, 1H), 4.22 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 3.32 (dd, J = 13.8, 4.8 Hz,
1H), 3.20 (dd, J = 13.8, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 3.13−3.07 (m, 2H), 1.49 (s, 9H)
ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3): δ 169.3, 160.8, 155.7, 147.2,
143.8, 141.4, 132.9, 127.8, 127.2, 126.5, 125.2, 120.1, 115.9, 115.2,
83.5, 67.2, 66.6, 54.2, 47.2, 42.1, 36.5, 28.1 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z:
[M + H]+ calcd for C31H33N4O7S2, 637.1791; found, 637.1790.

Preparation of BAL Resin 1. Aminomethyl polystyrene resin (1 g,
loading of 0.98 mmol/g) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) for 30 min,
washed with DMF (3 × 10 mL), neutralized in DMF/piperidine (5:1,
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10 mL) for an additional 30 min, and then again washed with DMF (5
× 10 mL). Backbone amide linker (700 mg, 2.94 mmol) and HOBt
(450 mg, 2.94 mmol) were dissolved in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 10 mL, v/
v), and DIC (460 μL, 2.94 mmol) was added. The resulting solution
was added to a polypropylene fritted syringe with aminomethyl resin.
The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient temperature overnight and
then washed with DMF (3 × 10 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3 × 10 mL). A
bromophenol blue test confirmed the quantitative acylation of amino
groups.
General Procedure for Reductive Amination to Obtain Resin 2.

BAL resin 1 was swollen in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) for 30 min and then
washed with dry THF (3 × 10 mL) and dry DMF (3 × 10 mL). A
solution of the corresponding amine (4.9 mmol) in DMF/AcOH
(10:1, 10 mL, v/v) was added to the resin, and the mixture was shaken
overnight at ambient temperature. Then, NaBH(OAc)3 (210 mg, 2.94
mmol) in DMF/AcOH (20:1, 5 mL, v/v) was added portionwise to
the reaction mixture during a period of 4 h, after which the mixture
was washed with DMF (5 × 10 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3 × 10 mL) and
neutralized with DMF/TEA (10:1, 10 mL, v/v) for an additional 30
min to obtain resin 2. The loading was determined according to a
published procedure.30

General Procedure for the Preparation of Intermediates 4.
Arylation with 2,6-Dichloropurine Followed by On-Resin N9-
Alkylation. Resin 2 (500 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30
min and then washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL). 2,6-Dichloropurine
(320 mg, 1.55 mmol) and DIPEA (256 μL, 1.55 mmol) were dissolved
in dioxane (5 mL) and added to a sealed vial with resin 2. The reaction
slurry was shaken at 80 °C overnight and then washed with THF (5 ×
5 mL) and CH2Cl2 (5 × 5 mL). The corresponding resin (500 mg)
was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then washed with
CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL), DMF (3 × 5 mL), and DMSO (3 × 5 mL). Alkyl
iodide (3.72 mmol), BTPP (1.13 mL, 3.72 mmol), and DMSO (5 mL)
were added to the resin. The reaction slurry was shaken at 65 °C
overnight and then washed with DMF (10 × 5 mL), DMSO (5 × 5
mL), THF (5 × 5 mL), and CH2Cl2 (10 × 5 mL).
Arylation with N9-Prealkylated Intermediates 3. Resin 2 (500 mg)

was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then washed with
CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL). Intermediates 3 (3 mmol) and DIPEA (495 μL, 3
mmol) were dissolved in dioxane (5 mL) and added to a sealed vial
with resin 2. The reaction slurry was shaken at 80 °C overnight and
then washed with THF (5 × 5 mL) and CH2Cl2 (5 × 5 mL).
General Procedure for the Preparation of Intermediates 5. Resin

4 (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then
washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL) and dry THF (3 × 5 mL) that had
been degassed prior to use. Amine (2 mmol), XPhos (96 mg, 0.2
mmol), Pd2dba3 (92 mg, 0.1mmol) and LiHMDS (1 M solution in
THF, 2 ml, 2 mmol) were dissolved in dry, degassed THF (5 mL) and
added to a sealed vial with resin 4. The reaction slurry was protected
from light and shaken at 60 °C for 24 h, after which it was washed with
DMF (10 × 5 mL), THF (5 × 5 mL), and CH2Cl2 (5 × 5 mL).
General Procedure for the Preparation of Intermediates 13.

Resin 5 (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then
washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL). Linker 12 (318 mg, 0.5 mmol) was
dissolved in CH2Cl2 (2.5 mL) and added to a polypropylene fritted
syringe with resin 5. The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient
temperature overnight and then washed with CH2Cl2 (5 × 3 mL).
General Procedure for the Preparation of Intermediates 15. To

obtain intermediates 15, the following procedures were repeated three
times:
Step 1: Deprotection of Fmoc. Resin 13 (250 mg) was swollen in

CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL).
To the resin was added a solution of DMF/piperidine (99:1, 2.5 mL,
v/v), and the slurry was shaken for 2 h at ambient temperature
followed by wash with DMF (5 x 5 ml) and CH2Cl2 (5 x 5 ml).
Step 2: Acylation. Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-OH (308 mg, 0.75 mmol) was

dissolved in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 2.5 mL, v/v), and DIC (58 μL, 0.37
mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was added to a propylene
fritted syringe with deprotected resin 13, and the reaction slurry was
shaken overnight at ambient temperature. The resin was washed with
CH2Cl2 (5 × 3 mL).

General Procedure for the Preparation of Intermediates 16.
Resin 15 (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and
then washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL). To the resin was added a
solution of DMF/piperidine (99:1, 2.5 mL, v/v), and the slurry was
shaken for 2 h at ambient temperature. The resin was washed with
CH2Cl2 (5 × 3 mL).

General Procedure for the Preparation of Final Compounds 17.
Step 1: Acylation with Fmoc-Glu-OtBu. Fmoc-Glu-OtBu (317 mg,
0.75 mmol) was dissolved in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 2.5 mL, v/v), and
DIC (58 μL, 0.37 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was added
to a propylene fritted syringe with resin 16, and the reaction slurry was
shaken overnight at ambient temperature. The resin was washed with
CH2Cl2 (5 × 3 mL).

Step 2: Fmoc Cleavage and Acylation with Pteroic Acid. The
resin (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then
washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5 mL). To the resin was added a solution of
DMF/piperidine (99:1, 2.5 mL, v/v), and the slurry was shaken for 2 h
at ambient temperature and then washed with CH2Cl2 (5 × 3 mL).

Then, HBTU (112 mg, 0.3 mmol) and HOBt (46 mg, 0.3 mmol)
were dissolved in DMF/DMSO/NMP (9:5:1, 7.5 mL, v/v), and
pteroic acid (250 mg, 0.64 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture
was added to a propylene fritted syringe with the resin, and the
reaction slurry was protected from light and shaken for 18 h at
ambient temperature.

The resin was washed with DMF (10 × 5 mL), DMSO (10 × 5
mL), water (10 × 5 mL), DMSO (10 × 5 mL), DMF (10 × 5 mL),
THF (10 × 5 mL), and CH2Cl2 (5 × 5 mL).

Step 3: Cleavage from the Resin. The resin (250 mg) was swollen
in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) for 30 min and then washed with CH2Cl2 (3 × 5
mL). To the resin was added a solution of CH2Cl2/TFA (1:1, 5 mL,
v/v), and the slurry was shaken for 2 h at ambient temperature, after
which it was evaporated under a stream of nitrogen and extracted into
CH3CN/H2O (1:1, 3 mL, v/v). The final conjugates 17a−g were
purified by semipreparative HPLC.

Conjugate 17a. Yellowish oil (60 mg, 27% yield). 1H NMR (500
MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 9.15 (br s, 1H), 8.63 (s, 1H), 8.25 (d, J = 6.9 Hz,
1H), 8.18 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 8.05 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 7.89 (s, 1H),
7.84 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.73 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 7.66−7.61 (m, 2H),
7.33 (br s, 1H), 7.28 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 6.95 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 6.87
(d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H), 6.65−6.62 (m, 2H), 6.35 (br s, 1H), 4.55−4.47
(m, 7H), 4.29−4.20 (m, 3H), 4.16−4.14 (m, 3H), 3.76−3.72 (m, 5H),
3.22−3.13 (m, 2H), 3.06−3.02 (m, 4H), 2.98−2.94 (m, 5H), 2.74−
2.55 (m, 4H), 2.03−1.95 (m, 4H), 1.86−1.81 (m, 2H), 1.48 (d, J = 6.6
Hz, 6H), 1.35−1.25 (m, 5H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6):
δ 174.0, 172.3, 172.0, 171.1, 170.5, 170.1, 167.4, 161.9, 158.1, 155.2,
154.4, 154.1, 152.0, 150.6, 148.6, 148.4, 146.3, 135.5, 133.0, 131.1,
128.8, 127.8, 121.5, 115.4, 111.3, 66.2, 61.7, 56.8, 53.4, 52.5, 50.3, 49.9,
49.4, 49.3, 45.9, 43.6, 36.7, 31.6, 31.2, 26.8 ppm. IR (ν̃max) = 3270 (w),
3056 (w), 2919 (w), 2851 (w), 1632 (m), 1605 (m), 1511 (s), 1452−
1411 (m), 1300 (m), 1263 (m), 1228 (s), 1178 (s), 1118 (m), 1005
(s), 951 (m), 924 (m), 822 (m), 765 (m), 719 (m) cm−1. HRMS
(ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for C61H76N19O19S2, 1442.5001; found,
1442.5000.

Conjugate 17b. Yellowish oil (66 mg, 22% yield). 1H NMR (500
MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.62 (s, 1H), 8.24−8.23 (m, 1H), 8.19 (d, J = 7.1
Hz, 1H), 8.03 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.84−7.83 (m, 3H), 7.73 (d, J = 7.6
Hz, 1H), 7.62 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.39 (br s, 1H), 7.28 (d, J = 7.6 Hz,
1H), 6.94 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 6.87 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H), 6.63 (d, J = 8.7
Hz, 2H), 4.70−4.63 (m, 1H), 4.49−4.47 (m, 5H), 4.27−4.22 (m, 2H),
4.15 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 2H), 3.76−3.68 (m, 5H), 3.60 (br s, 1H), 3.26 (br
s, 1H), 3.21−3.15 (m, 1H), 3.05−3.02 (m, 4H), 3.00−2.88 (m, 4H),
2.74−2.53 (m, 4H), 2.24−1.99 (m, 11H), 1.85−1.83 (m, 4H), 1.67−
1.64 (m, 2H), 1.31−1.26 (m, 4H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-
d6): δ 174.1, 172.4, 172.4, 172.3, 172.1, 171.1, 170.6, 170.1, 166.1,
161.5, 158.1, 155.2, 154.5, 150.7, 148.6, 148.4, 146.3, 136.2, 132.9,
128.8, 127.8, 121.6, 121.1, 115.4, 111.3, 66.2, 61.7, 53.4, 52.6, 49.9,
49.4, 49.3, 45.9, 41.7, 37.3, 37.0, 36.7, 31.8, 31.6, 31.2, 26.9 ppm. IR
(ν̃max) = 3304 (m), 2914 (w), 2849 (w), 1637 (s), 1604 (s), 1510 (s),
1450−1408 (m), 1264 (m), 1227 (m), 1183 (m), 1115 (m), 1002 (s),
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950 (m), 924 (m), 820 (m), 766 (m) cm−1. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M +
H]+ calcd for C63H78N19O19S2, 1468.5157; found, 1468.5165.
Conjugate 17c. Yellowish oil (60 mg, 25% yield). 1H NMR (500

MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 9.11 (br s, 1H), 8.62 (s, 1H), 8.25 (d, J = 4.8 Hz,
1H), 8.17 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 8.02 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H), 7.85−7.81 (m,
3H), 7.72 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.61 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.37−7.31 (m,
2H), 6.95 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H), 6.87 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H), 6.66−6.60 (m,
2H), 6.56−6.50 (m, 1H), 4.71−4.65 (m, 1H), 4.51−4.47 (m, 5H),
4.23−4.22 (m, 3H), 4.12 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H), 3.75−3.70 (m, 6H),
3.27−3.23 (m, 3H), 3.20−3.14 (m, 2H), 3.05−3.02 (m, 4H), 3.02−
2.87 (m, 8H), 2.72−2.56 (m, 4H), 2.22 (m, 1H), 2.16−2.06 (m, 3H),
2.04−1.92 (m, 4H), 1.70−1.60 (m, 3H), 1.55−1.44 (m, 5H) ppm. 13C
NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 174.1, 172.4, 172.1, 171.1, 170.6,
170.1, 166.0, 161.2, 158.9, 155.9, 154.5, 152.0, 150.6, 148.6, 148.4,
146.3, 136.1, 132.8, 131.6, 128.7, 127.8, 121.1, 115.3, 111.3, 66.2, 61.7,
54.8, 53.5, 50.3, 50.2, 49.9, 49.2, 45.9, 43.6, 36.8, 31.8, 27.1, 23.7 ppm.
IR (ν̃max) = 3282 (m), 2952 (w), 2916 (w), 2850 (w), 1639 (m), 1605
(m), 1511 (s), 1452−1411 (m), 1376 (m), 1228 (s), 1179 (m), 1121
(m), 1005 (s), 997 (m), 951 (m), 923 (m), 823 (m), 801 (m), 765 (s)
cm−1. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for C61H76N19O19S2,
1442.5001; found, 1442.5009.
Conjugate 17d. Yellowish oil (50 mg, 23% yield). 1H NMR (500

MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.64−8.58 (m, 2H), 8.37 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 8.25
(d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 8.16 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 8.00 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H),
7.90 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.84 (td, J = 7.9, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.76−7.72 (m,
3H), 7.65 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 7.44 (d, J = 8.2
Hz, 2H), 7.34−7.27 (m, 2H), 6.94−6.90 (m, 1H), 6.64−6.61 (m, 2H),
6.07 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 4.63 (br s, 3H), 4.49−4.41 (m, 4H), 4.38−
4.36 (m, 1H), 4.16−4.13 (dd, J = 12.8, 6.3 Hz, 4H), 3.61−3.52 (m,
1H), 2.98−2.86 (m, 10H), 2.63−2.60 (m, 1H), 2.15−2.13 (m, 1H),
2.04−1.92 (m, 6H), 1.81−1.75 (m, 2H), 1.64−1.58 (m, 10H), 1.52−
1.49 (m, 5H), 1.30−1.17 (m, 4H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-
d6): δ 174.8, 173.9, 173.6, 173.0, 172.4, 171.4, 171.1, 170.6, 165.6,
161.9, 158.3, 156.0, 155.2, 154.9, 150.5, 149.4, 148.3, 141.8, 137.2,
136.9, 128.5, 127.8, 127.6, 126.3, 122.4, 121.9, 120.0, 111.4, 61.7, 53.9,
53.4, 50.7, 50.4, 49.4, 49.2, 45.9, 43.5, 42.6, 38.5, 38.0, 37.4, 31.8, 31.6,
31.3, 27.7, 22.4 ppm. IR (ν̃max) = 3270 (w), 3054 (w), 2917 (w), 2850
(w), 1655 (m), 1604 (s), 1512 (s), 1394 (m), 1300 (m), 1263 (m),
1228 (s), 1178 (m), 1127 (m), 1046 (s), 999 (s), 949 (m), 902 (m),
822 (m), 768 (m), 719 (m) cm−1. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd
for C65H76N19O18S2, 1474.5052; found, 1474.5055.
Conjugate 17e. Yellowish oil (24 mg, 19% yield). 1H NMR (500

MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.63 (s, 1H), 8.24 (br s, 2H), 8.18 (d, J = 7.5 Hz,
1H), 8.05 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.72 (s, 2H), 7.62 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H),
7.35−7.28 (m, 5H), 7.23 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 7.10 (dd, J = 14.3, 7.3
Hz, 3H), 6.98 (s, 1H), 6.95−6.93 (m, 3H), 6.80 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.9 Hz,
1H), 6.64−6.62 (m, 2H), 6.05 (br s, 1H), 4.67−4.44 (m, 10H), 4.27−
4.21 (m, 3H), 4.13 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 3H), 3.22−3.15 (m, 3H), 2.99−2.91
(m, 6H), 2.70−2.55 (m, 5H), 2.27−1.92 (m, 10H), 1.85−1.63 (m,
11H), 1.23−1.22 (m, 4H) ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ
174.0, 172.2, 172.0, 171.0, 170.5, 170.0, 166.1, 158.2, 156.6, 156.4,
155.2, 154.4, 150.6, 150.1, 148.5, 143.3, 142.7, 135.5, 129.9, 129.68,
128.8, 127.8, 123.2, 122.4, 121.5, 118.3, 117.4, 116.6, 111.3, 61.7, 54.7,
53.3, 52.5, 50.3, 50.1, 49.8, 49.4, 49.2, 45.9, 43.6, 36.7, 31.8, 31.5, 31.2,
22.2, 21.7 ppm. IR (ν̃max) = 3269 (w), 3066 (w), 2947 (w), 2919 (w),
2851 (w), 1654 (m), 1605 (s), 1513 (s), 1487 (m), 1400 (m), 1376
(m), 1349 (m), 1246 (m), 1180 (m), 1128 (m), 1021 (s), 1002 (s),
950 (m), 901 (m), 820 (m), 768 (m), 719 (m), 691 (s) cm−1. HRMS
(ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for C66H77N18O19S2, 1489.5048; found,
1489.5049.
Conjugate 17f. Yellowish oil (45 mg, 20% yield). 1H NMR (500

MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.66 (br s, 1H), 8.62 (s, 1H), 8.25−8.18 (m, 3H),
8.17−8.15 (m, 3H), 7.98 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H),
7.85 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.75−7.71 (m, 3H), 7.61 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H),
7.45 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 4H), 7.27 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 6.96−6.93 (m, 1H),
6.66−6.62 (m, 2H), 6.14 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H), 4.63 (br s, 3H), 4.51−
4.47 (m, 6H), 4.23−4.18 (m, 3H), 4.13 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 3H), 3.56 (br s,
1H), 3.20−3.17 (m, 2H), 2.997−2.88 (m, 4H), 2.73−2.60 (m, 3H),
2.22−1.94 (m, 10H), 1.88−1.63 (m, 11H), 1.27−1.23 (m, 5H) ppm.
13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 174.2, 172.5, 172.1, 171.1, 170.6,

170.1, 166.0, 161.6, 158.2, 155.2, 154.6, 152.9, 150.6, 149.0, 148.7,
148.4, 137.8, 136.4, 135.4, 128.7, 128.3, 127.8, 121.6, 121.2, 120.0,
119.1, 111.3, 61.7, 53.6, 52.7, 50.4, 50.2, 50.0, 49.4, 49.3, 45.9, 37.4,
37.2, 36.9, 31.8, 31.6, 31.2, 27.0, 23.7 ppm. 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz,
DMSO-d6): δ −59.69 (s, 3F) ppm. IR (ν̃max) = 3271 (m), 2936 (w),
1641 (m), 1604 (s), 1512 (m), 1480 (m), 1394 (m), 1337 (m), 1304
(m), 1254 (s), 1220 (s), 1170 (m), 1021 (s), 1002 (s), 998 (s), 952
(m), 901 (m), 823 (m), 764 (m) cm−1. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+

calcd for C66H75F3N19O19S2, 1558.4875; found, 1558.4878.
1JC−F was not determined because of poor signal-to-noise ratio.
Conjugate 17g. Yellowish oil (32 mg, 21% yield). 1H NMR (500

MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 8.63 (s, 1H), 8.21 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 8.17 (d, J =
7.4 Hz, 2H), 8.09 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (s,
1H), 7.64 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.23−7.18 (m, 4H), 7.08 (d, J = 7.8 Hz,
2H), 6.92 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H), 6.65−6.63 (m, 2H), 6.01 (d, J = 7.1 Hz,
1H), 4.64−4.60 (m, 1H), 4.56−4.47 (m, 7H), 4.36−4.23 (m, 3H),
4.14 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H), 3.57 (br s, 2H), 3.25−3.14 (m, 3H), 3.01−
2.91 (m, 4H), 2.74−2.62 (m, 4H), 2.25−2.24 (m, 5H), 2.18−2.03 (m,
9H), 1.85−1.78 (m, 6H), 1.67−1.62 (m, 2H), 1.27−1.21 (m, 5H)
ppm. 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 173.9, 172.2, 172.0, 171.9,
170.9, 170.4, 170.1, 168.3, 166.1, 158.2, 155.1, 154.1, 150.6, 148.6,
148.4, 137.7, 135.3, 129.3, 128.8, 128.5, 127.8, 127.2, 121.4, 111.2,
61.6, 52.9, 52.3, 50.0, 49.7, 49.3, 49.2, 45.9, 37.2, 36.6, 36.4, 31.7, 31.5,
31.2, 26.7, 23.7, 20.8 ppm. HRMS (ESI) m/z: [M + H]+ calcd for
C66H75F3N19O19S2, 1558.4875; found, 1558.4878.
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Solid-phase synthesis for thalidomide-based
proteolysis-targeting chimeras (PROTAC)†

S. Krajcovicova, a R. Jorda, b D. Hendrychova, b V. Krystof *b and

M. Soural *c

A preloaded resin consisting of a thalidomide moiety and an

ethylene-oxy linker allows the simple and fast formation of PROTACs.

The feasibility of the procedure was illustrated by conjugating different

protein kinase inhibitors. The biological functionality of an ibrutinib-

like conjugate was then confirmed by a cellular experiment.

The PROTAC concept is based on the preparation of conjugates

consisting of two main parts connected through a suitable linker,

which is typically an ethylene-oxy-based aliphatic chain.1–5 One

part of the conjugate interacts with the protein of interest (POI),

whereas the other binds to a component of E3 ubiquitin ligase

(Fig. 1).6 These bifunctional conjugates follow an event-driven

pharmacological paradigm and can act catalytically to degrade

superstoichiometric amounts of the target protein.6

A recently reported PROTAC family uses the phthalimides

(thalidomide, pomalidomide, lenalidomide), potent immuno-

modulatory drugs capable of binding to the E3 ubiquitin ligase

cereblon (CRBN).7–9 Thus, the phthalimide family is often

employed as a part of PROTACs to hijack CRBN to target

proteins.2 To date, there are numerous methods10–13 for tradi-

tional solution-phase synthesis to obtain the desired conjugates

by stepwise modification of appropriate inhibitors. However, a

frequent feature of solution-phase synthesis is the tedious

isolation and purification of intermediates, which requires

the assistance of experienced synthetic chemists. For this

reason, we suggested an alternative approach based on the

use of polymer-supported chemistry. Solid-phase organic synthesis

(SPOS) is well known for significant advantages as it allows for fast

and easy isolation of synthetic intermediates/target compounds by

simple filtration of resin-bound substances from the reaction

mixture. Compared to conventional methods, this feature signifi-

cantly accelerates production of desired compounds and in the

case of conjugates, the quick modification of their individual parts

is possible. Furthermore, solid-phase synthesis requires only

simple laboratory equipment and is easily applicable in a parallel

synthesis. Recently, we successfully used the SPOS concept

to prepare preloaded resins applicable for synthesis of

biotinylated14,15 or fluorescently labeled16 molecules.

Pharmacological targeting of protein kinases has been

validated as an effective therapeutic strategy, and over 37 kinase

inhibitor drugs have received approval for clinical use in certain

cancers.17,18 However, specific resistance often reduces the sensi-

tivity of targeted kinases to drugs during therapy, and therefore

novel molecules or approaches are intensively sought. In addition,

some kinases also possess nonenzymatic (scaffolding) functions

linked to cancer phenotypes, which are hardly modulated by

pharmacological approaches.19 Kinase degradation induced by

PROTACs thus provides an interesting alternative not only for

mechanistic studies or therapy but also for kinases with kinase-

independent functions.18 Indeed, PROTACs have been already

applied to target several kinases, including for example AKT,20

BCR–ABL,21 CDK922 or BTK,23 demonstrating the viability of this

Fig. 1 Mechanism of action of PROTAC conjugates (POI = protein of

interest; Ub = ubiquitin, T = thalidomide).
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approach. For this work we selected established kinase inhibitors

or their close derivatives with a reactive amino function available

for conjugation and prepared thalidomide PROTACs for several

protein kinases.

The preparation of the thalidomide-preloaded resin (TPR)

began with aminomethyl polystyrene-divinylbenzene (PS-DVB)

resin, which was acylated with 4-(4-formyl-3-methoxyphenoxy)-

butanoic acid. The resulting aldehyde resin 1 was reductively

aminated with 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethan-1-ol followed by the

regioselective N-protection using Fmoc N-hydroxysuccinimide

ester (Fmoc-OSu), producing the resin 3. The reaction with

4-hydroxyisobenzofuran-1,3-dione under Mitsunobu alkylation

conditions yielded resin 4, which was subjected to thalidomide

scaffold ring-closure using 3-aminopiperidine-2,6-dione hydro-

chloride in a presence of triethylamine (TEA). Similarly to the

published solution-phase synthetic protocol,25 we observed full

ring closure to the desired thalidomide containing linker 5

after reaction in boiling toluene (Scheme 1). Interestingly,

it seems that thalidomide ring closure is solvent-dependent

reaction since we detected non-desired by-products when the

reaction was carried out in THF instead of toluene.

Noteworthy, we also tested the direct Mitsunobu reaction of

intermediate 3 with 4-hydroxythalidomide, however, we observed

only mixture of products, very likely due to the presence of another

acidic proton. Deprotection of the Fmoc protecting group and

subsequent acylation with 1-(9H-fluoren-9-yl)-3-oxo-2,7,10-trioxa-4-

azadodecan-12-oic acid (FAEEAA) yielded an intermediate 6. The

standard cleavage conditions (DMF/piperidine 4 : 1 to 1 : 1) were

not applicable, since piperidine-promoted phthalimide scaffold

opening was detected and since the piperidine-amide side product

shared similar retention times on reverse HPLC, it was necessary

to avoid its formation. We tested different bases and conditions

and the best results were achieved with 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)-

undec-7-ene (DBU) in dichloromethane (1 : 1), leading to complete

Fmoc removal in 15 minutes with the phthalimide scaffold being

unaffected. It is important to mention that the resin 6 itself could

be (after Fmoc deprotection) used directly to couple diverse

molecules bearing suitable functionalities capable of reaction

with primary amines, such as aldehyde, carboxylic acid or aryl/

alkylhalogens etc.However, to make the strategy broadly applic-

able for derivatization of protein kinase inhibitors, which

frequently contain the reactive aliphatic amines, the intermediate

6 was additionally deprotected and acylated with iodoacetic acid

to yield the final thalidomide-preloaded resin (TPR) 7 (Scheme 1).

Using the conditions reported in Scheme 1 (see ESI† for more

details), we managed to obtain TPR in an excellent crude purity

(above 90%), as calculated from LC-UV traces after TFA-mediated

cleavage from the polymer support. The loading of TPR was

calculated to 0.2 mmol g�1 using the method of external

standard. The applicability of TPR for conjugation was tested

using a representative set of commercially available protein

kinase inhibitors: palbociclib, crizotinib, AZD4547, desprope-

noylibrutinib and PRT062607 (BIIB057), which potently target

CDK4, ALK, FGFR, BTK and SYK kinases, respectively (Scheme 2).

These kinase inhibitors were selected according to presence

of primary or secondary non-aromatic amine functions oriented

outside the kinases’ active sites (confirmed by visual inspections of

their co-crystal structures available from the Protein Data Bank),

which are available for conjugation without loss of inhibitory

activity. In accordance with the suggested simplicity, the inhibitors

were dissolved in DMSO and after addition of N,N-diisopropylethyl

amine (DIPEA), the corresponding solution was shaken with the

TPR for between 6–16 h, followed by a quick wash of the resin with

fresh solvent. LC-UV traces of cleaved conjugates (see ESI†)

demonstrate mostly high purity of target compounds. It is worth

mentioning that the lower purity and, consequently, the overall

yield of conjugate 8e was probably caused by the steric hindrance

of the reacting secondary amine moiety. We also successfully

prepared both shortened and extended alternatives of TPR (inter-

mediates 9 or 11, respectively, Scheme 3) which were applied for

conjugation with despropenoylibrutinib. For better distinction of

final conjugates 10 and 12, we report the full structure of linker in

Scheme 3.

To verify the functionality of prepared PROTACs, we selected

the representative conjugate 8c consisting of a despropenoyli-

brutinib bait, a derivative of a recently FDA-approved drug

specifically inhibiting BTK kinase.24 Similarly to a recent study,

we did not incorporate the electrophilic acrylamide moiety of

ibrutinib into the PROTAC.12 In our initial characterization

Scheme 1 Preparation of the thalidomide-preloaded resin (TPR).

Reagents and conditions: (i) 4-(4-formyl-3-methoxyphenoxy)butanoic

acid, 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt), N,N 0-diisopropylcarbodiimid (DIC),

DMF/CH2Cl2 (1 : 1), r.t., 16 h; (ii) 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethan-1-ol, DMF/AcOH

(9 : 1), r.t., 16 h then NaBH(OAc)3, DMF/AcOH (11 : 1), r.t., 4 h; (iii) Fmoc-

OSu, CH2Cl2, r.t., 16 h; (iv) 4-hydroxyisobenzofuran-1,3-dione, PPh3,

diisopropyl azodicarboxylate (DIAD), THF, �20 1C to r.t., 16 h;

(v) 3-aminopiperidine-2,6-dione hydrochloride, TEA, toluene, reflux, 16

to 22 h; (vi) DBU/CH2Cl2 (1 : 1), r.t., 15 min; (vii) FAEEAA, HOBt, DIC,

DMF/CH2Cl2, r.t., 16 h; (viii) iodocetic acid, DIC, CH2Cl2, r.t., 90 min.
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experiments, we compared the potencies of ibrutinib and

despropenoylibrutinib with that of PROTAC 8c in a biochemical

kinase assay. Conjugate 8c was also found to inhibit purified

recombinant BTK with IC50 like that of parental despropenoyli-

brutinib (Table 1), which confirmed the biological functionality

of 8c. Two other PROTACs 10 and 12 with shorter and longer

linkers, respectively, were similarly potent on the kinase.

Next, we wanted to demonstrate that PROTAC 8c is able to

induce BTK degradation in cells. In the preliminary experiments

with 8c, we observed that the decrease in BTK is time-dependent

with a considerable effect between 10–24 h, which is in agree-

ment with recently published data.26 We therefore treated Ramos

cells with various doses of 8c for 16 h and activated BTK by adding

immunoglobulin M to culture media. Western blot analysis of

lysed cells revealed that BTK degradation was dose-dependent,

with a maximal knockdown achieved at a 2 mM concentration; the

levels of BTK decreased to 15% in comparison with untreated cells

(Fig. 2).

As expected, in control experiments neither ibrutinib nor

despropenoylibrutinib was able to induce the degradation of

BTK; they only inhibited BTK activity, which was demonstrated

by decreased levels of phospho-BTK (tyrosine 223) as a result of

blocked autophosphorylation. SYK and SRC probed in parallel

were not altered at all, further confirming the specificity of

protein degradation induced by 8c.

In conclusion, we report a novel chemical tool for the

preparation of PROTAC conjugates. The developed thalidomide-

preloaded resin (TPR) can be used to rapidly synthesize desired

conjugates and to modify individual parts (e.g. spacer length)

for preliminary screening experiments focused on molecule

optimization. Importantly, thalidomide preloaded resin can be

easily prepared from readily available starting materials and used

by a person without extensive synthetic experience or special

laboratory equipment. We demonstrated the applicability of

TPR by the derivatization of a set of protein kinase inhibitors,

which afforded the desired conjugates mostly in high purities.

We would like to emphasize that although our PROTACs were

prepared to target protein kinases, the method is highly versatile

and can also be applied to all other proteins for which inhibitors/

modulators/ligands suitable for conjugation are available. TPR

can be applied to modify inhibitors of choice, which contain

Scheme 2 Application of TPR for protein kinase inhibitor conjugation.

Reagents and conditions: (i) DIPEA, DMSO, r.t. 6–16 h; (ii) TFA/CH2Cl2
(1 : 1), r.t. 2 h. (calculated yields from intermediate 6; 50%, 8a; 85%, 8b; 83%,

8c; 49%, 8d; 24%, 8e).
Scheme 3 Preparation of shortened and extended versions of the

thalidomide-preloaded resin. Reagents and conditions: (i) DBU/CH2Cl2
(1 : 1), r.t., 15 min; (ii) FAEEAA, HOBt, DIC, DMF/CH2Cl2, r.t., 16 h;

(iii) iodocetic acid, DIC, CH2Cl2, r.t., 90 min; (iv) despropenoylibrutinib,

DIPEA, DMSO, r.t., 12 h; (v) neat TFA, reflux, 2 h; (vi) TFA/CH2Cl2 (1 : 1), r.t.,

2 h. (calculated yield from intermediate 5 : 76%, 10; or from intermediate

6 : 70%, 12).

Table 1 Biochemical activities of parental compounds and the corresponding

PROTAC conjugates

Compound BTK IC50
a (mM)

Ibrutinib o0.001
Despropenoylibrutinib 0.065 � 0.012
PROTAC 8c 0.159 � 0.037
PROTAC 10 0.102 � 0.012
PROTAC 12 0.108 � 0.011

a Measured in tetraplicate.
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sufficiently reactive functional groups (e.g. carboxylic acid, aldehyde,

primary/secondary amine), which are exposed to the solvent in the

active site of the target enzyme. This makes the resin broadly

applicable for a large number of commercially available compounds

without the need for their structural modification.
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Fig. 2 PROTAC 8c induces BTK degradation in cultured cells. (A) Protein

levels in response to dose escalation of free ibrutinib, free despropenoyli-

brutinib and despropenoylibrutinib-PROTAC 8c in Ramos cells. (B) Linker

length contributes to PROTAC effectivity. The cells were treated with

vehicle or inhibitors for 16 hours and then stimulated or not with anti-

IgM (5 mg ml�1) for 10 min before the harvest. Proteins were then detected

by immunoblotting in lysed cells. SRC, SYK, PCNA and a-tubulin were

probed for equal protein loading and degradation specificity. The BTK level

was quantified using Multi Gauge software (version 3.2) and normalized to

the IgM-untreated control.
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&Cancer Cell Staining

A Synthetic Approach for the Rapid Preparation of BODIPY
Conjugates and their use in Imaging of Cellular Drug Uptake and
Distribution

Sona Krajcovicova,[b] Jarmila Stankova,[a] Petr Dzubak,[a] Marian Hajduch,[a] Miroslav Soural,*[b]

and Milan Urban*[a]

Abstract: A solid-phase synthetic (SPS) method was devel-

oped for the preparation of BODIPY-labeled bioactive com-

pounds that allows for fast and simple synthesis of conju-

gates for use in fluorescent microscopy. The approach was

used to visualize cellular uptake and distribution of cytotoxic

triterpenes in cancer cells.

Introduction

The visualization of small molecules in cells has become an es-

sential tool in drug discovery. The most commonly used

method is fluorescent microscopy, in which the studied mole-

cule is equipped with a fluorescent label that allows direct vis-

ualization of the cellular uptake and distribution of the drug

within the cell. A number of various conjugates of small mole-

cules with a variety of fluorescent tags have been reported to

date, with application as probes,[1] photosensitizers,[2] and lumi-

nescence switches and sensors.[3] Among them, BODIPY

dyes[2, 4] are commonly used fluorophores because of their su-

perior physicochemical properties such as high photostability,

high quantum yield of fluorescence, total neutral charge, and

low polarity.[4] In contrast to other dyes, the wavelengths of ab-

sorption and emission can be tuned easily by various substitu-

tions on the BODIPY core.[4] The simplest BODIPY derivatives

show fluorescein-like parameters; however, unlike fluoresceins

or rhodamines, they are prone to cellular permeability and lack

nonspecific binding to proteins or lipids.[5] In this work, we de-

signed a versatile solid-phase synthetic (SPS) method for the

synthesis of fluorescent conjugates of biologically active mole-

cules. The solid-phase synthesis allows for fast and simple pro-

duction of libraries of desired compounds with only minimum

effort and hands-on-time because it saves many isolation and

purification steps of the intermediates. Surprisingly, to our

knowledge, there is only one report[6] that describes the use of

SPS for adding substituents to the BODIPY core. However,

there is no precedent for using SPS in the synthesis of conju-

gates of BODIPY and other molecules. In agreement with this,

there are a number of articles stating that BODIPY is incompat-

ible with the SPS concept because of the lack of stability

under the standard SPS reaction conditions.[3,6, 7] Regardless of

this potential issue, we have been able to develop a versatile

procedure for the preparation of such conjugates by using a

common backbone amide linker and standard coupling re-

agents and careful optimization of the reaction time and con-

centration of harsh reagents such as piperidine and trifluoro-

acetic acid. BODIPY-FL propanoic acid was selected as the

most appropriate fluorescent label in this project. To prove the

concept, we have synthesized a small set of BODIPY-labeled cy-

totoxic triterpenes in which we expected different mechanisms

of action and differences in cellular uptake and distribution.

The selected compounds (Figure 1) have low micromolar cyto-

toxicity on various cancer cell lines, whereas some were sup-

posed to have a unique mechanism of action: aldehyde 2,[8]

monoketone 3,[9] diketone 4,[9] and pyrazine 5[10] (Figure 1).

Betulinic acid 1 was used as a standard because it is the most

commonly studied cytotoxic triterpene and its mechanism of

action has been well-studied.[11,12]

Figure 1. The selected triterpenoid structures.
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Results and Discussion

Given that the pharmacophores of the selected triterpenes are

suggested but yet unproven, chemical modification of some

parts of the molecule may negatively influence their biological

behavior. Therefore, we decided to attach the fluorescent dye

at three different sites and to compare the results. Triterpenes

1–5 were modified in positions C3, C28, or C30 (Figure 2).

The steric hindrance at some of the selected positions re-

quired that the original triterpenes had to be premodified by

hemisuccinate at C3-OH, glycolate at C28OOH, or oxidized to

carboxylate at C30 (Scheme 1, see the experimental part [EP]

and the Supporting Information). Briefly, the C3 modified hemi-

succinates 6, 11, and 12 were obtained after the reaction of

betulinic acid 1, monoketone 3, or diketone 4, with succinic

anhydride in the presence of a base. C3 modified hemisuccinic

aldehyde 9 was obtained after two-stage oxidation of betulinic

acid 1 with selenium dioxide, followed by reaction of aldehyde

2 with succinic anhydride as noted above. C28 modification of

compounds 1 and 5 yielded protected glyoxalates 7 and 13,

which, upon catalytic hydrogenation in the presence of Pd/C,

afforded the desired modified triterpenes 8 and 14, respective-

ly. Finally, compound 10 was obtained after facile and chemo-

selective Pinnick oxidation of aldehyde 2, which generated the

carboxyl at the C30 position.

The synthesis of BODIPY-FL propanoic acid had to be opti-

mized (Scheme 2, see the EP and the Supporting Information)

to obtain better yields than those previously reported.[13,14]

Although BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 19 (Scheme 2) is commer-

cially available, its extremely high price led us to synthesize

the dye by ourselves. The reported syntheses[13,14] had to be

slightly modified and optimized to increase the overall yield. It

started from commercially available pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde 15,

which was first converted into a,b-unsaturated ester 16

through Horner–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction with excellent

selectivity, yielding only (E)-alkene. Such high selectivity was

achieved because of the formation of a stabilized ylide. The

following reduction provided intermediate 17, which was then

subjected to POCl3-promoted coupling with commercially

available 3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde. Final treat-

ment with BF3·OEt2 yielded BODIPY-FL propanoate 18 in a one-

pot reaction sequence (Scheme 2). Subsequent acidic hydroly-

sis of the ester yielded the final BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 19

in excellent overall yield of 40% (Scheme 2), indicating an un-

usually long kinetic stability of BODIPY dye in acidic media.[15]

Importantly, the improved synthesis of BODIPY-FL propanoic

Figure 2. Three sites to attach the fluorescent dye.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of premodified triterpenes. Reagents and conditions:

i) SeO2, diglyme, 140 8C; ii) KH2PO4, NaClO2, tBuOH/2-methyl-2-butene (1:1),

RT (10 ; 90%); iii) succinic anhydride, DMAP, THF/DMF (2:1), 80 8C (6 ; 80%, 9 ;

73%, 11; 73%); iv) benzylbromoacetate, K2CO3, THF, 50 8C (7; 98%, 13 ;

91%); v) Pd/C, H2, CH3OH, RT (8 ; 84%, 14 ; 49%).

Scheme 2. The synthetic route for the preparation of BODIPY-FL propanoic

acid 19. Reagents and conditions: i) methyl(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ace-

tate, CH2Cl2, RT, 84%; ii) Pd/C, H2, CH3OH, RT, 90%; iii) a) 3,5-dimethylpyrrole-

2-carbaldehyde, POCl3, CH2Cl2, 0 8C to RT, b) BF3·OEt2, DIPEA, CH2Cl2, 0 8C to

RT, 63%; iv) THF/H2O/conc. HCl (3:2:1), 0 8C to RT, 85%.
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acid is scalable up to gram-scale quantities, which addresses

the most common problem in the synthesis of BODIPY dyes.

In contrast to the synthesis of biotin-preloaded resins,[16,17]

the procedure for the preparation of BODIPY-preloaded resin

23 had to be carefully optimized because of the limited chemi-

cal stability of BODIPY-FL. The aminomethyl resin was

equipped with a backbone amide linker (BAL) and subjected

to reductive amination with 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethanol to

obtain immobilized secondary amine 20 (Scheme 3). Chemose-

lective protection of the secondary amine with Fmoc was fol-

lowed by acylation of the hydroxy group with prepared

BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 19 to afford resin 21. Cleavage of

the Fmoc-protective group and acylation with [2-[2-(Fmoc-ami-

no)ethoxy]ethoxy]acetic (FAEEAA) acid by using the standard

DIC/HOBt (1,3-diisopropylcarbodiimide/1-hydroxybenzotriazole)

technique yielded Fmoc-protected resin 22, which, upon de-

protection with low concentration of piperidine in DMF, yield-

ed the desired preloaded resin 23 in very good crude purity

(82%; calculated from UHPLC-MS traces). Subsequent acylation

with the premodified triterpenes 6, 8–12, and 14 afforded the

final conjugates 24–28, 30, and 31 (Scheme 3).

Compound 29, containing an extended linker, was prepared

to investigate the influence of the length of the linker on the

cellular uptake and distribution, and compound 33 was de-

signed to show the properties of the BODIPY-FL connected to

linker without a triterpene. In contrast to the construction of

intermediate 23, omitting HOBt in the final acylation with tri-

terpenes (Scheme 3, step vii) increased the final crude purities

of all conjugates significantly. Additionally, TFA-mediated cleav-

age of conjugate 24 from the resin led to the formation of by-

product 32 in equimolar ratio (calculated from UHPLC-MS

traces) as a result of Wagner–Meerwein rearrangement.[18] It is

important to mention that the concentration of both piperi-

dine and TFA had to be considerably lowered compared with

standard cleavage conditions (20–50% piperidine in DMF; 25–

50% TFA in CH2Cl2) to maintain good crude purities of all inter-

mediates as well as final conjugates and to prevent decompo-

sition of the BODIPY scaffold (see the Supporting Information

for details).

The excitation and emission spectra of BODIPY-FL propanoic

acid 19 were measured and compared to BODIPY conjugates

24–33 (Figure 3). All of the conjugates 24–33 had the same

absorption/emission wavelengths and Stokes shifts as the

parent BODIPY-FL propanoic acid (see the Supporting Informa-

tion for details). The quantum yields of fluorescence of the

conjugates are lower than those of BODIPY-FL propanoic acid

(F=98 for 19 vs. F=0.14–0.30 for compounds 24–32). The

diminished fluorescence is probably caused by the static

quenching between BODIPY dye and triterpenes, which is con-

sistent with recently published data.[19,20]

The cytotoxic activity of the parent compounds and fluores-

cent conjugates was investigated in vitro against eight human

cancer cell lines and two non-tumor fibroblasts by using the

standard MTS test (Table 1). The cancer cell lines were derived

from T-lymphoblastic leukemia CCRF-CEM, leukemia K562 and

their multiresistant counterparts (CEM-DNR, K562-TAX), solid

tumors including lung (A549) and colon (HCT116,

HCT116p53-/-) carcinomas, osteosarcoma cell line (U2OS), and,

for comparison, on two human non-cancer fibroblast lines (BJ,

MRC-5). In general, the CCRF-CEM cell line was the most sensi-

tive cancer cell line to the prepared compounds, with only a

few exceptions. Therefore, SARs assumptions were mostly

based on the activities in CCRF-CEM cells.

Among the unmodified studied molecules 1–5, aldehyde 2

and pyrazine 5 were cytotoxic against the CCRF-CEM line in

the low micromolar range of 1.53 and 0.53 mm, respectively.

The therapeutic index is rather low for aldehyde 2 (4.7) but

surprisingly high in the case of pyrazine (more than 94). The

synthesized fluorescent conjugate of aldehyde 25 remained

highly but unselectively cytotoxic, probably due to the pres-

ence of the reactive acrolein moiety. On the other hand, fluo-

rescent conjugates of pyrazine (28 and 29) had slightly de-

Scheme 3. Synthesis of BODIPY-preloaded resin and its use for conjugation with triterpenes. Reagents and conditions: i) BAL, HOBt, DIC, DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1), RT;

ii) 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethanol, NaBH(OAc)3, DMF/AcOH (10:1), RT; iii) FmocOsu, CH2Cl2, RT; iv) 19, HOBt, DIC, DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1); v) DMF/piperidine (20:1), RT; vi)

FAEEAA, DIC, HOBt, DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1), RT; vii) 6, 8–12, 14, DIC, DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1), RT; viii) CH2Cl2/TFA (10:1), RT; ix) Ac2O, DMAP, CH2Cl2, RT
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creased activity and selectivity in comparison with the parent

compound 5, which indicates an important role of the free car-

boxyl group as a pharmacophore. Interestingly, the length of

the linker also affects the activity of the conjugates. This may

be indicated by the comparison of conjugates 28 and 29 from

which the longer derivative (29) was more active than the

shorter one (28). Lastly, the conjugate of diketone 27 was cyto-

toxic only on CCRF-CEM cell line, whereas the monoketone

conjugate 26 completely lost both its cytotoxic activity and se-

lectivity. The conjugate of betulinic acid 24 at the position C3

remained active, although its conjugates at positions C28 and

C30 (compounds 30 and 31) were almost inactive.

In fluorescent microscopy experiments (which were per-

formed in early intervals before the cytotoxic effect took

place), we observed that all the tested fluorescent conjugates

of triterpenes stain living cells and pass through the cellular

membrane into the cytoplasmic compartment (Figure 4, full

resolution image is in the Supporting Information). In addition,

we used BODIPY conjugate 33 (which has the active triterpenic

scaffold replaced by acetate) as a negative control. According

to the results, this compound does not penetrate the cellular

membrane, indicating that it is the triterpenoid part that is re-

sponsible for the cellular uptake. This is likely because of the

high lipophilicity of triterpenes. Conjugate 25, containing a Mi-

chael acceptor (acrolein moiety in this case), resulted in a dif-

ferent staining pattern—labeling cellular cytoplasm homoge-

nously, which is presumably caused by nonspecific covalent in-

teraction with multiple intracellular proteins. Staining is distinct

when compared to other tested compounds (24, 26, 27, 28,

29, 30, 31), which labeled more subtle cytoplasmic and mem-

brane structures, likely mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum

(ER), and the nuclear membrane. Co-staining experiments are

being performed to confirm this unambiguously. Such results

are in agreement with precedent studies on another lupane tri-

terpenes that were found to interact with mitochondrion and

ER.[21,22]

Figure 3. Structures of prepared conjugates 24–33. Compound 32 formed

as a byproduct and was not further studied because it lacked cytotoxic ac-

tivity.

Table 1. Cytotoxic activity of the prepared compounds.

IC50 [mmolL@1][a]

Comp. CCRF-CEM CEM-DNR HCT116 HCT116p53-/– K562 K562-TAX A549 U2OS BJ MRC-5 TI[b]

1[c] 8.09 14.04 4.29 14.09 9.43 15.78 15.96 20.75 24.23 28.18 3.24

2[c] 1.53 7.66 8.83 12.43 9.68 7.73 7.23 7.51 11.99 2.39 4.70

3[c] 15.16 20.16 27.25 34.67 21.01 24.25 27.12 40.06 44.28 42.67 2.87

4[c] 35.58 35.98 >50 43.11 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >1.41

5[c] 0.53 0.63 11.54 11.6 31.84 34.41 47.3 32.43 >50 >50 >94.34

24 6.62 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 33.75 43.61 43.6 6.59

25 0.76 6.06 1.65 10.52 1.96 1.6 1.45 1.46 1.87 1.62 2.30

26 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A.

27 3.4 >50 45.7 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 45.84 44.26 13.25

28 18.09 20.28 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >2.76

29 6.13 9.27 18.92 12.07 29.02 35.05 29.14 26.34 39.74 38.23 6.36

30 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A.

31 41.17 40.68 41.96 >50 49.02 40.6 41.43 45.02 48.81 40.75 1.09

32 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A.

33 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 >50 N.A.

[a] The lowest concentration that kills 50% of the cells. The standard deviation in cytotoxicity assays is typically up to 15% of the average value. [b] Thera-

peutic index is calculated for IC50 of CCRF-CEM line vs. an average of both fibroblasts (BJ and MRC-5). [c] Parent compounds used as a standard. Com-

pounds with IC50 >50 mM are considered inactive.
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Conclusion

We optimized the synthesis of BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 19 to

give better yields than procedures reported by other authors,

and the synthesis is suitable for multigram scale quantities. We

prepared BODIPY-preloaded resin and applied it to attach the

fluorescent dye to cytotoxic triterpenic derivatives. Despite

previous reports on the limited applicability of BODIPYs in

solid-phase synthesis, because of their low stability under both

basic and acidic conditions,[3,6, 7] we developed and optimized

synthetic protocols to overcome these problems. The reported

preloaded resin allows for routine and simple connection of

various compounds to BODIPY label through a linker of choice

using simple laboratory equipment, common coupling re-

agents and conditions, and minimum hands-on-time, and it

can even be commercialized similar to biotin-preloaded resin

(Biotin NovaTagQ, Novabiochem). Nine conjugates of BODIPY

with cytotoxic triterpenes were synthesized using resin 23 and

their spectroscopic and biological properties were evaluated.

To prove that BODIPY with the linker do not interfere with the

biological study, we prepared a conjugate in which the triter-

penic part was replaced with acetate. Live cell studies focused

on fluorescence conjugate uptake demonstrated nonspecific

labeling in aldehyde 25 and a more specific labeling pattern in

the case of conjugates 24 and 26–31. Ongoing research is

now focused on a more specific determination of which organ-

elles, proteins or protein complexes are targeted by our conju-

gates, and this will be the aim of further proteomic and molec-

ular biology studies, for example, co-localization experiments.

Experimental Section

General technical information is available in the Supporting Infor-

mation and is analogous to our previous publications.[23,24] Note

that the yields of the final conjugates (24–33, usually between 10–

30%) are calculated as overall yields of the entire synthetic proce-

dure between compound 20 and the final product in Scheme 3.

General procedure for the preparation of benzyl glyoxalates : To

a stirred solution of starting material in THF were added benzyl

bromoacetate (3 equiv) and K2CO3 (3 equiv). The reaction mixture

was stirred at 50 8C and the progress of the reaction was moni-

tored by TLC (hexane/EtOAc=3:1, v/v) which indicated its comple-

tion after overnight stirring. The reaction mixture was concentrat-

ed, diluted with water (100 mL/1.32 mmol) and extracted with

EtOAc (5V100 mL/1.32 mmol). The organic extracts were com-

bined, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under reduced

pressure. The crude products were purified by flash chromatogra-

phy (hexane/EtOAc=3:1 to 1:1, v/v) to give the desired com-

pounds.

2-(Benzyloxy)-2-oxoethyl betulinate (7): Compound 7 was pre-

pared by following General Procedure A with 1 (600 mg,

1.32 mmol), benzyl bromoacetate (633 mL, 4 mmol), and K2CO3

(552 mg, 4 mmol) in THF (20 mL); Yield: 783 mg (98%); white

solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.38–7.35 (m, 5H; Ph), 5.22 (d,

J=6.5 Hz, 1H; OCH2Ph), 5.18 (d, J=12.3 Hz, 1H; OCH2Ph), 4.73 (d,

J=2.0 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.65 (d, J=2.3 Hz, 2H; OCH2CO), 4.61–4.60

(m, 1H; H29 pro-E), 3.21–3.17 (dd, J=11.0, 4.8 Hz, 1H; H3a), 2.97 (td,

J=11.3, 10.9, 4.7 Hz, 1H; H19b), 2.30 (dt, J=12.6, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 2.27

(td, J=13.5, 13.4, 3.6 Hz 1H), 2.06–1.99 (m, 1H), 1.96–1.86 (m, 1H),

1.72–1.13 (m, 24H; overlap with solvent), 0.97 (s, 6H; 2VCH3), 0.92

(s, 3H; CH3), 0.83 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.77 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (126

MHz, CDCl3): d=175.6, 168.1, 150.7, 135.4, 128.8, 128.6, 109.8, 79.2,

67.2, 60.4, 56.7, 55.6, 50.8, 49.6, 47.0, 42.6, 40.9, 39.0, 38.9, 38.3,

37.4, 37.1, 34.5, 32.1, 30.6, 29.8, 28.2, 27.6, 25.8, 21.1, 19.6, 18.5,

16.3, 16.1, 15.5, 14.9 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C39H56O5

605.4201 [M++H]+ ; found: 605.4207.

Benzyl glyoxalate of betulinic acid pyrazine (13): Compound 13

was prepared by following General Procedure A with 5 (100 mg,

0.2 mmol), benzyl bromoacetate (96 mL, 0.61 mmol), and K2CO3

(84 mg, 0.61 mmol) in THF (8 mL). Yield: 116 mg (91%); yellowish

oil ; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=8.30 (d, J=2.1 Hz, 1H; pyrazine),

8.17 (d, J=2.4 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 7.33–7.24 (m, 5H; Ph, overlap

with solvent), 5.14–5.06 (m, 2H; OCH2Ph), 4.66–4.54 (m, 4H), 2.96–

2.86 (m, 3H), 2.37–2.21 (m, 4H), 1.96–1.91 (m, 1H), 1.86–1.80 (m,

1H), 1.70–1.22 (m, 17H; overlap with solvent), 1.20 (s, 3H; CH3),

1.18 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.92–0.90 (m, 6H; 2VCH3), 0.70 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3): d=175.5, 168.1, 159.8, 151.0, 150.5,

142.4, 141.6, 135.3, 128.8, 128.7, 128.6, 109.9, 67.2, 60.4, 56.7, 53.2,

49.5, 49.0, 48.9, 46.9, 42.6, 40.7, 39.6, 38.3, 37.1, 36.9, 33.4, 32.0,

31.7, 30.6, 29.7, 25.7, 24.2, 21.6, 20.2, 19.6, 16.3, 15.7, 14.8 ppm;

Figure 4. Fluorescence imaging of U2OS cells stained by BODIPY-triterpene

conjugates (for full resolution see the Supporting Information).
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HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C41H54N2O4 : 639.4156 [M++H]+ ; found:

639.4155.

3b-Hydroxylup-20(29)-ene-28,30-dioic acid (10): To a stirred solu-

tion of aldehyde 2 (100 mg, 0.21 mmol) in tBuOH/2-methyl-2-

butene (1:1, 10 mL, v/v) was added NaClO2 (96 mg, 1.06 mmol) and

a solution of KH2PO4 (550 mg, 4.04 mmol) in H2O (5 mL). The reac-

tion mixture was stirred vigorously at ambient temperature and

the progress of the reaction was monitored by TLC (CH2Cl2/

CH3OH=10:1, v/v), which indicated its completion after 5 h. The

reaction mixture was concentrated, diluted with NH4Cl (50 mL),

and extracted with EtOAc (5V50 mL). Organic extracts were com-

bined, dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated under reduced

pressure. The crude product was purified by flash chromatography

(CH2Cl2/CH3OH=5:1, v/v) to afford compound 10. Yield: 90 mg

(90%); white crystalline solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=

12.17 (br s, 2H; 2VCOOH), 5.96 (s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 5.60 (s, 1H; H29 pro-

E), 4.25 (d, J=5.1 Hz, 1H), 4.08–4.07 (m, 1H), 2.98–2.94 (m, 1H),

2.22–2.07 (m, 3H), 1.99–1.91 (m, 1H), 1.82–1.75 (m, 2H), 1.62–1.52

(m, 2H), 1.43–1.24 (m, 16H), 0.90 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.87 (s, 3H; CH3),

0.86 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.76 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.65 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR

(126 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=177.2, 168.4, 147.7, 122.5, 76.7, 55.5, 54.8,

51.05, 49.8, 48.6, 41.9, 38.5, 38.2, 37.3, 36.7, 36.0, 33.9, 32.7, 31.6,

29.2, 28.1, 27.1, 26.8, 20.5, 17.9, 15.9, 15.8, 15.7, 14.3 ppm; HRMS

(ESI): m/z calcd for C30H46O5 : 485.3262 [M@H]@ ; found: 485.3252.

General procedure B for preparation of hemisuccinates : To a

stirred solution of starting material in THF/DMF (2:1) was added

succinic anhydride (6 equiv) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP,

6 equiv). The reaction mixture was stirred at 80 8C and the progress

of the reaction was monitored by TLC (CH2Cl2/CH3OH=10:1, v/v),

which indicated its completion after 36 to 48 h. The reaction mix-

ture was concentrated, diluted with NH4Cl (150 mL/2.2 mmol) and

extracted with EtOAc (5V100 mL/2.2 mmol). Organic extracts were

combined, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated under re-

duced pressure. The crude products were purified by flash chroma-

tography (CH2Cl2/CH3OH=10:1, v/v) to afford the desired com-

pounds.

Betulinic acid 3-hemisuccinate (6): Compound 6 was prepared by

following General Procedure B with 1 (1 g, 2.2 mmol), succinic an-

hydride (1.32 g, 13.1 mmol), and DMAP (1.6 g, 13.1 mmol) in THF/

DMF (2:1, 60 mL) for 36 h. Yield: 980 mg (80%); white solid;
1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=12.14 (br s, 2H; 2VCOOH), 4.69

(s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.56 (s, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.37 (dd, J=11.7, 4.6 Hz, 1H;

H3a), 2.97–2.92 (m, 1H; H19b), 2.54–2.46 (m, 4H; overlap with sol-

vent), 2.25–2.18 (m, 1H), 2.11 (m, 1H), 1.79 (m, 1H), 1.64 (s, 3H;

CH3), 1.62–1.07 (m, 12H), 0.94 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.87 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.80

(s, 3H; CH3), 0.78 ppm (s, 6H; 2VCH3). All other data were consis-

tent with published results.[6]

30-Aldehyde 3-hemisuccinate of betulinic acid (9): Compound 9

was prepared by following General Procedure B with 2 (1.5 g,

3.13 mmol), succinic anhydride (1.88 g, 18.78 mmol), and DMAP

(2.3 g, 18.78 mmol) in THF/DMF (2:1, 30 mL) for 48 h. Yield: 1.3 g

(73%); white solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=12.14 (br s,

2H; 2VCOOH), 9.49 (s, 1H; CHO), 6.47 (s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 6.09 (s, 1H;

H29 pro-E), 4.37 (dd, J=11.3, 4.6 Hz, 1H; H3a), 3.25 (dd, J=11.1, 4.8 Hz,

1H), 3.19 (d, J=21.6 Hz, 2H), 2.52–2.46 (m, 4H), 2.20–2.12 (m, 2H),

1.97–1.89 (m, 1H), 1.81–1.77 (m, 2H), 1.58–1.11 (m, 17H), 0.91 (d,

J=7.2 Hz, 3H; CH3), 0.86 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.78 ppm (d, J=3.6 Hz, 9H;

3VCH3) ;
13C NMR (126 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=195.6, 177.1, 175.0,

173.4, 171.6, 170.3, 156.3, 134.8, 79.9, 55.5, 54.6, 49.4, 41.9, 37.7,

37.4, 36.6, 36.1, 33.7, 31.6, 31.4, 29.2, 28.8, 27.6, 26.8, 23.3, 20.7,

20.5, 17.7, 16.4, 15.8, 15.6, 14.3, 14.1 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd

for C34H50O7: 569.3473 [M@H]@ ; found: 569.3456.

Hemisuccinate of 21-oxoacid (11): Compound 11 was prepared

by following General Procedure B with 3 (700 mg, 1.45 mmol), suc-

cinic anhydride (867 mg, 8.68 mmol), and DMAP (1.05 g,

8.68 mmol) in THF/DMF (2:1, 15 mL) for 40 h. Yield: 1.3 g (73%);

white solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=4.51 (dd, J=11.0, 5.5 Hz,

1H; H3a), 3.69 (s, 3H; COOCH3), 3.22–3.16 (m, 1H), 2.70–2.60 (m,

4H), 2.49–2.43 (m, 2H), 2.13 (d, J=18.6 Hz, 1H), 2.00 (dd, J=12.5,

3.0 Hz, 1H), 1.92–1.23 (m, 9H; overlap with solvent), 1.21 (app s,

3H; CH3), 1.20 (app s, 3H; CH3), 1.02 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.93 (s, 3H; CH3),

0.90 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.84 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.83 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR

(126 MHz, CDCl3): d=207.5, 177.7, 175.1, 172.1, 172.0, 145.9, 81.5,

55.6, 53.3, 52.7, 51.2, 47.8, 45.4, 41.5, 38.7, 38.0, 37.3, 35.0, 33.9,

29.5, 29.3, 29.2, 28.1, 27.8, 25.3, 23.7, 21.4, 20.3, 20.2, 18.3, 17.0,

16.8, 16.7, 16.1 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd C35H52O7: 585.3786

[M++H]+ ; found: 585.3796.

Hemisuccinate of 21,22-dioxoacid (12): Compound 12 was pre-

pared by following a previously published procedure.[7] 1H NMR

(500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=12.20 (br s, 1H; COOH), 4.40 (dd, J=11.6,

4.7 Hz, 1H; H3a), 3.66 (s, 3H; COOCH3), 3.37–3.30 (m, 1H; overlap

with solvent), 2.72–2.69 (m, 1H), 2.52–2.44 (m, 4H; overlap with

solvent), 2.25–2.22 (m, 1H), 1.97–1.87 (m, 3H), 1.74–1.31 (m, 14H),

1.19 (d, J=3.5 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.18 (d, J=3.5 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.00 (s,

3H; CH3), 0.95 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.86 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.80 (s, 3H; CH3),

0.79 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (126 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=194.4,

189.0, 173.4, 171.6, 170.5, 168.0, 149.2, 79.9, 58.1, 54.5, 53.5, 49.8,

45.6, 45.3, 41.0, 37.7, 37.4, 36.6, 33.9, 29.1, 28.7, 27.8, 27.5, 27.3,

26.4, 25.2, 23.3, 20.5, 19.9, 19.4, 17.7, 16.5, 16.4, 16.3, 15.6 ppm;

HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C35H50O8 : 597.3422 [M@H]@ ; found:

597.3408.

General procedure C for preparation of glyoxalates : To a freshly

degassed solution of starting material in CH2Cl2/CH3OH (2:1) was

added Pd/C (10%, 3.5 mol%) and H2 was bubbled through the re-

sulting reaction mixture for 20 min. The reaction was monitored by

TLC (CH2Cl2/CH3OH/AcOH=10:1:0.1, v/v), which indicated its com-

pletion after 1h. The reaction mixture was diluted with CH3OH

(20 mL/0.83 mmol) and filtered through a bed of Celite. The residu-

al solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure and the crude

product was purified by flash chromatography (CH2Cl2/CH3OH/

AcOH 10:1:0.1, v/v).

Betulinic acid glyoxalate (8): Compound 8 was prepared by fol-

lowing General Procedure C with 7 (500 mg, 0.83 mmol), Pd/C

(30 mg) in CH2Cl2/CH3OH (2:1, 7.5 mL). Yield: 357 mg (84%); white

solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=12.91 (br s, 1H; COOH),

4.65 (d, J=2.0 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.53 (s, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.50 (app s,

2H, OCH2CO), 4.21 (br s, 1H; H3a), 2.94 (m, 1H), 2.90–2.84 (m, 1H),

2.18–2.13 (m, 2H), 1.92–1.86 (m, 1H), 1.83–1.75 (m, 1H), 1.62 (s,

3H; CH3), 1.58–1.01 (m, 20H), 0.90 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.84 (s, 3H; CH3),

0.82 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.72 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.62 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR

(101 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=174.6, 169.3, 150.1, 109.7, 76.7, 60.3, 55.7,

54.8, 49.9, 48.6, 46.5, 42.0, 38.5, 38.2, 37.4, 36.7, 36.2, 33.9, 31.3,

29.8, 28.9, 28.1, 27.1, 25.0, 20.4, 18.9, 17.9, 15.9, 15.8, 15.7,

14.3 ppm. HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C32H50O5 : 513.3575 [M@H]@ ;

found: 513.3567.

Glyoxalate of pyrazine of betulinic acid (14): Compound 14 was

prepared by following General Procedure C with 13 (500 mg,

0.78 mmol) and Pd/C (27 mg) in CH2Cl2/CH3OH (2:1, 7.5 mL). Yield:

210 mg (49%); white solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=8.45

(d, J=2.3 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 8.32 (d, J=2.4 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 4.71

(d, J=1.9 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.59 (app s, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.55 (app s,

2H; OCH2CO), 2.92 (td, J=11. 2, 10.9, 4.7 Hz, 1H; H19b), 2.88 (d, J=

16.6 Hz, 1H; H1a), 2.46 (d, J=16.6 Hz, 1H; H1b), 2.28–2.20 (m, 2H),

1.93 (dd, J=11.9, 8.1 Hz, 1H), 1.87–1.79 (m, 1H), 1.67 (s, 3H; CH3),

1.67–1.28 (m, 15H), 1.24 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.20 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.17–1.05
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(m, 2H), 1.00 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.93 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.72 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (126 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=174.7, 169.3, 158.5, 150.2, 150.1,

142.3, 141.7, 109.8, 60.2, 55.8, 52.0, 48.1, 47.8, 46.5, 42.1, 37.5, 36.2,

32.8, 31.3, 29.8, 29.0, 25.1, 24.0, 21.0, 19.5, 18.9, 15.8, 15.2,

14.4 ppm. HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C34H48N2O4 : 547.3530 [M@H]@ ;

found: 547.3527.

Methyl (E)-3-(1H-pyrrol-2-yl)acrylate (16): To a stirred solution of

pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde 15 (1.5 g, 15.78 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (30 mL)

was added methyl (triphenylphosphoranylidene)acetate (10.5 g,

31.57 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (50 mL). The resulting mixture was stirred at

room temperature overnight. The residual solvent was evaporated

and the crude oily product was purified by flash chromatography

(hexane/EtOAc=2:1, v/v) to afford compound 16. Yield: 2 g (84%);

pale-pink solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=8.65 (br s, 1H), 7.56

(d, J=16.0 Hz, 1H), 6.94–6.93 (m, 1H), 6.58–6.57 (m, 1H), 6.31–6.28

(m, 1H), 6.00 (d, J=16.0 Hz, 1H), 3.78 ppm (s, 3H); 13C NMR (126

MHz, CDCl3): d=168.2, 134.5, 128.5, 122.6, 114.7, 111.2, 111.0,

51.8 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C8H9NO2 : 152.0706 [M++H]+ ;

found: 152.0705.

Methyl 3-(1H-pyrrol-2-yl)propanoate (17): To a freshly degassed

solution of 16 (2 g, 13.25 mmol) in CH3OH (20 mL) was added Pd/C

(10% loading, 3.5 mol%, 500 mg) and H2 was bubbled through the

resulting reaction mixture for 20 min. The reaction was monitored

with UHPLC-MS, which indicated its completion after 1h. The reac-

tion mixture was diluted with CH3OH (20 mL) and filtered through

a bed of Celite. The residual solvent was evaporated and the crude

product was purified by flash chromatography (hexane/EtOAc=

2:1, v/v) to afford 17. Yield: 1.67 g (90%); pale-yellow oil ; 1H NMR

(500 MHz, CDCl3): d=8.51 (br s, 1H), 6.69–6.67 (m, 1H), 6.11 (dd,

J=5.7, 2.8 Hz, 1H), 5.92–5.91 (m, 1H), 3.71 (s, 3H), 2.92 (t, J=

6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.65 ppm (t, J=6.8 Hz, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):

d=174.7, 131.1, 117.0, 108.2, 105.7, 52.0, 34.5, 22.7 ppm; HRMS

(ESI): m/z calcd for C8H11NO2 : 154.0863 [M++H]+ ; found: 154.0863.

BODIPY-FL-methyl propanoate (18): To a stirred solution of 17

(1.67 g, 10.92 mmol) and 3,5-dimethylpyrrole-2-carboxaldehyde

(1.54 g, 12.01 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (80 mL) was added dropwise POCl3
(1.12 mL, 12.01 mmol) at 0 8C and the reaction mixture was allowed

to warm to ambient temperature. The reaction was monitored

with UHPLC-MS, which indicated formation of dipyrromethane in-

termediate after 3 h. The reaction mixture was then cooled to 0 8C

and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA, 8.1 mL, 49.14 mmol) was

added dropwise, followed by stirring for 20 min at 0 8C. BF3·OEt2
(5.4 mL, 43.68 mmol) was added subsequently and the reaction

was stirred overnight at ambient temperature. The mixture was di-

luted with CH2Cl2 (50 mL) and brine (100 mL), filtered through a

bed of Celite, again diluted with brine (100 mL) and extracted with

CH2Cl2 (5V200 mL). Organic extracts were combined, dried over

MgSO4, filtered and evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude

product was purified by flash chromatography (100% CH2Cl2) to

give 18. Yield: 2.13 g (63%); dark-green crystalline solid; 1H NMR

(500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.09 (s, 1H), 6.89 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.27 (d,

J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 3.70 (s, 3H), 3.31 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.78

(t, J=7.5 Hz, 2H), 2.58 (s, 3H), 2.26 ppm (s, 3H); 13C NMR (126 MHz,

CDCl3): d=173.2, 160.8, 144.1, 135.5, 133.5, 128.3, 124.1, 120.7,

116.9, 52.0, 33.5, 30.0, 24.3, 15.2, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz,

CDCl3): d=@145.23 (d, J=31.4 Hz), @145.37 ppm (d, J=31.4 Hz);

HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C15H17BF2N2O2 : 305.1267 [M@H]@ ; found:

305.1266. Other spectral data were consistent with literature prece-

dencies.[3]

BODIPY-FL-propanoic acid (19): To a stirred solution of 18 (1.43 g,

4.67 mmol) in THF (30 mL) was added water (20 mL) and conc. HCl

(10 mL) at 0 8C. The reaction mixture was stirred at ambient tem-

perature and monitored by UHPLC-MS, which indicated its comple-

tion after 52 h. The reaction mixture was diluted with water

(100 mL) and extracted with CH2Cl2 (3V150 mL). Organic extracts

were combined, dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated under

reduced pressure. Purification of the crude product by flash chro-

matography (CH2Cl2/AcOH 100:1, v/v) afforded 19. Yield: 1.15 g

(85%); dark-red crystalline solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, [D6]DMSO): d=

12.30 (s, 1H), 7.70 (s, 1H), 7.09 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.38 (d, J=

4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.31 (s, 1H), 3.10–3.05 (t, J=7.1 Hz, 2H), 2.64 (t, J=

8.5 Hz, 2H), 2.47 (s, 3H), 2.26 ppm (s, 3H); 13C NMR (126 MHz,

[D6]DMSO): d=173.4, 159.5, 156.9, 144.3, 134.5, 133.0, 128.8, 125.4,

120.4, 116.5, 32.3, 23.5, 14.5, 11.0 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz,

CDCl3): d=@145.21 (d, J=31.8 Hz), @145.36 ppm (d, J=31.8 Hz);

HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C14H15BF2N2O2 : 291.1111 [M@H]@ ; found:

291.1105. Other spectral data were consistent with published re-

sults.[3]

Preparation of BAL resin : Aminomethyl polystyrene resin (1 g,

loading 0.98 mmol/g) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) for 30 min,

washed with DMF (3V10 mL), neutralized in DMF/piperidine (5:1,

10 mL) for additional 30 min and again washed with DMF (5V

10 mL). Backbone amide linker (700 mg, 2.94 mmol) and HOBt

(450 mg, 2.9 mmol) were dissolved in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 10 mL, v/v)

and DIC (460 Hz, 2.94 mmol) was added. The resulting solution was

added to a polypropylene fritted syringe with aminomethyl resin.

The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient temperature overnight,

followed by washing with DMF (3V10 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V10 mL).

Bromphenol blue test confirmed quantitative acylation of the

amino groups.

Procedure for reductive amination : BAL resin (1 g, loading

0.98 mmol/g) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) for 30 min, then

washed with anhydrous THF (3V10 mL) and anhydrous DMF (3V

10 mL). The solution of 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethanol (490 mL,

4.9 mmol) in DMF/AcOH (10:1, 10 mL, v/v) was added to a poly-

propylene fritted syringe with BAL resin and it was shaken over-

night at ambient temperature. NaBH(OAc)3 (210 mg, 2.94 mmol) in

DMF/AcOH (20:1, 5 mL, v/v) was then added portionwise to the re-

action mixture a during period of 4 h, followed by washing with

DMF (5V10 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V10 mL) and neutralization with

DMF/TEA (10:1, 10 mL, v/v) for an additional 30 min to obtain resin

20. The loading was determined according to a published proce-

dure[8] (0.4–0.6 mmol/g).

Procedure for protection with Fmoc : Resin 20 (250 mg) was swol-

len in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) for 30 min and then washed with CH2Cl2 (3V

5 mL). Fmoc-OSu (505 mg, 1.5 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2
(3 mL) and added to a polypropylene fritted syringe with the resin.

The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient temperature overnight,

followed by washing with CH2Cl2 (5V5 mL). An analytical sample

was cleaved from the resin and UHPLC-MS analysis confirmed the

presence of desired product. MS (ESI): m/z 328 [M++H]+ .

Procedure for acylation with BODIPY-FL propanoic acid : Resin 20

equipped with Fmoc (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) for

30 min and then washed with DMF (3V3 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V

3 mL). BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 19 (220 mg, 0.75 mmol), HOBt

(115 mg, 0.75 mmol) and DMAP (92 mg, 0.75 mmol) were dissolved

in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 2.5 mL, v/v) and DIC (117 mL, 0.75 mmol) was

added. The resulting solution was added to a polypropylene fritted

syringe with the resin. The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient

temperature overnight, followed by washing with DMF (10V3 mL)

and CH2Cl2 (10V3 mL) to give resin 21. An analytical sample was

cleaved from the resin and UHPLC-MS analysis confirmed the pres-

ence of desired product. MS (ESI): m/z 600 [M@H]@ .

General procedure D for deprotection of Fmoc : Resin 21

(250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) for 30 min and then washed

with DMF (3V3 mL). The freshly prepared solution of DMF/piperi-
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dine (20:1, 2.5 mL, v/v) was added to polypropylene fritted syringe

with the resin. The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient tempera-

ture for 30 min, followed by washing with CH2Cl2 (3V3 mL), THF

(3V3 mL), DMF (3V3 mL), THF (3V3 mL), and CH2Cl2 (3V3 mL).

Procedure for acylation with FAEEAA : Fmoc deprotected resin 21

(250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) for 30 min and then washed

with DMF (3V3 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V3 mL). [2-[2-(Fmoc-amino)-

ethoxy]ethoxy]acetic acid (334 mg, 0.9 mmol) and HOBt (137 mg,

0.9 mmol) were dissolved in DMF/CH2Cl2 (1:1, 3 mL, v/v) and DIC

(140 mL, 0.9 mmol) was added. The resulting solution was added to

polypropylene fritted syringe with the resin. The reaction slurry

was shaken at ambient temperature overnight, followed by wash-

ing with DMF (10V3 mL) and CH2Cl2 (10V3 mL), which gave resin

22. An analytical sample was cleaved from the resin and UHPLC-

MS analysis confirmed the presence of desired product. MS (ESI):

m/z 745 [M@H]@ . The Fmoc was deprotected from resin 22 by the

general procedure to give resin 23.

Procedure for acylation with acetic anhydride : Resin 23 (200 mg)

was swollen in CH2Cl2 (2 mL) for 30 min and then washed with

DMF (3V2 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V2 mL). DMAP (92 mg, 0.75 mmol)

was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (2.5 mL) and acetic anhydride (71 mL,

0.75 mmol) was added. The resulting solution was added to poly-

propylene fritted syringe with the resin. The reaction slurry was

shaken at ambient temperature overnight, followed by washing

with CH2Cl2 (5V3 mL). Subsequent cleavage from the resin and

UHPLC-MS analysis confirmed the presence of the desired product

33.

General procedure E for acylation with triterpene derivatives :

Resin 23 (250 mg) was swollen in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) for 30 min and

then washed with DMF (3V3 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3V3 mL). To each so-

lution of premodified triterpenes 6, 8–12, 14 (0.9 mmol) in DMF/

CH2Cl2 (1:1, 3 mL, v/v) was added DIC (70 mL, 0.45 mmol) and the

resulting mixture was added to a polypropylene fritted syringe

with starting material. The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient

temperature overnight, followed by washing with CH2Cl2 (10V

3 mL). The final compounds were cleaved according to General

Procedure F.

General procedure F for cleavage from the resin : Cleavage of in-

termediates 24–31 and 33 in analytical scale (ca. 5 mg) prior to

analysis was carried out in CH2Cl2/TFA (10:1, 1 mL, v/v) for 30 min

according to the General Information.

Cleavage of intermediates 24–31 and 33 in preparative scale

(ca. 250 mg): The corresponding resin was swollen in CH2Cl2 (3 mL)

for 30 min and then washed with CH2Cl2 (5V3 mL). A solution of

CH2Cl2/TFA (10:1, 3 mL, v/v) was added to each polypropylene frit-

ted syringe with resin. The reaction slurry was shaken at ambient

temperature for 90 min (28–30) or 2 h (24–27, 31, 33) and then

washed with CH2Cl2/TFA (10:1, 3V3 mL, v/v) and CH2Cl2 (3V3 mL).

The cleavage cocktail with combined washes was evaporated

under a stream of nitrogen, the crude products were dissolved in

CH3CN (3 mL) and purified by RP-HPLC to afford final compounds

24–33.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 24 : Yield: 11.4 mg (14% overall

yield); dark-red crystalline solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.19

(t, J=5.6 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.87 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.37 (t, J=

5.5 Hz, 1H), 6.27 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 4.73 (d, J=1.5 Hz,

1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.60 (s, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.48–4.44 (m, 1H), 4.26–4.24 (m,

2H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.69–3.65 (m, 5H), 3.60–3.56 (m, 5H), 3.52–3.47

(m, 5H), 3.43 (t, J=5.6 Hz, 2H), 3.28 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.02–2.97

(m, 1H; H19b), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.48 (t, J=6.9 Hz,

2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 1.68 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.64–1.15 (m, 23H; overlap with

solvent), 0.96 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.92 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.83 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.82

(s, 3H; CH3), 0.81 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): d=

181.0, 172.9, 172.7, 171.9, 170.5, 160.8, 156.9, 150.6, 144.2, 135.5,

133.4, 128.2, 124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 109.9, 81.4, 71.1, 70.8, 70.4, 70.2,

70.1, 69.1, 63.7, 56.5, 55.6, 50.6, 49.4, 47.1, 42.6, 41.0, 40.9, 39.5,

38.8, 38.5, 38.0, 37.3, 34.4, 33.4, 32.3, 31.1, 30.7, 30.0, 29.9, 28.2,

25.6, 24.1, 23.9, 21.1, 19.6, 18.4, 16.7, 16.4, 16.2, 15.2, 14.9,

11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=@145.82 (d, J=

31.5 Hz), @145.96 ppm (d, J=31.5 Hz); HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for

C58H85BF2N4O11: 1061.6276 [M@H]@ ; found: 1061.6275; UV/Vis

(CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.20.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 25 : Yield: 10.0 mg (10% overall

yield); dark-red oil ; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=9.52 (s, 1H; CHO),

7.17 (t, J=5.2 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.36 (t,

J=5.4 Hz, 1H), 6.29–6.26 (m, 2H), 6.12 (s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 5.91 (s, 1H;

H29 pro-E), 4.47–4.43 (m, 1H), 4.27–4.24 (m, 2H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.69–

3.64 (m, 5H), 3.61–3.55 (m, 5H), 3.52–3.47 (m, 5H), 3.45–3.43 (m,

2H), 3.29 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.64 (t, J=

6.9 Hz, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.48 (t, J=7.0 Hz, 2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.21–

2.09 (m, 2H), 2.00–1.95 (m, 2H), 1.73–1.16 (m, 19H; overlap with

solvent), 0.93 (s, 3H; CH3) 0.91 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.82 (s, 6H, 2VCH3),

0.81 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): d=195.2, 180.7,

172.9, 172.7, 171.9, 170.5, 160.8, 156.9, 144.3, 135.5, 133.4, 128.2,

124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 81.4, 71.1, 70.8, 70.4, 70.2, 70.1, 69.1, 63.7, 56.6,

55.6, 50.4, 42.5, 40.8, 39.5, 38.9, 38.4, 38.0, 37.3, 37.1, 34.4, 33.5,

32.1, 31.1, 30.1, 29.8, 28.2, 27.4, 24.1, 23.8, 21.0, 18.3, 16.7, 16.3,

16.2, 15.2, 14.8, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=

@145.85 (d, J=31.8 Hz), @145.99 ppm (d, J=31.8 Hz); HRMS (ESI):

m/z calcd for C58H83BF2N4O12 : 1075.6069 [M@H]@ ; found:

1075.5985; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.14.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 26 : Yield: 10.7 mg (15% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.15 (t, J=

4.7 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.32 (t, J=5.2 Hz,

1H), 6.27 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 4.50–4.47 (m, 1H), 4.27–

4.24 (m, 2H), 4.00 (s, 2H), 3.70–3.65 (m, 5H), 3.69 (s, 3H, COOCH3)

3.61–3.56 (m, 5H), 3.52–3.48 (m, 5H), 3.45–3.42 (m, 2H), 3.29 (t, J=

7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.21–3.17 (m, 1H), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.67–2.62 (m,

3H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.51–2.46 (m, 3H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.14–1.23 (m,

15H; overlap with solvent), 1.21 (d, J=1.2 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.20 (d, J=

1.3 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.02 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.93 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.89 (s, 3H;

CH3), 0.83 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.82 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3): d=207.4, 175.1, 172.9, 172.7, 171.9, 171.8, 170.4, 160.8,

156.9, 145.9, 144.2, 135.5, 133.4, 128.2, 124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 81.2,

71.1, 70.8, 70.4, 70.2, 70.1, 69.1, 63.7, 55.6, 53.2, 52.7, 51.2, 47.8,

45.4, 41.5, 39.5, 38.8, 38.7, 38.0, 37.3, 35.0, 33.9, 33.5, 31.0, 29.9,

29.6, 28.1, 27.8, 25.3, 24.1, 23.8, 21.4, 20.3, 20.2, 18.3, 17.0, 16.8,

16.7, 16.1, 15.2, 14.3, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=

@145.71 (d, J=34.5 Hz), @145.85 ppm (d, J=34.5 Hz); HRMS (ESI):

m/z calcd for C59H85BF2N4O12 : 1089.6225 [M@H]@ ; found: 1089.6141;

UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.25.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 27: Yield: 10.0 mg (15% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.17 (t, J=

5.3 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.34 (t, J=5.3 Hz,

1H), 6.27 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 4.50–4.47 (m, 1H), 4.27–

4.24 (m, 2H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.72 (s, 3H; COOCH3), 3.69–3.65 (m, 4H),

3.61–3.56 (m, 4H), 3.53–3.48 (m, 4H), 3.46–3.42 (m, 2H), 3.39–3.33

(m, 1H), 3.31–3.28 (m, 2H), 2.81–2.76 (m, 2H), 2.67–2.64 (m, 2H),

2.56 (s, 3H), 2.51–2.48 (m, 2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.11–1.91 (m, 6H),

1.76–1.32 (m, 14H; overlap with solvent), 1.28 (d, J=6.9 Hz, 3H;

CH3), 1.25 (d, J=6.9 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.06 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.97 (s, 3H;

CH3), 0.91 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.84 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.83 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): d=194.5, 189.5, 176.3, 172.9, 172.1,

171.9, 171.2, 170.6, 168.3, 160.8, 156.8, 150.8, 144.3, 135.5, 133.4,

128.1, 124.1, 120.7, 116.7, 81.3, 81.1, 71.1, 70.8, 70.4, 70.2, 70.0,
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69.1, 63.7, 58.6, 55.6, 53.6, 51.0, 46.3, 45.7, 41.7, 39.5, 38.7, 38.0,

37.3, 34.7, 33.4, 31.0, 29.9, 29.5, 29.0, 28.6, 28.1, 27.6, 26.1, 24.0,

23.7, 21.2, 20.0, 18.2, 17.0, 16.9, 16.7, 16.3, 15.1, 11.5 ppm; 19F

{1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=@145.04 (d, J=34.4 Hz),

@145.18 ppm (d, J=34.4 Hz); HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for

C59H83BF2N4O13 : 1103.6018 [M@H]@ ; found: 1103.5925; UV/Vis

(CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.26.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 28 : Yield: 21.7 mg (30% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=8.41 (d, J=

2.3 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 8.27 (d, J=2.4 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 7.08 (s, 1H),

7.07–7.04 (m, 1H), 6.87 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.52–6.51 (m, 1H), 6.27

(d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 4.75 (d, J=1.6 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.64

(d, J=1.3 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.59 (d, J=15.1 Hz, 1H; OCH2CO), 4.53

(d, J=15.1 Hz, 1H; OCH2CO), 4.26–4.24 (m, 2H), 3.99 (s, 3H), 3.68–

3.64 (m, 4H), 3.62–3.61 (m, 2H), 3.58–3.54 (m, 4H), 3.52–3.47 (m,

4H), 3.29 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.09 (d, J=16.6 Hz, 1H; H1a), 2.97 (dd,

J=11.0, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 2.79 (t, J=7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.44 (d, J=

16.6 Hz, 1H; H1b), 2.31–2.26 (m, 2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.00–1.96 (m, 1H),

1.93–1.89 (m, 1H), 1.79–1.74 (m, 1H), 1.70 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.68–1.32

(m, 13H; overlap with solvent), 1.29 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.27 (s, 3H; CH3),

1.01 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.98 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.79 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR

(101 MHz, CDCl3): d=174.8, 172.6, 170.1, 167.7, 160.8, 159.9, 156.9,

150.9, 150.7, 150.2, 144.2, 142.5, 141.5, 135.5, 133.4, 128.1, 124.0,

120.7, 116.7, 110.2, 71.1, 70.9, 70.4, 70.0, 69.9, 69.1, 63.7, 62.6, 56.8,

53.2, 49.5, 49.0, 48.8, 46.9, 42.7, 40.7, 39.7, 39.0, 38.8, 38.3, 37.1,

37.0, 33.5, 32.1, 31.7, 30.6, 29.9, 25.6, 24.2, 24.1, 21.6, 20.2, 19.6,

16.3, 15.8, 15.1, 14.8, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=

@145.04 (d, J=31.8 Hz), @145.18 ppm (d, J=31.8 Hz); HRMS (ESI):

m/z calcd for C58H81BF2N6O9 : 1053.6126 [M@H]@ ; found: 1053.6134;

UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.21.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 29 : Yield: 16.7 mg (20% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=8.46 (app s,

1H; pyrazine), 8.28 (d, J=2.4 Hz, 1H; pyrazine), 7.08 (s, 1H), 7.07–

7.06 (m, 1H), 6.87 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.57 (t, J=5.1 Hz, 1H), 6.27 (d,

J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 4.75 (app s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.64 (app s,

1H; H29 pro-E), 4.60 (d, J=15.1 Hz, 1H; OCH2CO), 4.53 (d, J=15.1 Hz,

1H; OCH2CO), 4.26–4.23 (m, 2H), 4.00 (s, 4H), 3.68–3.46 (m, 24H),

3.28 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.09 (d, J=16.7 Hz, 1H), 3.01–2.96 (m, 1H),

2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.46 (d, J=16.7 Hz, 1H), 2.30–

2.27 (m, 2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.00–1.93 (m, 2H), 1.77 (d, J=11.5 Hz,

1H), 1.70 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.68–1.34 (m, 14H; overlap with solvent),

1.30 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.28 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.01 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.98 (s, 3H;

CH3), 0.80 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): d=174.8,

172.6, 170.1, 167.7, 160.8, 160.4, 157.1, 156.9, 151.0, 150.2, 144.2,

142.7, 135.5, 133.4, 128.2, 124.1, 120.7, 116.8, 110.2, 71.0, 70.9, 70.4,

70.1, 70.0, 69.0, 63.7, 62.6, 56.8, 53.1, 49.5, 48.9, 48.4, 46.9, 42.7,

40.7, 39.7, 39.0, 38.8, 38.3, 37.1, 37.0, 33.5, 32.2, 31.7, 30.6, 29.9,

25.6, 24.2, 24.1, 22.9, 21.6, 20.2, 19.6, 16.3, 15.8, 15.2, 14.8, 14.3,

11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=@145.85 (d, J=

34.2 Hz), @145.99 ppm (d, J=34.2 Hz); HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for

C64H92BF2N7O12 : 1200.6865 [M++H]+ ; found: 1200.6848; UV/Vis

(CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.30.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 30 : Yield: 8.5 mg (12% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.09 (s, 1H),

7.07–7.06 (m, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=3.9 Hz, 1H), 6.50–6.48 (m, 1H), 6.27

(d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 4.73 (app s, 1H; H29 pro-Z), 4.60 (d, J=

2.0 Hz, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.59 (d, J=15.5 Hz; OCH2CO), 4.52 (d, J=

15.1 Hz, 1H; OCH2CO), 4.27–4.24 (m, 2H), 3.99 (s, 2H), 3.68–3.63

(m, 4H), 3.62–3.60 (m, 2H), 3.58–3.53 (m, 4H), 3.52–3.47 (m, 4H),

3.29 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.18 (dd, J=11.4, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 2.99–2.94 (m,

1H), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.56 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 2.25–2.20 (m,

2H), 1.98–1.86 (m, 3H), 1.68 (s, 3H; CH3), 1.65–1.15 (m, 19H; over-

lap with solvent), 0.96 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.96 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.90 (s, 3H;

CH3), 0.81 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.75 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3): d=174.8, 172.6, 170.1, 167.7, 156.9, 150.3, 144.3, 128.1,

124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 110.1, 79.2, 71.1, 70.9, 70.4, 69.9, 69.1, 63.7, 62.6,

56.8, 55.5, 50.7, 49.6, 47.0, 42.6, 40.9, 39.0, 38.9, 38.8, 38.3, 37.4,

37.1, 34.5, 33.5, 32.2, 30.6, 29.9, 28.2, 27.6, 25.7, 24.1, 21.0, 19.5,

18.5, 16.3, 16.2, 15.5, 15.2, 14.9, 11.5 ppm. 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz,

CDCl3): d=@145.76 (d, J=30.5 Hz), @145.90 ppm (d, J=30.5 Hz);

HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for C56H83BF2N4O10 : 1019.6170 [M@H]@ ;

found: 1019.6171; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm;

F=0.17.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 31: Yield: 15.2 mg (21% overall

yield); dark-red solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.19 (t, J=

5.5 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.40 (t, J=5.2 Hz,

1H), 6.27 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 5.67 (app s, 1H; H29 pro-Z),

5.29 (app s, 1H; H29 pro-E), 4.27–4.24 (m, 2H), 4.03 (s, 2H), 3.71–3.66

(m, 4H), 3.64–3.50 (m, 10H), 3.29 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 3.17 (dd, J=

11.0, 5.1 Hz, 2H), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 3H),

2.22–2.13 (m, 2H), 1.96–1.84 (m, 3H), 1.67–1.34 (m, 15H), 1.25–1.16

(m, 4H), 0.95 (s, 6H; 2VCH3), 0.91 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.80 (s, 3H; CH3),

0.74 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): d=179.8, 172.6,

170.7, 169.1, 160.8, 156.9, 150.7, 144.3, 135.5, 133.4, 128.2, 127.9,

127.2, 125.1, 124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 79.1, 71.3, 70.8, 70.7, 70.3, 70.0,

69.1, 63.6, 56.5, 55.5, 50.9, 50.6, 42.6, 40.9, 39.4, 39.0, 38.9, 38.4,

37.4, 36.8, 34.5, 33.5, 32.9, 32.0, 29.8, 28.2, 27.5, 24.1, 21.1, 18.4,

16.3, 16.2, 15.6, 15.2, 14.9, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3):

d=@145.75 (d, J=35.6 Hz), @145.97 ppm (d, J=35.6 Hz); HRMS

(ESI): m/z calcd for C54H79BF2N4O10 : 991.5857 [M@H]@ ; found:

991.5852; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.17.

BODIPY-FL-triterpene conjugate 32 : Yield: 4.5 mg (7% overall

yield); dark-red oil ; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.17 (t, J=5.3 Hz,

1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=3.8 Hz, 1H), 6.33 (t, J=5.2 Hz, 1H),

6.27 (d, J=3.8 Hz, 1H), 6.12 (s, 1H), 4.49–4.45 (m, 1H), 4.27–4.24

(m, 2H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.93 (s, 1H), 3.67 (dd, J=9.2, 5.3 Hz, 4H),

3.61–3.56 (m, 4H), 3.53–3.48 (m, 4H), 3.46–3.42 (m, 2H), 3.29 (t, J=

7.5 Hz, 2H), 2.79 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.66–2.62 (m, 2H), 2.55 (s, 3H),

2.50–2.47 (m, 2H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 1.85 (d, J=13.4 Hz, 1H), 1.79 (d, J=

11.1 Hz, 1H), 1.72–1.18 (m, 24H; overlap with solvent), 1.02 (s, 3H;

CH3), 0.95 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.90 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.86 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.85 (s,

3H; CH3), 0.83 (s, 3H; CH3), 0.82 ppm (s, 3H; CH3) ;
13C NMR

(126 MHz, CDCl3): d=180.1, 172.9, 172.6, 171.8, 170.4, 160.8, 156.9,

144.2, 135.5, 133.5, 128.2, 124.1, 120.8, 116.8, 109.9, 86.2, 81.3, 71.1,

70.8, 70.4, 70.2, 70.1, 69.1, 63.7, 55.8, 51.4, 46.9, 46.3, 40.8, 40.1,

39.5, 38.9, 38.8, 38.1, 37.4, 36.2, 33.9, 33.8, 33.5, 32.5, 32.1, 31.1,

30.1, 28.9, 28.1, 28.1, 26.7, 24.2, 24.1, 23.8, 21.1, 18.2, 16.8, 16.7,

15.7, 15.2, 13.8, 11.5 ppm; 19F {1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=

@145.31 (d, J=31.8 Hz), @145.45 ppm (d, J=31.8 Hz); HRMS (ESI):

m/z calcd for C58H85BF2N4O11: 1061.6276 [M@H]@ ; found: 1061.6278;

UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.20.

BODIPY-FL@@2,11-dioxo-6,9,15-trioxa-3,12-diazaheptadecan-17-yl

propionate 33 : Yield: 2.49 mg (11% overall yield); dark-red crystal-

line solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): d=7.18 (t, J=5.5 Hz, 1H), 7.09

(s, 1H), 6.88 (d, J=4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.29–6.27 (m, 2H), 6.12 (s, 1H),

4.27–4.24 (m, 2H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.69–3.66 (m, 4H), 3.61–3.57 (m,

4H), 3.53–3.47 (m, 4H), 3.45–3.41 (m, 2H), 3.29 (t, J=7.6 Hz, 2H),

2.79 (t, J=7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.56 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 3H), 1.98 ppm (s, 3H);
13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3): d=172.7, 170.6, 170.5, 160.9, 156.9,

144.3, 135.5, 133.5, 128.2, 124.1, 120.1, 116.8, 71.2, 70.9, 70.5, 70.3,

70.1, 69.1, 63.7, 39.5, 38.8, 33.5, 24.1, 23.3, 15.2, 11.5 ppm; 19F

{1H} NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3): d=@145.64 (d, J=35.6 Hz),

@145.79 ppm (d, J=35.6 Hz); HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd for

C26H37BF2N4O7: 565.2723 [M@H]@ ; found: 565.2736; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2):

lmax=507 nm; lem=513 nm; F=0.71.
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Solid-Phase Synthetic Strategies for the Preparation of Purine
Derivatives
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ABSTRACT: This Review summarizes all of the currently described strategies
applicable for the solid-phase synthesis of purine derivatives. The individual
approaches are classified according to the immobilization procedure used resulting in
a linkage of the final scaffold at various positions.

KEYWORDS: solid-phase synthesis, immobilization, purine, xanthine, combinatorial chemistry

■ INTRODUCTION

Purine-scaffold-containing compounds belong to the most
studied heterocycles in medicinal chemistry and chemical
biology. The presence of the purine moiety in the structure of
nucleic acids has triggered tremendous amounts of research in
the field of modified nucleosides and peptide nucleic acids
(PNAs), which have been developed to modify the stability of
DNA or RNA duplexes. Except for efforts to incorporate the
purine derivatives into the structure of natural biomolecules, the
heterocycle was frequently used as the main scaffold for the devel-
opment of small synthetic molecules to inhibit various targets.
In this context, the significance of 2,6,9-trisubstituted purines as
the key ligands of numerous kinases should be highlighted.1−3

Recently, the research in this area resulted in the discovery of
novel, highly potent, and selective anticancer agents.3−7

In the late nineties, Merrifield’s polymer-supported chemistry8

was fully expanded from the field of peptides and oligonucleo-
tides to the area of small molecules. With respect to its significant
advantages, particularly the simple isolation of reaction inter-
mediates and quick production of chemical libraries, the solid-
phase synthesis (SPS) of heterocycles was extensively studied.
Unsurprisingly, among the diverse heterocycles, the SPS of
purine derivatives was also of interest to organic chemists. In the
first decade of the new millennium, numerous methods for the
preparation/modification of the purine scaffold immobilized on a
solid-phase were developed. It was demonstrated that depending
on the type of the immobilization strategy, the target purines
could be simply diversified at positions 2, 6, 8, and 9 using readily
available starting materials. This fact led to the application
of combinatorial solid-phase synthesis to produce and study
collections of desired compounds, with CDK inhibitor libraries
being the well-known examples.9−11

To systematically cover the entire field, this Review sum-
marizes all of the current synthetic strategies for the solid-phase
synthesis of purine derivatives. The individual approaches are
classified according to the scaffold position in which the target

purines were linked to the polymer support (Figure 1). The
method of immobilization is the key aspect of solid-phase
synthesis because it typically limits the resulting diversification
possibilities. Although positions C6 and N9 have been identified
as the most suitable for this purpose,10−13 a detailed literature
survey revealed that the strategies for immobilization via any
other position are available, except for the quaternary carbon
atoms C4 and C5.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE N1 POSITION

The single contribution dedicated to this area was from Fukase.14

Although his work was generally targeted to the solid-phase
synthesis of benzimidazole libraries from o-phenylenediamines,
he also reported the application of the method to prepare
representative 1,8-disubstituted purines from 2,3-diaminopyr-
imidine as the key building block (Scheme 1). After selective
pyrimidine N1 alkylation (resin 2), the purine intermediate
3was obtained by thermal cyclization with aldehydes followed by
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) cleavage to yield the products 4.
Except for purines and benzimidazoles, this method was suc-
cessfully tested to prepare 1/3-deazapurines from the corre-
sponding diaminopyridines. Interestingly, it was reported that
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Figure 1. Purine molecular framework and individual positions available
for linkage to a solid-phase.
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the presence of the peptoid spacer (see resin 1) was crucial to
perform the cyclization step only in the case of purines.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE C2 POSITION

The oldest strategy of this type was developed by Schultz in
1996,15 and it was based on the solution-phase conversion
of 2-amino-6-chloropurine 5 to the purine building block 6
(Scheme 2). After its immobilization on Rink amide resin 7,
the acylation of the intermediate 8 was accomplished followed
by the C6 amination. The reaction had to be performed at a low
temperature to avoid R1 deacylation. The final acid-mediated
cleavage afforded the target derivatives 11. Compared with
synthetic strategies that were introduced later, the disadvantage
of this method is the requirement of the solution-phase pre-
modification. Further, the spacer (−CH2−CONH2 moiety)
becomes the inherent part of the target molecule. However,
Schultz’s concept was successfully used to synthesize a chemical
library of more than 300 chemical entities.
Later, Schultz improved his strategy to prepare 2,6,9-

trisubstituted purines in a traceless manner.16 This approach
was based on the amination of the purine C2 with polymer-
supported amines immobilized on the aldehyde linker (Scheme 3).
In solution-phase purine chemistry, 2,6,9-trisubstituted derivatives
are typically accessible from 2,6-dihalogenpurines. Similarly, dihalo-
genpurines were frequently used to prepare 2,6,9-trisubstituted

purines immobilized in the purine C6 position (see the
Immobilization via C6 Position section). However, considering
the significantly different reactivities between C2 and C6, the
reaction of 2,6-dihalogenpurines with nucleophiles is always
preferentially targeted to the C6 position, which makes the
strategy unavailable for the purine C2 immobilization. Schultz
overcame this issue by usingN9-methyl-2-fluoro-6-phenylsulfenyl
purine 12. Its reaction with polymer-supported amines provided
the purine C2 immobilized intermediates 14. The subsequent
C6 substitution with amines to yield resin 16 was accomplished
after the oxidation of sulfide 14 to the sulfone 15. In this particular
case, purine N9 modification was performed in the solution
phase by the Mitsunobu reaction of 12 with alcohols; the
crude purine intermediate 13 was then captured by the resin.
In the strategies reported later, the Mitsunobu N9 alkylation was
typically performed on-resin to avoid the requirement of the
solution-phase step.
C2 immobilization was also described to prepare the purine

scaffold by the cyclization of solid-supported pyrimidine
derivatives.17 The nonregioselective amination of the starting
2,4-dichloro-5-nitropyrimidine 18 also required the solution-
phase premodification and the separation of the key building
block 19 from the mixture of two isomers (Scheme 4). After
compound 19was immobilized on the resin, the reduction of the
nitro group was performed using sodium dithionate. It should be

Scheme 1. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 1,8-Disubstituted Purinesa

aReagents: (i) 2,3-diaminopyridine, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), rt, 3 h; (ii) ArCHO, pyridine, 50 °C, overnight; (iii) TFA, 30 min, rt.

Scheme 2. Glycinamide-Based Synthesis of 2-(Acylamino)-6-aminopurinesa

aReagents: (i) N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 37 °C, 12 h; (ii) R1COCl, 4-methyl-2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine,
dichloromethane (DCM), 37 °C, 12 h; (iii) R2NH2, DMF/DMSO, 4 °C, 16 h; (iv) DCM/TFA/Me2S, rt, 2 h.
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noted that the solid-phase reduction with Na2S2O4 is typically
performed in a biphasic system of DCM/H2O with a phase
transfer catalyst;18−20 in this particular case, the use of Argogel
resin enabled the use of aqueous dioxane. Finally, the purine
scaffold was cyclized via the corresponding thioureas 23 to obtain
the 8-alkyl/arylamino substituted purines 25.
Suckling suggested the solid-phase synthesis of purines and

pteridines immobilized via a C2 sulfanyl ether linker.21This strategy

was based on the immobilization of 6-amino-2-sulfanylpyrimidin-
4(3H)-one 27 on the chloromethyl resin 26. The intermediate 28
was then reacted with sodium nitrite followed by reduction with
sodium hydrosulfide to obtain the key intermediate 30. Although
authors stated that the method was applicable to the synthesis
of purine derivatives, they synthesized these compounds only in
the solution-phase by cyclization with orthoformate or cyanogen
bromide. Therefore, the sequence depicted in Scheme 5 does not

Scheme 4. Synthesis of 2,8,9-Trisubstituted Purines by Colea

aReagents: (i) DIEA, DMF, 25 °C; (ii) Na2S2O4, NH4OH, p-dioxane, H2O, 25 °C; (iii) R
3NCS, DMF or DCM, 80 °C (conventional heating/MW);

(iv) DIC, DMF or EtOH, rt or 80 °C; (v) TFA/MeCN.

Scheme 3. Traceless Synthesis of 2,6,9-Trisubstituted Purines by Schultza

aReagents: (i) R1OH, diisopropyl azodicarboxylate (DIAD), PPh3, anh. tetrahydrofuran (THF), rt, overnight; (ii) Pol-L-NHR2, DIEA, n-BuOH,
80 °C, 12 h; (iii) m-chloroperbenzoic acid (m-CPBA)/NaOH, dioxane/H2O, rt, overnight; (iv) R

1NH2, anh. dioxane, 80 °C, overnight; (v) DCM/
TFA/Me2S/H2O 45:45:5:5.

Scheme 5. Strategy for the Possible Preparation of C2 Immobilized Purines via a Sulfidic Linkagea

aReagents: (i) KI, KOH, DMSO, 80 °C, 2 days; (ii) NaNO2, DMF, AcOH, H2O, rt, 24 h; (iii) NaSH, DMF, H2O, 40 °C, 20 h.
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finish with the formation of the purine scaffold, but only
pteridine derivative 31 was displayed. After the heterocyclization
of intermediate 30, the products were released from the resin
by oxidation with DDQ and the subsequent treatment of the
resulting sulfones with primary amines.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE N3 POSITION

This strategy was initially introduced for 1,3,7,8-tetrasubstituted
xanthines.22 Similar to the previously discussed methods, the
key building block (6-chloropyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione)
required premodification prior to its immobilization. After
solution-phase N3-alkylation was performed, the intermediate
33 was appended to the Rink amide resin equipped with the
bromoacetyl spacer 32 (Scheme 6). The resin 34 was then
subjected to nucleophilic substitution with benzyl amines, and
after nitrosation of the C5 position, the xanthine derivatives 36
were formed spontaneously. The third position of diversity
was created via the N7 alkylation with alkyl halides. Authors
reported the successful application of this method for the
preparation of the xanthine library consisting of 90 chemical
entities 38.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE C6 POSITION

The first solid-phase synthesis of C6 immobilized purines was
described in 1997 by Schultz.23 This approach was targeted for
the preparation of 2,9-disubstituted purines as potential CDK
inhibitors; therefore, benzyl amine was locked in the C6 position
to mimic the structure of Olomoucine.24 As the key building
block, N-(4-aminobenzyl)-2-fluoro-9H-purin-6-amine 40 was
synthesized in solution-phase from 6-chloro-9H-purin-2-amine
39 and was reductively alkylated with PAL resin 41 (Scheme 7).
The intermediate 42 was then successfully N9-alkylated with
both primary and secondary alcohols based on the solid-phase
Mitsunobu procedure. Then, C2 was substituted with various
primary amines. Due to the presence of the fluorine atom, the
reaction required relatively mild reaction conditions compared
to the chloro analogues (see the next paragraph). Subsequent
TFA-mediated cleavage afforded the final purine derivatives 45.
Later, Garigipati used a very similar strategy to diversify the C6

position. He applied 6-chloro-2-fluoro-9H-purine to immobilize
the compound via C6 based on the reaction with polymer-
supported amines. Following the Schultz procedure, he obtained
2,6,9-trisubstituted purines.25

Scheme 6. Method for N3 Immobilization Applied to the Preparation of Xanthine Derivativesa

aReagents: (i) DMF, trimethylamine (TEA), 60 °C, 2 h; (ii) benzyl amines, DMF, 60 °C, 2 h; (iii) isopentylnitrite, AcOH, 40 °C, 4 h; (iv) alkyl
halogen, TEA, 60 °C, 2.5 h; (v) 95% TFA/DCM, rt, 30 min.

Scheme 7. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 2,9-Disubstituted Purines by Schultza

aReagents: (i) NaBH(OAc)3, AcOH, DMF, rt, 12 h; (ii) R1OH, diethyl azodicarboxylate (DEAD), PPh3, DCM/THF, rt, 48 h (iii) R2NH2, n-BuOH,
DMSO, 100 °C, 48 h; (v) TFA/H2O/Me2S 95:5:5, rt, 1 h.
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As previously mentioned, the most common starting
material for the preparation of 2,6,9-trisubstituted purines is
2,6-dichloropurine. This compound is readily commercially
available, and its reactivity in the C6 position allows for the
regioselective nucleophilic substitution with various reagents,
including polymer-supported amines (reaction temperature is
typically up to 70 °C). In contrast, it is difficult to accomplish the
subsequent substitution of the chlorine in the purine C2 position.
In the case of reactive nucleophiles (primary aliphatic amines,
piperidines, or piperazines), the solid-phase amination can be
accomplished using high boiling solvents, for example, DMSO,
NMP, or diethylene glycol diethyl ether, at 150−200 °C.26,27

To avoid these harsh conditions, an alternative approach was
introduced by Brill who studied the possible C2 substitution
under Pd catalysis.28 He reported that the use of Pd2dba3 as the

promoter, P(t-Bu)3 as the coligand and K3PO4 as a base
furnished the desired products 48 in high yields (70−97%) at
temperatures up to 100 °C. The same conditions were tested
for Suzuki coupling to introduce an aryl ligand to the C2 purine
position (purines 47) (Scheme 8). However, both alternatives
required relatively long reaction times (≥40 h). The study was
performed with both the C6 and N9 immobilized purines.
To accelerate the C2 substitution with amines, Al-Obeidi used

the more reactive 6-chloro-2-iodo-9H-purine 50.29 Its immobi-
lization based on the C6 substitution with polymer-supported
amines 49 and the subsequentMistunobuN9-alkylation followed
by the amination of the C2 position under microwave irradiation
was studied. Two representative amines were tested (propanol-
amine and diethanolamine); in both cases, the reaction was
completed within 30 min to yield the immobilized products 53.

Scheme 8. C2 Palladium-Mediated Couplings on Immobilized Purinesa

aReagents: (i) amine, Pd2dba3, P(t-Bu)3, K3PO4, DMF, NMP, 100 °C, 48 h; (ii) aryl boronic acid, Pd2dba3, P(t-Bu)3, K3PO4, DMF,
N-methypyrrolidone (NMP), 100 °C, 48 h.

Scheme 9. Use of 2-Iodopurine Derivative to Perform the C2 Substitutiona

aReagents: (i) DIEA, NMP, 60 °C, 7 h; (ii) isopropanol, DIAD, PPh3, THF, rt, 24 h; (iii) diethanolamine or propanolamine, 200 °C, MW, NMP,
30 min; (iv) TFA/H2O 98:2, 60 °C, rt.

Scheme 10. Purine C6 Immobilization by Legraverend Using the Merrifield−SH Resina

aReagents: (i) DMF, KOtBu, 70 °C; (ii) pyrrolidine or pyrrolidin-2-methanol, tripropylamine (TPA), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA), 80 °C, 24 h;
(iii) m-ClPBA, DCM, rt, 24 h; (iv) R2NH2, THF, 60 °C, 24 h.
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Authors reported the use of the method for the preparation of a
large purine library with crude purities of the compounds greater
than 75%.
The use of a similar building block but with a different

immobilization/cleavage strategy was developed by Legraverend,
also in a project aimed at the preparation of a chemical library
of new potential kinase inhibitors (Scheme 10).30,31 6-Chloro-2-
iodo-9-isopropyl-9H-purine 56 was reacted with Merrifield-SH
55 resin to yield the resin-bound compound 57. Alternatively,
6-sulfanyl-2-iodo-9-isopropyl-9H-purine was immobilized on
Merrifield-Cl resin. Iodine in the C2 position was then replaced
by the two representative amines (pyrrolidine and pyrrolidin-
2-methanol) under conventional heating. Analogous to the
Schultz’s procedure, the sulfide 58 was oxidized to the cor-
responding sulfone 59. The final reaction with amines led to the
release of the products 60 from the polymer support.
Later, Legraverend extended his solid-phase purine chemistry

to the area of C−C coupling. Similar to Schultz’s concept,
he managed to introduce aryls to the C2 position based on the
Suzuki reaction. Further, he accomplished the incorporation
of an alkyne moiety via the Sonogashira coupling (Scheme 11).32

The reaction conditions were carefully optimized using 3-methyl-
1-pentyn-3-ol as the representative building block. Interestingly,
the reaction conditions revealed a strong dependence on the
linkage to the resin. In contrast to the previous resin 57, use of the

5-thiovaleric spacer (see intermediate 63) was significantly more
beneficial. Two different approaches to perform the Sonogashira
coupling were developed based on the use of either Pd(dppe)Cl2
or Herrmann’s catalyst.33

Amination and Suzuki coupling at the purine C2 position
were also reported by Tan for the solid-phase synthesis of
6-oxopurines (Scheme 12). Using 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
(DABCO), 6-chloro-2-halogen-9H-purine 67 was immobilized
on Wang resin 66 via an ether linkage.34 The subsequent N9

regioselective alkylation was performed via the Mitsunobu pro-
cedure. In contrast, the alternative alkylation with 1-bromobutane
and sodium hydride as a base afforded a mixture of 7- and 9-butyl
isomers in a 1:1 ratio. The key intermediates 69were subjected to
Suzuki coupling, Sonogashira coupling or C2 amination, and after
they were cleaved from the polymer support, the corresponding
6-oxopurines 71, 73, and 75 were obtained in a traceless manner.
In addition to the C−C coupling in the C2 position, modifica-

tion of the C8 position was also described recently.26 The
purine scaffold was immobilized via C6 by the reaction of
2,6-dichloropurine 77 with polymer-supported secondary amines
76. Subsequently, the N9 position was alkylated using alkyl halide
and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) (Scheme 13).
In contrast to the previously reported N7/N9 nonregioselective
alkylation,34 the pure N9 isomers 80 were obtained in this case.
After C2 amination with piperidine or propanolamine, the direct

Scheme 11. Purine C6 Solid-Phase Sonogashira Coupling by Legraverenda

aReagents: (i) Cs2CO3, KI, DMF; (ii) Pd(dppe)Cl2, CuI, DIEA, 3-methyl-1-pentyn-3-ol, or Herrmann’s catalyst, DIEA, 3-methyl-1-pentyn-3-ol, rt,
24 h; (iii) m-CPBA, DCM, rt, 24 h; (iv) 4-methoxybenzylamine, THF, 65 °C, 24 h.

Scheme 12. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 6-Oxopurines Reported by Tana

aReagents: (i) DABCO, DMF, rt, 4 h; (ii) R1OH, DIAD, PPh3, THF, rt, overnight; (iii) amine, DMA, TPA, 80 °C, 24 h; (iv) alkyne, Pd(dppe)Cl2,
CuI, DIEA, DMA, rt, 48 h; (v) 4-methoxyphenylboronic acid, Pd-PPh3, K2CO3, DMF, 80 °C, 48 h; (vi) 30% TFA/DCM, rt, 5 h.
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C8 arylation with aryl bromides or aryl iodides was tested. In both
cases, the desired resin-bound products 81 were obtained under
catalysis with CuI and Pd(OAc)2, with piperidine as the most
suitable base. This method was tested for a variety of building
blocks and afforded the target compounds 82 in high yields and
crude purity. Note that the arylation was generally applicable only

for N9-substituted intermediates, whereas 9H-purine analogues
displayed a very low conversion.
The incorporation of the new substituent at the purine C8

position can be alternatively performed by the cyclization reac-
tion of suitable pyrimidine intermediates. In the case of C6

immobilized purines, this strategy was initially described by

Scheme 13. C8 Direct Arylation of C6 Immobilized Purinesa

aReagents: (i) DIEA, THF, 50 °C, 14 h; (ii) R2I, DBU, DMSO, 50 °C, 16 h; (iii) amine, diethylene glycol diethyl ether, 150 °C, 14 h; (iv) aryl
iodide or aryl bromide, CuI, Pd(OAc)2, piperidine, anh. DMF, 115 °C, 24 h (aryl iodide) or 48 h (aryl bromide); (v) 50% TFA/DCM, 1 h.

Scheme 14. 6,8,9-Trisusubstituted Purines Synthesized by Gilbert from Immobilized Pyrimidinesa

aReagents: (i) DIEA, DMF, rt, 2 h; (ii) amine, DIEA, DMF, rt, 2 h; (iii) LiAlH4, AlCl3, THF, rt, overnight; (iv) aldehyde, DDQ, DMF, rt, 5 h;
(v) formamide, 160 °C, overnight; (vi) alkyl isothiocyanate, benzene, reflux then DCC, 80 °C, overnight; (vii) 30% TFA/DCM, rt, 20 min.

Scheme 15. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 2,6,8,9-Tetrasubstituted Purines by Smitha

aReagents: (i) DIEA, THF, rt, 1 h; (ii) R2NH2, DIEA, THF, rt, 1 h; (iii) oxone, NaHCO3, MeOH/DCM/H2O 20:10:1, rt, 24 h; (iv) R3NH2, DIEA,
THF, rt, 1 h; (v) CrCl2 (15 equiv), 20:1 DMF/MeOH, rt, 4 h; (vi) orthoester, MeSO3H, 80 °C, 48 h; (vii) 90% TFA/H2O, rt, 3 h.
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Gilbert,35 who immobilized 4,6-dichloro-5-nitropyrimidine 84
on the Rink amide resin (Scheme 14). After amination of
the pyrimidine C6 position with the primary amine, the nitro
group was reduced with LiAlH4−AlCl3. The heterocyclization
with aldehydes in the presence of 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-
benzoquinone (DDQ) was followed by cleavage from the resin
to afford C8,9-substituted adenines 91. Alternatively, C8-alkylamino
derivatives 93 were obtained via the corresponding thioureas.
To access C8-unsubstituted purines 92, the cyclization with
formamide was also performed; however, the final compoundwas
obtained in limited yield (7%).
Later, the use of the pyrimidine cyclization approach was

significantly improved by Smith who reported a suitable method
for the full diversification of the purine scaffold at positions 2, 6,
8, and 9 (Scheme 15).36The key building block was 4,6-dichloro-
2-(methylthio)-5-nitropyrimidine 95. After its immobiliza-
tion with polymer-supported amines 94, the C4 amination gave
intermediates 97. To perform the C2 amination, sulfidic deriva-
tives were transformed to the corresponding sulfones 98. In this

case, the previously described method with m-chloroperbenzoic
acid was not applicable because of the undesired cleavage of
the intermediates 98 from the polymer support, but NaHCO3-
buffered oxone was found to be a suitably mild reagent. In the
case of the nitro group reduction to yield the pyrimidines 99,
a variety of traditional solid-phase reduction methods failed,
presumably due to the presence of three electron-donating alkyl
amino groups. However, the intermediates 99 were successfully
obtained using the modified Miller’s method.37 Then, the purine
scaffold 101 was cyclized with various orthoesters under acidic
catalysis with methansulfonic acid (MSA).
Purine C6 immobilization was also reported in the chemistry

of modified nucleosides (Scheme 16).38 2,3-O-Benzylidene-6-
chloropurine riboside 102 was attached to the Rink amide resin,
and the intermediate 103 was subjected to the sulfamoylation of
the hydroxy group. After subsequent acylation of the resulting
amino group, the intermediate 105 was cleaved from the resin
and was deprotected by the catalytic reduction. The developed
solid-phase protocol enabled the parallel, rapid and efficient

Scheme 16. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 5-O-[N-(Acyl)-sulfamoyl]adenosinesa

aReagents: (i) DBU, BuOH/DMSO 1:1, MW, 80 °C, 2.5 h; (ii) sulfamoyl chloride, DMAP, DMF, rt, 3 h; (iii) carboxylic acid, DIC, DMAP, DCM,
rt, 16 h; (iv) 5% TFA/DCM, rt, 1.5 h, then ammonium formate, 10% Pd/C, MeOH, 60 °C, 16 h.

Scheme 17. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Tetrasubstituted Xanthines by Lama

aReagents: (i) R1NH2, THF, rt, 12 h; (ii) NCNCR2OEt, DBU, THF, rt, 12 h; (iii) tBuOK, tBuOH, DMF, rt, 2 h; (iv) R3NCO, xylene, rt, 24 h;
(v) NaOEt, THF, MeOH, 90 °C, 2 h; (vi) R4X, DIEA, THF, rt, 12 h.
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synthesis of structurally diverse 5-O-[N-(acyl)-sulfamoyl]-
adenosines.
In 2006, Lam reported the solid-phase synthesis of fully

substituted xanthines 113 (Scheme 17).39 This method was
based on the 3-step synthesis of the imidazole intermediate 110
and its conversion to xanthine products. Prior to the cyclative
cleavage, the linear intermediate 111 is attached to the resin via
the final xanthine C6 position. For this reason, the strategy is
included in this chapter, although the xanthine derivative itself
is not resin-bound. The last substituent R4 was introduced by the
alkylation of derivatives 112 after the cleavage step.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE N7 POSITION

A similar approach as that used in the previous case was employed
to synthesize disubstituted (thio)xanthines immobilized at the
scaffold C7 position (Scheme 18).40 Instead of a Wang resin,
the starting material was attached to a benzaldehyde linker by the
reductive amination to give resin 114. In the case of thioxantine
formation, the lower reactivity of isothiocyanates required harsh
conditions and repeating of the reaction to obtain the thioureas
116. In addition, a double cleavage procedure was required to
obtain the final compounds 119 (X = S) in sufficient purity.
Alternative xanthine N7 immobilization was described by

Bhalay (Scheme 19).41 In this case, the xanthine derivatives 121
were immobilized on Rink chloride resin 120. The goal of the
work was diversification of the intermediate at the N1 position to

produce a chemical library of potential PDE5 inhibitors 124. The
N1 alkylation was regioselectively performed with a broad range
of alcohols by the Mitsunobu reaction without the formation of
undesired O-alkylated byproducts.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE C8 POSITION

The synthetic method reported earlier for the immobilization
of xanthines at the C6 and N7 positions was applied to prepare
derivatives linked to the polymer support at C8.42 The key
imidazole intermediate 126 was attached to the Merrifield resin
via the sulfidic linker (Scheme 20). After the xanthine scaffold has
been formed, the sulfide 131was oxidized to sulfone 132, and the
subsequent treatment of the resin with nucleophiles led to the
release of the final compounds 133 from the polymer support.
In addition to the reaction with amines leading to 8-alkylamino
xanthine derivatives, the reaction with thiols was applied to
prepare 8-alkylthio analogues. Themethodology was successfully
tested for 36 diverse products.
Further, C8 purine immobilization was applied in the synthesis

of cyclic peptidomimetics. 2,6,8-Trichloro-7-methylpurine was
used as the ring-closure scaffold to give the cyclic modified
peptides of various ring sizes.43 In Scheme 21, an illustrative
example is given for the cyclization of tripeptide Lys-Phe-Ala.
Note that the arylation of the polymer-supported peptide 135
with 2,6,8-trichloro-7-methylpurine was not regioselective, and
the byproduct of the C6 substitution was also observed. After the

Scheme 18. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Disubstituted (Thio)Xanthines by Lama

aReagents: (i) NCNCHOEt, DBU, THF 0 °C − rt, 24 h then NaOEt, DMF/EtOH, rt, 24 h; (ii) R3NCO or R3NCS, xylene; rt or 140 °C
(for isothiocyanates), 24 h; (iii) NaOEt, reflux, THF, MeOH, 12 h; (iv) R2X, DIEA, DMF, rt, 24 h; (v) 90% TFA/DCM (for xanthines) or 90%
TFA/DCM followed by AcOH, reflux (for thioxanthines), 12 h.

Scheme 19. N1-Diversification of N7 Immobilized Xanthine Derivativesa

aReagents: (i) DMF, DIEA, rt, 6 h; (ii) R1OH, dibutyl azodicarboxylate (DBAD), PPh3,THF, rt, 1 h; (iii) 5% TFA/DCM, rt, 30 min.
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protecting group was cleaved, the linear intermediate 136 was
intramolecularly C6 aminated with the lysine side chain amino
group. The ring closure was significantly accelerated by MW
heating.

■ IMMOBILIZATION VIA THE N9 POSITION

Together with the C6 immobilization, the linkage of purine
derivatives at the N9 position belongs to the most common
solid-phase strategies. The purine intermediate can be appended
either directly to form the linker-N9 bond or another chemical
entity can be included as a spacer. One of the oldest concepts
was introduced by Nugiel in 1997 based on the application of
2,6-dichloropurine and the tetrahydropyrane (THP) resin 140.44

The immobilized 2,6-dichloropurine 141 was then subjected
to the sequential C6 and C2 aminolysis. In the case of C6

substitution, the introduction of an alkoxy and an alkylhydrazine
substituent was described (Scheme 22). However, the method
was limited to the solid-phase synthesis of 2,6-disubstituted

purines 144, N9 alkylation was accessible only after the acid-
mediated cleavage from the polymer support. More than
seven years after Nugiel’s contribution, the same approach was
published by Chang.45 Later, an alternative vinyl ether linker was
introduced by Kim et al.46

To diversify the N9 position, Al-Obeidi used the modified
purine building block, 2-halogen-6-chloropurin-9-yl acetic acid
146.47 After the acylation of polymer-supported amines 145with
the purine building block 146, both halogens were replaced
with amines (Scheme 23). Similar to Schultz’s observation, the pre-
ferential use of 2-Cl or 2-F derivatives was reported regarding their
significantly higher reactivity towards nucleophilic substitution.
Recently, the method for the preparation of similar deriva-

tives was developed using the pyrimidine intermediates. Polymer-
supported α-amino acids 151 were used as the starting material.48

The purine scaffold was accessed by the pyrimidine inter-
mediates 154 cyclization with aldehydes (Scheme 24). The cycli-
zation step was significantly accelerated by microwave heating

Scheme 20. Traceless Solid-Phase Synthesis of Tetrasubstituted Xanthines Immobilized at the C8 Positiona

aReagents: (i) DMF, 60 °C, overnight; (ii) bromo ethyl acetate, K2CO3, DMF, 45 °C, overnight; (iii) DBU, acetone, rt, overnight; (iv) R2-NCO,
SnCl2.2H2O, toluene, 60 °C, overnight; (v) NaOEt, DMF, 60 °C, overnight; (vi) K2CO3, DMF, 60 °C, overnight; (vii) m-CPBA, DCM, 0 °C−rt,
overnight; (viii) R4-NH2, DMSO, MW, 120 °C, 30 min or R4-SH, TEA, DCE, 60 °C, overnight.

Scheme 21. SPOT Synthesis of Cyclic Peptidomimetics with the Purine Scaffolda

aReagents: (i) 2,6,8-trichloro-7-methylpurine, DCM, rt, 20 min; (ii) 80% TFA/DCM, rt, 1 h; (iii) 20% DIEA/NMP, 3 × 3 min MW; (iv) UV table
(λmax = 365 nm, 7 mW/cm2), 2 h.
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Scheme 22. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 2,6-Disubstituted Purines Using a THP Linkera

aReagents: (i) NaH, DMF, 16 h; (ii) 2,6-dichlorpurine, CSA, dichloroethane (DCE), 60 °C, 16 h; (iii) R1NH2, n-BuOH, TEA, 80 °C, 3 h;
(iv) R2NH2, neat, 150 °C, 2.5 h; (v) 20% TFA/DCM, 10 min.

Scheme 23. Solid-Phase Synthesis of 2,6,9-Trisubstituted Purines by Al-Obeidia

aReagents: (i) DIC, 1-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole (HOAt), DCM, DMF; (ii) R2NHR3, DIEA, NMP, 60 °C or ArNH2, 120 °C; (iii) R
4NHR5, DIEA,

NMP, MW, 150 °C, 1 h; (iv) 95% TFA/H2O.

Scheme 24. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Purines from Polymer-Supported α-Amino Acidsa

aReagents: (i) Fmoc-amino acid, HOBt, DIC, DMF, DCM, rt, 16 h; (ii) piperidine, DMF, rt, 30 min; (iii) 4,6-dichloro-5-nitropyrimidine, DIEA, dry
DMF, rt, 16 h; (iv) 10% secondary amine in dry DMF, 60 °C, rt, 16 h; (v) Na2S2O4, K2CO3, TBAHS, DCM, H2O, rt, 16 h; (vi) aldehyde, DMSO,
100 °C, conventional heating (72 h) or MW heating (30 min); (vii) 50% TFA/DCM, rt, 2 h.
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(30 min vs 72 h for conventional heating). In comparison to
Al-Obeidi’s strategy, two additional diversity positions were
obtained (C8 substitution and ligand R2 originating from the side
chain of the natural amino acids). The method was successfully
tested for diverse building blocks, and it can be applied to
prepare sizable collections of target purines 156. Additionally, the
synthesis proceeded with the full retention of the stereocenter
configuration.
An alternative modification of the C8 position at the N9

immobilized purines was introduced by Brill. Similar to the
direct C8 arylation reported earlier in the text (see the chapter
devoted to C6 immobilization), Brill’s method was based on
the C−C coupling reaction. For this purpose, he developed a
new method for the C8 bromination of immobilized purine
intermediates 160 using a charge-transfer complex of bromine
with lutidine in NMP (Scheme 25).48 For the subsequent Suzuki
or Stille coupling of the bromoderivative 161, application of
Pd(OAc)2 and Cu2O catalysis was identified as the most suitable
procedure.49 Purines with primary alkylamino substituents at
their C2 and C6 positions gave better coupling results than
those bearing secondary amino functions.50 Vinyl and alkynyl
stannanes gave better results than some aromatic functions,
especially pyridyl.
In 2005, Lam described the purine N9 immobilization using

acrylic REM resin 164. The goal was to develop the method

for the alkylation of the purine N7 position.51 In contrast to
the frequently reported N9 alkylation, the regioselective N7

substitution of solid-supported purines was out of the spotlight
for a long time. Typically, it was only reported as the side reac-
tion during N9 alkylation with alkyl halides. Lam’s strategy was
based on Michael’s addition of 6-chloropurine to REM resin
164 and hydrolysis of the intermediate 165 with formic acid.
After subsequent N1 andN7 alkylation, the final intermediate 168
was treated with ammonia to give the purine products 169 in a
traceless manner.
Two years later, Lam extended the method to prepare

8-azapurines.52 The synthetic strategy applicable for the solid-
phase synthesis of condensed purine derivatives (Scheme 27).
In this case, the N9 immobilized 6-chloropurine intermediate was
achieved by the cyclization of the pyrimidine intermediate 171.
After C6 substitution with ethanolamine, the alcohol 173 was
turned to chloro derivative followed by the intramolecular cycliza-
tion to give 174. Solid-phase synthesis of similar tricyclic purines
was later reported by Karskela.53

In the area of solid-phase synthesis of modified nucleosides,
the purine N9 position is typically attached to the resin via the
furanose moiety or its cyclic/uncyclic analog. Crimmins reported
the preparation of the purine C6-modified carbocyclic nucleo-
sides (Scheme 28).54 This approach involves palladium-
catalyzed coupling of the resin-bound carbocyclic pseudosugar

Scheme 25. C8 Pd-Mediated Couplings of N9 Immobilized Purinesa

aReagents: (i) trifluoroacetic acid anhydride (TFAA), 2,6-lutidine; (ii) 2,6-dichloropurine, NMP, 2,6-lutidine; (iii) R1NH2, NMP, 125 °C, 60 h;
(iv) bromine-2,6-lutidine complex, NMP, 3 h; (v) R2-SnBu3 or R

2-SnMe3, Pd(OAc)2, Cu2O, dppp, NMP, 20 h; (vi) 20% TFA/DCM.

Scheme 26. Solid-Phase Synthesis of N1,N7-Disubstituted Purinesa

aReagents: (i) acryloyl chloride, DIEA, DCM, rt, 4 h; (ii) 6-chloropurine, DIEA, DMF, rt, 48 h; (iii) formic acid, DMF, 70 °C, 4 h; (iv) R1Br, DBU,
DMF, overnight; (v) alkyl halide, DMF, 50 °C, 24 h; (vi) NH3, MeOH, DCM, rt, 24 h.
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180 with a purine derivative to form the nucleoside resin 181;
this was followed by further functionalization of the purine
to afford resin 182, which upon cleavage from the resin, yielded
purine-substituted carbocyclic nucleosides 183. Alternatively,
the purine nucleoside can be linked to the polymer support
via the ribose secondary hydroxy groups and subjected to the
chemical modification on the solid-phase.55

Immobilization of the purine nucleoside 185 via the modified
ribose scaffold was also described by Koomen using Kenner’s
linker or safety-catch arylhydrazide linker 184 (Scheme 29).56

The safety-catch concept relies on the fact that the linker is acid
and base stable and can be activated under oxidative conditions
to generate the reactive acyldiazene. Subsequent attack by a
nucleophile releases nitrogen gas and produces carboxylic acids,
esters or amides, when water, alcohols or amines are used as
nucleophiles. In this case, after C6 amination and isopropylidene
group removal, the hydrazide linkage of the intermediate 188was

oxidized to acyldiazene by the method of Lowe and co-workers
using copper(II) acetate in the presence of a primary amine.
Products 189 were released from the resin as the corresponding
carboxamides.

■ CONCLUSION

The solid-phase synthesis concept offers many different
approaches applicable for the preparation of diverse purines
from readily available starting materials. As demonstrated,
various strategies are available to append the purine scaffold
(or its intermediate) at different positions to the resin. Synthetic
robustness and variability of the polymer-supported purine
chemistry led to the introduction of methodologies applicable for
combinatorial solid-phase synthesis of desired compounds.56,57

In addition, the described approaches are not limited to the
field of purine derivatives. They have been also successfully
used for the solid-phase syntheses of purine analogues, such as

Scheme 27. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Condensed Purinesa

aReagents: (i) 5-amino-4,6-dichloropyrimidine, n-BuOH, DMA, DIEA, 140 °C, 24 h; (ii) HC(OCH3)3, HCl, DMF, rt, 24 h; (iii) ethanolamine,
THF, 60 °C, 4 h; (iv) thionyl chloride, DMF, MW, 180 °C, 20 min; (v) BuI, DMF, 60 °C, 36 h; (vi) toluene, H2SO4, rt, 4 h.

Scheme 28. Solid-Phase Synthesis of Carbocyclic Nucleosidesa

aReagents: (i) DIEA, DMAP, DCM, 40 °C, overnight; (ii) 2,6-dihalogenpurine or 2-amino-6-chloropurine, Pd2(dba)3, PPh3, pempidine (1,2,2,6,6-
pentamethylpiperdine), 45 °C, 16 h; (iii) amine, DIEA, n-BuOH, 80 °C, 4 h; (iv) 5% TFA/DCM, 1.5 h.
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1/3-deazapurines,58−60 7-deazapurines,61−63 9-deazapurines,64,65

or thiazolopyrimidines.66 With respect to the large biological
potential of purine isosters to inhibit various targets,67 the
development of novel solid-phase strategies for their preparation
represents an important aspect for finding new, pharmacologically
promising compounds.
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■ ABBREVIATIONS

CDK cyclin-dependent kinase
CSA camphorsulfonic acid
DABCO 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
DBAD dibutyl azodicarboxylate
DBU 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
DCC N,N′-dicyklohexylcarbodiimide
DCE dichloroethane
DCM dichloromethane
DDQ 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone
DEAD diethyl azodicarboxylate
DIAD diisopropyl azodicarboxylate
DIC N,N′-diisopropylcarbodiimide
DIEA N,N-diisopropylethylamine
DMAP 4-dimethylaminopyridine

DMA N,N-dimethylacetamide
DMF N,N-dimethylformamide
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide
HOAt 1-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole
HOBt 1-hydroxybenzotriazole
m-CPBA m-chloroperbenzoic acid
NMP N-methypyrrolidone
MSA methansulfonic acid
PNP p-nitrophenol
PS-DVB polystyrene-divinylbenzene
TBAHS tetrabutylammonium hydrogensulfate
TEA triethylamine
TFA trifluoroacetic acid
TFAA trifluoroacetic acid anhydride
THF tetrahydrofuran
THP tetrahydropyrane
TPA tripropylamine
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Abstract 

Chemical biology is considered to be one of the most progressive interdisciplinary 

fields in modern science, since it combines the application of chemical and biological 

techniques to prepare (or structurally modify) small molecules and determine their 

behavior in various biological systems. However, it is questionable, if synthesis of small, 

potentially interesting compounds, is the only way how to find suitable biologically 

useful probes. In this regard, conjugation can significantly improve pharmacological 

properties of small drug-like molecules to obtain more selective ligands of certain 

biological targets. As examples of biologically useful probes could be considered:  

o small molecule drug candidates conjugated with vitamin folic acid whose 

folate receptor is overexpressed in various cancer cells and thus is used as a 

“Trojan horse” for selective delivery of potent compounds 

o heterobifunctional proteolysis-targeting chimeras (PROTAC) conjugates 

with thalidomide moiety that can bind two specific proteins with subsequent 

targeted degradation 

o conjugates of compounds of interests with fluorescent dye for further 

visualization of molecules in cells using a fluorescent microscopy 

My thesis is therefore devoted to the synthetic strategy and consecutive applicability 

of our recently developed high-throughput concept of preloaded resins for preparation 

of probes for chemical biology with minimum hands-on-time, applied in the field of 

cytotoxic triterpenes (as fluorescently labeled conjugates) and protein kinases 

inhibitors (as PROTAC conjugates) and to the applicability of the stepwise synthetic 

approach in the preparation of target purine CDK inhibitors conjugated with folic acid. 

  



 

 

Abstrakt 

Chemická biologie je považována za jednu z nejvíce progresivních, mezioborových 

oblastí moderní vědy, protože kombinuje chemické a biologické principy a techniky na 

přípravu a modifikaci malých molekul pro aplikaci v biologických systémech. Nicméně 

zůstává otázkou, jestli syntéza malých organických molekul s potenciální biologickou 

aktivitou je jedinou cestou, jak najít nové a medicinálně využitelné sondy. Z tohoto 

důvodu může být spojení vícero malých, aktivních molekul výhodou a může vést 

k přípravě více selektivních ligandů se zlepšenými farmakologickým profilem. Jako 

příklad těchto sond můžeme považovat: 

o konjugáty malých molekul sloužících jako potenciální léčiva s kyselinou 

listovou, jelikož se její receptor nadměrně vyskytuje v nádorových buňkách, 

a tedy tyto konjugáty můžou sloužit jako selektivní přenášeče („Trojské 

koně“) účinných molekul  

o konjugáty heterobifunkčních, proteolýzu-zaměřujících chimér (z angl. 

PROTAC) s thalidomidovým zbytkem, které můžou vázat současně dva 

specifické proteiny s cílenou degradací 

o konjugáty účinných látek a fluorescenční značky pro další vizualizaci 

v buňkách pomocí fluorescenční mikroskopie 

Moje doktorská práce je tedy zaměřena na syntetickou strategii a následnou aplikaci 

našeho nedávně vyvinutého konceptu předpřipravených pryskyřic k přípravě sond pro 

chemickou biologii, v oblasti protinádorových triterpenů (jako fluorescenčně značené 

konjugáty) a proteinových kinázových inhibitorů (jako PROTAC konjugáty) a na 

přípravu a aplikaci syntetického přístupu k přípravě purinových CDK inhibitorů 

v konjugaci s kyselinou listovou. 

  



 

 

Aims of the Thesis 

1) Tumor targeting delivery for purine CDK inhibitors  

Stepwise synthesis of drug-delivery system, bearing four main components (CDK 

inhibitor, self-immolative linker, hydrophilic spacer and folic acid) on solid-support and 

study of their impact inside the cells overexpressing folate receptor. 

 

2) Proteolysis-targeting chimera (PROTAC) for protein kinases 

targeted degradation 

Development of thalidomide-preloaded resin for easy and rapid preparation of desired 

conjugates possessed with suitable functional groups – demonstrated on selected 

protein kinases inhibitors. Test applicability of the thalidomide conjugates on selected 

protein kinases. 

 

 

 



 

 

3) BODIPY labeled triterpenes for visualization within cells 

Development of BODIPY labeled resin, as another application of preloaded resins, for 

easy and rapid preparation of desired conjugates possessed with suitable functional 

groups – demonstrated on selected triterpenes. Following study of BODIPY-triterpene 

conjugates distribution within cells with fluorescent microscopy and examination of 

their cytotoxic activity against selected cancer cell lines. 
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1.   Tumor targeting delivery for purine CDK inhibitors  

1.1. Introduction 

Cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDK) belong to the ATP-competitive (type I) 

and serine/threonine kinase family.[1,2] These critical regulatory enzymes driven all cell-

cycle transitions and their activity is often associated with successful cell division.[1,3] 

Different families of cyclins, which are crucial regulatory subunits necessary for the 

CDK activity, have been identified and their expression vary significantly through the 

phases of the cell cycle. Each CDK is selective for a limited number of cyclins and this, 

on the other hand, determines the selectivity towards its substrates during the cell 

cycle.[2,4] The human genome encodes 21 CDKs, however, only seven (CDK1-4, 6, 10, 

11) have been shown to participate directly in the cell cycle progression. The rest play 

an indirect role, such as activation of other CDKs (CDK3), regulation of transcription 

(CDK7-9) or neuronal function (CDK5).[4] Thus, selective inhibition of CDKs may limit 

the progression of a tumor cell through the cell cycle and facilitate the induction of 

apoptotic pathways.[3,5] 

Over the last two decades, several CDK inhibitors have been developed as potential 

anticancer drugs and tested in numerous trials and several tumor types.[3] This first 

generation of CDK inhibitors, so called pan-CDK inhibitors, were relatively non-specific 

and did not meet the expectations following preclinical studies, although some 

compounds, such as purine-like analogs Olomoucine[6] and Roscovitine[7] (as R-

enantiomer) (Figure 1) showed relatively low selectivity towards CDK4 and CDK6.[3,5,8] 

Purine scaffold was presented in both inhibitors as “starting point” for design of many 

other inhibitors, very likely due to the structural similarity with the ATP itself.[2] 

 

Figure 1. The most examined pan-CDK inhibitors. 

The later studies revealed potency of 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine analogs (the next 

generations of Roscovitine) as highly potent CDK inhibitors.[9,10] Their synthesis is 

rather straightforward and started usually from the 2,6-dihalogenated purine,[9,11,12] 2-

amino-6-chloropurine[13] or by building the purine ring from the dichloropyrimidine 

precursor.[14] 
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To minimize the exposition of healthy cells towards toxicities linked with application 

of potent, but not specific cytotoxic agents, the strategy for the selective delivery has 

been developed and a rapidly growing class of anticancer drugs use a targeting drug-

delivery approach to malignant cells.[15] 

In addition to antibodies, other tumor-selective ligands have been discovered to 

prepare novel drug conjugates. For instance, the vitamin folic acid (FA) showed high 

affinity for the folate receptor (FR), which represents a potentially useful biological 

target for the management of many human cancers, e.g. ovarian, endometrial or 

kidneys.[16,17] Therefore, attachment of FA to potent chemotherapeutic compounds to 

form so called small molecule drug conjugates (SMDCs) is remarkably useful approach 

towards potent and simultaneously less toxic agents.[15] Several conjugates of this type 

have been evaluated or even entered the clinical trials, including taxol,[18] vinca alkaloid 

vinblastine.[19] 

The development of releasable, self-immolative, disulfide-containing linker, arranged 

between the FA ligand and a cytotoxic agent, yielded conjugates having superior 

activity against FR-positive cells, compare to the non-reducible counterparts.[20] Next 

issue that came upon evaluation of prepared conjugates was solubility, since vast 

majority of small-molecule chemotherapeutic compounds allows for their passive 

diffusion through cell membrane. FA-SMDCs with enhanced hydrophilicity (containing 

polar, charged amino acids residue spacer) will force these nonpolar molecules to enter 

FR-positive cells rather than indiscriminately into nontarget cells.[16] The mechanism 

of self-immolative cleavage with subsequent release of drug is depicted on Scheme 1. 
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Scheme 1. The self-immolative cleavage of disulfide-based linker and subsequent release of 

the drug in the endosomal environment. A thiol group of a reducing agent can attack either 

of the two sulfur atoms in the linker system, resulting in two distinguished pathways. (GSH 

= glutathione) 

Bearing this concept in mind, we proposed a design of our final purine CDK 

inhibitors for conjugation with FA (Figure 2). The study of Roscovitine-like inhibitors 

revealed ideal substitution patterns on each position of purine moiety for single-digit-

nanomolar activities.[9,21] Moreover, the combination of 2-cyclohexanediamine, 9-

cycloalkyl and 6-heterobiarylmethylamino substituents has been found out to 

significantly increase CDK activity and cytotoxic effects in cancer cell lines, compared 

to previously published compounds of this class, e.g. well known derivative CR8.[9,22] 

Hence, these observations motivated us for preparation of selected purine CDK 

inhibitors I-1a-g for conjugation with FA via C2 position (Figure 2), which should not 

interfere in terms of interaction of inhibitors within the CDK catalytical domain.  
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Figure 2. Potent CR8 purine CDK inhibitor and our selected substitution patterns based on 

previously reported molecules. 

 1.2. Synthesis 

First, we attempted to use the previously reported conventional synthetic 

approach.[16,23] It consisted of the preparation of a folic-acid-oligopeptide-SH segment 

using solid-phase synthesis and its subsequent coupling with a premodified drug 

equipped with the self-immolative drug-release linker (Scheme 2, Conventional 

approach). However, despite the successful preparation of corresponding intermediates, 

this strategy failed in the stage of the final thiol-disulfide exchange due to the low 

purity of the resulting products and irreproducibility on a preparative scale. Moreover, 

due to the zwitterionic structure and high polarity, the solubility of folic acid in organic 

solvents was limited (except for DMSO), and the final products required at least two-

step purification using reverse-phase chromatography.[16] 
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Scheme 2. Retrosynthetic analysis of the approaches towards final FA conjugates. 

For these reasons, we designed an alternative synthetic approach. It consisted of the 

sequential construction of the target conjugates in the following direction: purine → 

drug-release linker → tetrapeptide → folic acid (Scheme 2, Stepwise approach). With 

respect to the well-known advantages of solid-phase synthesis in multistep reaction 

sequences (especially the fast and simple isolation of reaction intermediates without the 

need for tedious purification) the entire reaction sequence was designed. 
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The synthesis started with immobilization of BAL linker to commercially available 

aminomethyl polystyrene resin. The following reductive amination with various 

benzylamines and anilines afforded intermediates I-6. Subsequent aromatic nucleophilic 

substitution (SNAr) proceeded with excellent regioselectivity at C6 position (Scheme 

3). Alternatively, we obtained intermediates after the N9-alkylation of 2,6-

dichloropurine in the solution phase using Mitsunobu conditions (yielding I-9 and I-

10), followed by their immobilization via the arylation of resin I-6 (Scheme 3). The 

latter alternative procedure yielded the desired intermediates I-8 with higher crude 

purities.  

The first challenging part of the synthesis seemed to be modification of position C2 

on purine scaffold, since it generally suffers from lower reactivity than C6 position and 

much harsher conditions are needed.[2] We put quite effort to optimizations and tested 

several conditions, including various high boiling solvents, temperatures, reaction times 

and/or even a microwave heating, unfortunately, according to the UHPLC-MS traces 

we detected presence of the starting material I-8 in most attempts. For this reason, we 

developed a more efficient Pd-catalyzed substitution using Buchwald-Hartwig C-N 

coupling conditions, which was successfully tested for both 1,4-diaminocyclohexane and 

putrescine to yield intermediates I-1 (Scheme 3) with excellent crude purities. 
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Scheme 3. 

As was mentioned above, introduction of the disulfide moiety between the drug 

candidate (in our case the 2,6,9-trisubstituted purine derivatives) and the folic acid 

with oligopeptide chain seemed to be crucial for the overall activity of the compounds. 

The synthesis of the disulfide linker I-3 was accomplished by slightly optimized 

literature procedure[24] after 2 steps (Scheme 4).  
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Scheme 4. 

The prepared linker I-13 was then reacted with immobilized amines I-1 to provide I-

3 (Scheme 4). The following thiol-disulfide exchange on solid-phase was successfully 

accomplished with use of Fmoc-Cys-OH (Scheme 5.a) or Fmoc-Cys-OtBu. However, 

the further Fmoc-cleavage and acylation with Fmoc-amino acid (i.e. first step of a 

peptidic spacer synthesis) under standard DIC/HOBt protocol failed (Scheme 5.b) and 

only provided mixture of products. Unfortunately, we have not been able to optimize 

this reaction pathway, despite the numerous optimizations and were forced to use 

another approach. 
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Scheme 5. a) Preparation of Fmoc-Cys-OH; b) Thiol-disulfide exchange with Fmoc-Cys-OH 

and unsuccessful acylation with another Fmoc-amino acid.  

In this regard, we decided to prepare disulfide linker containing cysteine in solution, 

to overcome problematic thiol-disulfide exchange on solid-phase. The first step was 

preparation of disulfide containing alcohol I-16, where addition of base (2,6-lutidine) 

in huge excess maintained neutral pH during reaction, thus prevented cleavage of acid 

labile tert-butyl protecting group on carboxylic moiety. Following formation of 

carbonate in presence of triphosgene provided desired intermediate I-17 (Scheme 6). 

Finally, the following nucleophilic substitution with amines I-1 (Scheme 6) provided 

desired intermediates I-18 in excellent crude purities (up to 90 %). 
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Scheme 6. 

Synthesis of the peptidic spacer started with deprotection of Fmoc protecting group. 

Unfortunately, the standard cleavage conditions (DMF/piperidine 4:1) commonly used 

in peptide chemistry, yielded only symmetric disulfides. Their formation is probably 

caused by the nucleophilic nature of piperidine, which in higher concentration can 

cleave Fmoc protecting group and simultaneously participates in cleavage of disulfide 

bond. Hence, a lower concentration to cleave Fmoc group had to be applied and the 

best results were obtained with use of DMF/piperidine 99:1 after 2 hours (Scheme 7), 

when the formation of disulfides was completely suppressed, indicating that pH during 

the reaction plays crucial role.[25]  

The reaction sequence continued therefore from I-18 with repeated steps of Fmoc 

cleavage and DIC promoted peptide couplings with use of commercially available Fmoc-

Asp(OtBu)-OH to afford peptidic spacer-linker-purine intermediates I-19 (Scheme 7). 

 

Scheme 7. 
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The following 2 steps acylation with Fmoc-Glu-OtBu and pteroic acid yielded the final 

intermediates that upon cleavage from the polymer support and purification on 

semipreparative HPLC afforded final compounds I-2 (Scheme 8).  

 

Scheme 8. Final compounds preparation. 

The reaction sequence was successfully tested using different building blocks, which 

were suggested from SAR studies (Table 1). Furthermore, Figure 3 displays the HPLC-

UV traces of representative reaction intermediates after cleavage from the polymer 

support. This figure demonstrates that the optimized procedure furnished the 

corresponding compounds in excellent crude purities and good yields after 15 reaction 

steps and final reverse-phase purification. 

Cmpd R1 R2 R3 Yielda [%] 

I-2a 

   

27 

I-2b 

   

22 

I-2c 

  
 

25 

I-2d 

   

23 
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I-2e 

   

19 

I-2f 

   

20 

I-2g 

   

21 

a - overall yield calculated from the loading of resin 2 after the entire reaction sequence and 

preparative HPLC purification 

Table 1. Substitution on purine core. 

 

Figure 3. Final crude purities of intermediates. The substitution on purine ring did not 

influence the purity. 
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1.3. Biology 

To test the applicability of our prepared compounds, we decided to mimic drug 

release in vitro on representative derivative I-2d. The release of the free inhibitor was 

successfully accomplished by treating a 0.04 mM solution of conjugate I-2d (Figure 

4.C) with 4 mM of the general reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT) at 37 °C. The 

release was monitored by UHPLC-UV (λ = 289 nm) at pH 7 and 7.4. The disulfide 

bond was cleaved within 5 min and yielded the drug−spacer intermediate (Figure 4.B), 

followed by self-immolative cleavage and quantitative release the purine inhibitor after 

20 h (Figure 4.A).  

 

Figure 4. Mimicked disulfide bond reduction with subsequent self-immolative cleavage of the 

conjugate I-2d. (FA = folic acid; DTT = dithiothreitol) 

As another proof of concept, conjugate I-2d was further tested for its binding to the 

HeLa cell line overexpressing FOLR1 by flow cytometry using the folate-receptor-

targeted fluorescence probe FolateRSense 680 (PerkinElmer) as a competing agent 

(Figure Xa). This experiment was provided by V. Krystof group. The HeLa cell line 

was used due to its overexpression of FOLR1 and significantly greater probe uptake 

over other cell lines.  
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The cells were stained with 1 μM FolateRSense 680 in the absence or presence of 

conjugate I-2d (Figure 5.B,C). The probe was combined with either the unconjugated 

inhibitor or free folic acid (Figure 5.D,E) in control incubations. Quantification of cell-

associated fluorescence was provided after 1 hour of incubation by flow cytometry. The 

presence of conjugated CDK inhibitor I-2d remarkably decreased the percentage of 

cells with bound FolateRSense 680 from 75.6% to 11.4% (Figure 5.C), as was suggested 

from the experiments. Free folate also reduced the percentage of positive cells and 

therefore confirmed the function of the probe (Figure 5.D). The specificity of cellular 

binding of conjugate I-2d was demonstrated in a control experiment in which an excess 

of unconjugated CDK inhibitor I-1d did not compete with the probe (Figure 5.E).[26]  

 

Figure 5. In vitro binding to folate receptor.[26] 

1.4. Conclusion 

We successfully optimized and synthesized the route towards the final compounds, 

purified them by semipreparative HPLC and obtained in good to excellent overall yields 

(see Table 1), considering the number of steps leading to such results. Our prepared 

conjugates were then tested for their kinase inhibitory activity, provided by V. Kryštof 

group. The most potent conjugate was subjected to the in vitro simulation of disulfide 

reduction, to prove applicability of our system, which was provided and evaluated by 

me.  

Eventhough we had not been able to perform all steps on solid-support, due to the 

problematic thiol-disulfide exchange, our stepwise hybrid concept still enables the rapid 

production of the desired compounds with minimum hands-on-time. The method 

I-2d 
probe + I-2d 
(competition) 

 

probe + folate 
(competition) 

 

probe 
 

probe +I-1d 
(no competition) 

 

I-1d 
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represents a general approach for the modification and study of folate conjugates of 

diverse drug-like heterocycles using parallel or combinatorial solid-phase synthesis. 

Flow cytometric measurements demonstrated the ability of an example conjugate to 

bind to cancer cells overexpressing the folate receptor. Moreover, in vitro simulation of 

intracellular reducing of disulfide bond with subsequent self-immolative cleavage 

demonstrated the applicability of our conjugates to release the inhibitor. To conclude, 

we confirmed binding of CDK inhibitors-FA conjugates to FOLR1-overexpressing cells, 

suggesting that this concept is a possible route to the development of more selective 

anticancer drugs.  

2. Proteolysis-targeting chimera (PROTAC) for protein 

kinases targeted degradation 

2.1. Introduction 

The control of intracellular processes has long been a target for manipulation by 

small molecules in the chemical biology. However, not every protein has an enzymatic 

activity that can be inhibited and is therefore considered as “undruggable”, because 

many of these potential targets do not have suitable binding pockets that directly 

modulate protein function. Moreover, high systemic drug exposure may be needed to 

maintain sufficient target inhibition in vivo, which increases potential risk of undesired 

side effects.[27,28]  

Targeted protein degradation with use of bifunctional small molecules to remove 

specific proteins from within cells offers a new strategy with therapeutic interventions, 

not achievable with existing approaches. Using small molecules emerged a high 

potential due to their ability to access a wide range of organs and sites of action and 

modulate multiple targets simultaneously.[29] 

PROTAC technology, pioneered recently by Crews et al.,[30] combines the 

modularity of nucleic acid-based strategies with the in vivo pharmacology of small 

molecule therapeutics. It is based on event-driven, rather than occupancy-driven 

pharmacology model, and can potentially exploit binding anywhere on the protein of 

interest (POI) in order to achieve degradation.[27]  

Bifunctional PROTAC molecules bind noncovalently to the POI with one part whereas 

simultaneously binds to an E3 ligase to form a ternary complex.  The recruited E3 

ligase then mediates the transfer of ubiquitin from an E2 enzyme to the POI, the 

ternary complex dissociates and the ubiquitylated POI is removed by the proteasome 

and the PROTAC can bind to another POI (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Mechanism of PROTACs. (POI = protein of interest; Ub = ubiquitin) 

Lately, the E3 ligase cereblon (CRBN) was identified as a primary target for 

thalidomide, followed by a discovery of phthalimides-induced degradation of the 

lymphoid transcription factors IKZF1 and IKZF3 by binding to CRBN, thus able the 

E3 ligase to ubiquitylate them.[31,32] 

The synthetic strategies towards new PROTAC conjugates exclusively involved 

synthesis in solution, until our published work, dealing with the synthesis on 

polystyrene resin. 

The most common approach by far, is either acylation of activated carboxylic acid or 

nucleophilic substitution of halogen alkane of one, pre-modified part of the conjugate 

with primary amine-containing part.[33–37] Other possible approach is simple click 

reaction between azide-containing part with alkyne-containing part of the conjugate[38] 

(Scheme 9). Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of these pathways relies in 

unavoidable purification after each synthetic transformation which requires assistance 

of skilled synthetic chemist. In this regard, use of solid-phase synthesis should be highly 

advantageous, due to the possibility of application of high-throughput synthesis with 

simple laboratory equipment and no need of purification within the reaction sequence. 

 

Scheme 9. General synthetic approach towards PROTAC derivatives. (POI = protein of interest) 
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2.2. Synthesis 

In general, the preparation of our thalidomide preloaded resins (TPRs) started from 

the commercially available aminomethyl polystyrene resin, which was in 5 steps 

converted to the key intermediate II-1. Following elongation of the spacer yielded three 

different TPRs II-2-4 (Scheme 10), which were subjected to the reaction with selected 

protein kinases inhibitors (palbociclib, crizotinib, AZD4547, despropenoylibrutinib and 

PRT062607) to afford final compounds II-5-7 (Scheme 11). These kinase inhibitors, 

which potently target CDK4, ALK, FGFR, BTK and SYK kinases, respectively, were 

selected due to presence of reactive amine functions oriented outside the kinases’ active 

sites, hence available for conjugation without loss of inhibitory activity. 

 

Scheme 10. General retrosynthetic analysis for TPRs II-2-4.[39] 
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Scheme 11. Retrosynthetic scheme towards final compounds.[39] 

The synthesis started with reductive amination of BAL resin with 

aminoethoxyethanol, followed by chemoselective protection with FmocOsu and 

Mitsunobu alkylation to obtain intermediate II-9 (Scheme 12). 

 

 

Scheme 12. 

Following ring closure reaction to form thalidomide in II-1 seemed to be solvent and 

base dependent reaction that required careful optimization. The best results were 

obtained with use of dry toluene as solvent and TEA as a base. The following 

deprotection of Fmoc under standard cleavage conditions (DMF/piperidine 4:1) led to 
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partial-thalidomide-ring-opening, due to the nucleophilic character of piperidine. 

Luckily, the use of stronger non-nucleophilic base (DBU) had positive impact on 

reactivity, since we have been able to obtain pure product II-10 in 10 minutes (Scheme 

13) with no indication of ring-opening by-product. 

 

Scheme 13. 

Following steps, involving acylation with FAEEAA and iodoacetic acid to afford 

thalidomide-preloaded resins (TPRs) II-2-4, proceeded smoothly in excellent crude 

purities (above 90%). The iodoacetic functionality was installed on TPRs for reaction 

with primary/secondary amines of abovementioned kinase inhibitors, but the resin II-

10 (or its elongated version, after deprotection of Fmoc) could be used directly to 

couple various molecules bearing suitable reactive functional groups capable of reaction 

with amines, such as aldehyde, carboxylic acid or aryl/alkyl/arylhalogens, which make 

the strategy broadly applicable. Table 2 summarized final derivatives with specification 

of inhibitors for each PROTAC conjugate II-5-7. 
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Scheme 14. Synthetic approach towards final conjugates II-5-7.  
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Cmpd R1 (Protein kinase inhibitor) Commercial 

name  

Targeted 

protein kinase 

Yield 

[%] 

 

II-5a 

 

 

Palbociclib 

 

CDK4 

 

50 

 

II-5b 

 

 

Crizotinib 

 

ALK 

 

85 

 

 

II-5c; 

II-6; 

II-7  

 

Despropenoyl 

ibrutinib 

 

BTK 

 

83; 76; 

70 

 

II-5d 

 

 

PRT062607 

 

SYK 

 

49 

 

II-5e 

 

 

AZD4547 

 

FGFR 
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Table 2. Summarization of our prepared PROTAC conjugates. 

2.3. Biology 

The representative conjugates II-5c, II-6 and II-7 were then selected to verify the 

functionality of prepared PROTACs. They possessed despropenoyl ibrutinib, a 

derivative of a recently FDA-approved drug specifically inhibiting BTK kinase.[40] In 

our initial characterization experiments, we compared the potencies of ibrutinib and 

despropenoylibrutinib with that of PROTAC II-5c in a biochemical kinase assay. 

These experiments were provided by V. Kryštof group. 

It was found out that our conjugate II-5c inhibited purified recombinant BTK with 

IC50 like that of parental despropenoylibrutinib, which confirmed its biological 
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functionality. Two other PROTACs II-6 and II-7 (Figure 7) with shorter and longer 

linkers, respectively, were similarly potent on the kinase. 

 

Figure 7. 

The induced BTK degradation in cells was also demonstrated. In the preliminary 

experiments with II-5c, we observed that the decrease in BTK is time-dependent. 

Western blot analysis of lysed cells revealed that BTK degradation was dose-dependent, 

with a maximal knockdown achieved at a 2 mM concentration (Figure 8.A). Moreover, 

in control experiments neither ibrutinib nor despropenoylibrutinib were able to induce 

the degradation of BTK and only inhibited BTK activity, which agreed with general 

mechanism of action of PROTAC conjugates where E3 ligase recruited moiety is 

necessary for degradation of the protein of interest. SYK and SRC kinases were used 

in parallel to confirm the specificity of protein degradation induced by II-5c. The effect 

of linker length on the resulting conjugate applicability is demonstrated on Figure 8.B 

which contains results of shorter and longer version II-6 and II-7, respectively. The 

degradation activity strongly depended on linker length, with the best results achieved 

for original version of the linker (PROTAC II-5c). 
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Figure 8. BTK degradation results of prepared conjugates II-5c, II-6, II-7.[39] 

2.4. Conclusion 

We successfully optimized and synthesized en route towards thalidomide-preloaded 

resins II-2-4, which were subsequently conjugated with 6 protein kinases inhibitors 

with selective kinase targeting. The final compounds were purified by semipreparative 

HPLC and obtained in good yields. The kinase inhibitory activity and degradation 

study was provided on representative conjugates II-5c, II-6 and II-7 (provided by V. 

Kryštof group).  

With respect to obtained biological data, one of the most important features of the 

method is undoubtedly simple enlargement of the spacer and comfortable production 

of the corresponding TPRs that differ exactly in this parameter. The general simplicity 

of TPRs utilization consists in shake-wash-cleave procedure that can be performed by 

a person without synthetic experience or special laboratory equipment. In the best case, 

TPR could be used as a simple kit for routine preparation of PROTACs. Importantly, 

the synthetic approach is versatile and can also be applied to other proteins for which 

ligands suitable for conjugation are available (with reactive functional groups, such as 

carboxylic acid, aldehyde, primary/secondary amine etc.). Compared to the solution-

phase methods, only single final purification is required, and modularity of the synthesis 

allows preparation of library of designed compounds using parallel synthesis. 

II-5c 

II-5c II-6 II-7 
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3. BODIPY labeled triterpenes for visualization within 

cells  

3.1. Introduction 

Small molecules capable of fluorescence are incredible tools for chemical biology, 

serving as enzyme substrates, biomolecular labels, environmental indicators or cellular 

stains.[41–46] Finding a suitable fluorophore to visualize biochemical processes can be 

dauting, since many molecules are available either commercially or through de novo 

design and synthesis. Probe selection and design can be simplified by understanding 

the properties of these fluorescent compounds. 

The most representative and widely used fluorophores in biological assays are coumarin, 

fluorescein, boron difluoride dipyrromethene (BODIPY), rhodamine and cyanine dyes 

(Figure 9).[41,47,48]  

 

Figure 9. Commonly used dyes in chemical biology.[47] 

Among these, BODIPY dye is considered a potential scaffold for functional 

fluorescent probe development, since it shows high photostability, high fluorescence 

quantum yield, small Stokes shift and/or negative total charge.[49–52] Moreover, 

BODIPY moiety is readily soluble in most organic solvents and is characterized by a 

strong absorption and fluorescence spectral bands in the visible, green-yellow part of 

the spectrum.[53] 

Triterpenes are natural compounds that may be found as secondary metabolites in 

plants,[54] fungi[55] or marine invertebrates[56] and played a key role in the growth, 

development and reproduction of the organisms. They are found in bark, cork or in the 

wax covering leaves.[57] Moreover, pentacyclic triterpenes covered an extensive 

spectrum of biological properties, not only as potential anticancer agents,[58,59] but also 
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as antimicrobial,[60] antiviral,[59] antibacterial[61] or antimalarial[62] compounds. All these 

features are making them attractive targets for biological screening.  

Despite the fact, that mechanism of action of betulinic acid, as one of the widely 

described triterpene, is known there is a vast number of its derivatives with potent 

biological activities, which have their mechanisms uncovered. Therefore, it is important 

to find ways how to determine them, in order to find better therapeutic agents. One of 

the possibilities are conjugation with fluorescent dyes and tracking such conjugates in 

vivo with fluorescence microscopy. 

3.2. Synthesis 

The synthesis of BODIPY preloaded resin III-1 started from the commercially 

available amino methyl polystyrene resin (Scheme 15). This BODIPY dye was selected 

due to its known spectroscopic properties, overall neutral charge and suitable functional 

group for conjugation. Following elongation of the spacer yielded two BODIPY 

preloaded resins III-2 and III-3 (Scheme 15).  

 

Scheme 15. Retrosynthetic analysis towards final compounds. 
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The selection of parental triterpene derivatives III-6-10, was based on their low 

micromolar cytotoxic profile towards various cancer cell lines and/or unknown 

mechanism of action.[63–65] Betulinic acid III-6 was used as a standard, since it is the 

widely studied cytotoxic triterpene with already reported mode of action.[66,67]  

For the conjugation with the preloaded resins was necessary to equip parental 

triterpenes with the suitable functional group. The modification of the scaffold was 

performed at 3 different parts (C3, C28, C30) and yielded the corresponding 

hemisuccinates, glycolates or α,β-unsaturated carboxylic acid, respectively. These 

carboxylic acids were used to acylate the preloaded resins III-2, III-3 (after cleavage 

of Fmoc protecting group) and the following acid-mediated cleavage from the resin 

provided final conjugates III-4, III-5 (Scheme 16). 
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Scheme 16. 

3.2.1. Synthesis of BODIPY-FL propanoic acid 

The synthetic pathway started from the commercially available pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde 

and triphenylphosphonium ylide acetate, which were converted to pyrrole α,β-

unsaturated ester III-11 via Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction with excellent E-

regioselectivity due to the formation of stabilized ylide. Following reduction of double 
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bond to III-12 was achieved with palladium assisted hydrogenation. POCl3 mediated 

condensation with commercially available 3,5-dimethylpyrrole-2-carbaldehyde yielded 

unsymmetrical dipyrrin, which upon complexation with BF3.OEt2 provided BODIPY 

FL propanoic ester III-13. Finally, acidic hydrolysis of ester provided BODIPY FL 

propanoic acid III-14 (Scheme 17) in high yield. 

 

 

Scheme 17. 

3.2.2. Synthesis of pre-modified triterpenes 

Modification of semisynthetic triterpenes III-6-8 as hemisuccinates and glycolates, 

respectively, was inspired by our previous work on biotinylated conjugates.[68] Briefly, 

betulinic acid III-6, betulinic acid aldehyde III-7 (prepared as an one-step modification 

from III-6) and monoketone III-8 were treated with succinic anhydride in presence of 

DMAP (Scheme 18) to provide triterpenes III-15-17 with carboxylic function ready 

for conjugation. 
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Scheme 18. 

For modification of C28 position was necessary to extend the neopentyl-type carboxylic 

function as it generally suffers from lower reactivity due to the steric hindrance. As 

such, we reacted betulinic acid III-6 and pyridine triterpene derivative III-10 with 

benzyl bromoacetate to yield compounds III-19 and III-18, respectively. Following 

deprotection of benzyl moiety was achieved with palladium assisted catalytic 

hydrogenation and yielded pre-modified triterpenes III-20, III-21 (Scheme 19) for 

further conjugation with preloaded resins. 
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Scheme 19. 

For conjugation of betulinic acid III-6 on C30 position, a different approach was used 

as was previously published.[68] The betulinic acid aldehyde III-7 was subjected to 

chemoselective Pinnick oxidation (Scheme 20) in order to produce carboxylic acid III-

22 for acylation with preloaded resin.  
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Scheme 20. 

3.2.3. Synthesis of preloaded resins 

The synthesis started similarly to previous project (thalidomide preloaded resin), from 

the commercially available amino methyl polystyrene resin, which was acylated with 

BAL linker. Following reductive amination with amino ethoxyethanol provided 

intermediate II-8 (Scheme 21). Selective Fmoc protection and acylation with BODIPY 

III-14, provided under DIC/HOBt conditions, yielded key intermediate III-1. 

 

Scheme 21. 

After acylation with BODIPY and deprotection of Fmoc under optimized conditions, 

we successfully attached FAEEAA linker to obtain preloaded resin III-2 (Scheme 22). 

The following deprotection of Fmoc and DIC promoted coupling with premodified 

triterpenes yielded final products III-4a-g (Scheme 22), upon cleavage from the 

polymer support. 

Final product 23 was prepared from III-2 (after Fmoc deprotection) using acetic 

anhydride in presence of DMAP, as a negative control for biological tests (Scheme 22). 

The purpose of this compound was to demonstrate that the cell penetration and 
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targeting the organelles depended on the triterpene scaffold and not on the BODIPY 

core. 

 

Scheme 22. Scheme of final conjugates.  
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To determine the impact of linker’s length on cell targeting, elongation of the spacer 

III-3 and subsequent acylation with pyrazine III-20 (Scheme 23) to obtain final 

compound III-5 was performed.  

 

Scheme 23. 

3.2.4. Photochemical measurements 

All prepared final conjugates III-4, III-5, III-23, with amino ethoxyethanol linker, 

were subjected to measurements of their absorption and emission spectra and 

calculation of their quantum yields of fluorescence (Φ), in order to examine the impact 

of triterpene core on this phenomenon.  

Surprisingly, we observed a quenching of fluorescence intensity by triterpene moiety, 

varying between 0.14 – 0.30 (Table 3), compare to BODIPY FL propanoic acid III-14 

itself (Φ = 0.98). To support this theory, quantum yield of fluorescence of compound 

III-23 was also calculated with value 0.71, indicating that the quenching is caused by 

triterpene scaffold.  
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Compound Φ  
Compound Φ 

III-14 0.98 III-4e 0.14 

III-4a 0.17 III-4f 0.25 

III-4b 0.21 III-4g 0.26 

III-4c 0.17 III-5 0.30 

III-4d 0.20 III-23 0.71 

Table 3. 

Such observation could be explained by so called static quenching between BODIPY 

dye and triterpenes, presumably due to the hydrophobic effects, which was recently 

described in literature,[69,70]. Noteworthy, this observation did not interfere with the 

subsequent fluorescent microscopy measurements. 

3.3. Biology 

The conjugates III-4, III-5, III-23, were subjected to measurements of their 

cytotoxic activity and to fluorescence microscopy, to investigate their distribution 

within cells. These measurements were provided by P. Džubák group. 

Following fluorescent microscopy experiments revealed that all the tested fluorescent 

conjugates stain living cells and pass through the cellular membrane into the 

cytoplasmic compartment. In addition, we used simple BODIPY conjugate III-23 

(which has the active triterpenic scaffold replaced by acetate) as a negative control to 

prove, that it is the triterpenoid part that is responsible for the cellular uptake. 

In case of aldehyde conjugate III-4e, the very reactive acrolein moiety resulted in a 

different staining pattern labeling cellular cytoplasm homogenously, which is 

presumably caused by nonspecific covalent interaction with multiple intracellular 

proteins. Staining is distinct when compared to other tested compounds, which labeled 

subtler cytoplasmic and membrane structures, likely mitochondria, endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER), and the nuclear membrane. Co-staining experiments are being 

performed to confirm this unambiguously. Such results are consistent with precedent 

studies on another lupane triterpenes that were found to interact with mitochondrion 

and ER.[71,72] 

 

3.4. Conclusion 

 We successfully optimized the route towards the fluorescently labeled preloaded 

resins III-2 and III-3, followed by the synthesis of final compounds III-4, III-5, III-

23 with corresponding triterpenes. We also synthesized, yet commercially available but 
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rather expensive, BODIPY-FL propanoic acid III-14 with modified synthesis to give 

better yields and suitable also for multigram scale quantities.  

The prepared preloaded resins allow for routine, rapid and simple conjugation of various 

compounds (not necessarily triterpenes) possessing suitable functional groups to the 

BODIPY label through an ethylene-oxy linker of various lengths. The preloaded resin 

can be applied using simple laboratory equipment, common coupling reagents and 

conditions, and minimum hands-on-time. Live cell studies focused on fluorescence 

conjugate uptake demonstrated nonspecific labeling in aldehyde III-4e. 

Ongoing research is now focused on a more specific determination of which 

organelles, proteins or protein complexes are targeted by our conjugates, and this will 

be the aim of further proteomic and molecular biology studies, for example, co-

localization experiments. 
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